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The prolongation of outworn forms of life means a 
slow decadence, in which there is repetition without 
any fruit in the reaping of value. There may be high 
survival power. For decadence, undisturbed by origi-
nality or by external forces, is a slow process. 
A race preserves its vigour so long as it harbours 
a real contrast between what has been and what may 
be; and so long as it is nerved by the vigour to ad-
. venture beyond the safeties of the past. Without 
adventure civiliz:ation is in full decay. 
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The Term tNormal School'. 
The term 'Normal School' as currently used in New Zealand 
and as used in this thesis refers to the school attached to a 
Teachers' Training College. In many countries the term refers to 
the Training College itself*: as it did also in New Zealand until 
early this century. 
The term Normal School comes from the German 'Normalschule', 
which was the name given to the school attached to a teachers' 
seminary. ** In some parts of Germany the terms 'Musterschule' 
and'Uebungs-schule' later came into use, but in Austria, even 
today, the primary school attached to a 'Lehrerbildungsanstalt' or 
Training College is known as 'Normalschule'. The German teacher 
training institutions, particularly those in Pruasia, served as 
a model to other countries. But in the 19th century the Prussian 
influence came via France. A Frenchman, Victor Cousin, had made 
a detailed survey of 'The State of Public Education in Prussia', 
and the translation of his report in 1834 greatly influenced tea-
cher training in England and the United States. Cousin, however, 
used the word 'Ecole Normale' to refer to the German seminary.*** 
He had in mind the name given to the short-lived teacher training 
institution established by the Convention in 1794. That too owed 
its existence to German influence.**** But for some reason or other 
• More than half' ot the 50 countries listed in the Unesoo & International 
Bureau of Education publication No. 117 on Teacher Training use the term 
'Normal School' to refer to teacher training establishments. 
** Meyers Konversationsle:cl.kon, Band U 
*** Monroe's Cyclopedia of Education 
•••• Ferdinand Brunot, Histoire de la Langue Fran98ise, 1927, P• 240 
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the French applied the German term 1 Normalschule 1 to the Training 
~~ 
College itself. One possible explanation is that while there few 
students in training , the ' Seminar ' and the 1 Normalschule 1 were 
sometimes combined in one and the same institution which went 
under the name of ' Normalschule '. 
The current use of the term ' Normal School ' in New Zealand 
is therefore not as much out of place as is often supposed. 
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Introduction. 
This thesis aims to throw light on the Normal School 
situation in New Zealand as it has evolved in the past, as it 
appears in the present, and as it might develop in the future. 
There is a general impression that the Normal School at 
an earlier time fulfilled its function satisfactorily, and that 
the problems ~acing the Normal School today are of very recent 
origin. But this impression, as Part I shows, is quite mistaken. 
The Normal School was inadequate from the very beginning. No 
attempt is made in Part I to give a full history of the Normal 
Schools in New Zealand; the aim is rather to enable one to view 
present-day problems of' the Norma.1· School in t heir proper per-
spective. 
Part II deals with the present and is largely based on 
my own experience during 1950 on the staff of the Kelburn Normal 
School and on impressions gained during visits in 1951 to Dunedin, 
Christchurch, Auckland and Ardmore.• While the shortcomings of 
the Normal School are widely recognized, very lit~le has been 
done to rectify them; in fact, until the Consultative Committee 
on Teacher Training was set up in 1948 the Normal School for years 
was very much neglected.** 
• The thesis is not oonoerned with training of post-primary teachers 
nor is it oonoerned with the emergency training scheme. 
•• The bulk ot the thesis was written, before the Consultative Committee• s 
Report was published in 1952. On]J' 3 ot the Report's 190 pages aotual.l3 
deal with Normal School problems, leaving ample soope for a more inten-
sive S1l?"V'ey' • 
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Part III is concerned with possible future developments of 
the Normal School and it is meant to be more than a summing up of 
conclusions arrived at in PSDts I & II. So many hard things are 
said about the Normal School in the earlier parts of the thesis 
that a more constructive approach was needed in Part III to keep 
a proper balance. 
In a sense, the object of this thesis is to come to grips 
on a small scale with one of the major issues in education, the 
relation between theory and practice; an issue, which is as old 
as the Obelisk of Luxor with its distinction between the apeaker 
of words and the doer of deeds. One could conceivably write a 
purely abstract thesis on the relation between theory and practice 
in education, but it is much more in keeping with the issue it-
self to tackle such a 'theoretical' problem in a 'practical' 
getting. And that is what the thesis is trying to do. 
P rt I 
a.st • 
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Systematic teacher training in New Zealand did not develop 
until numerous other expedients had been tried out: 
Trained teachers were imported from Britain. 
The wealthier provinces lured teachers away from the 
poorer provinces. 
A system of examination and inspection of teachers 
was established. 
Part-time training classes for teachers were inaugurated. 
The pupil-teacher system was introduced. 
A probationer syster was tried out. 
This is not the place to discuss these; suffice it to say, that 
all of them proved inadequate in providing a sufficient number 
of trained teachers. 
Proposals to establish special training institutions to cope 
with the problem were first put forward in 1870. The Canterbury 
Board of Education in its annual report pointed out that it was 
becoming increasingly difficult to obtain qualified teachers, and 
considered that the establishment of a special training institu-
tion was the only way the shortage could be met. However, as it 
would be rft't;her an expensive undertaking and as there was no gua-
rantee that teachers so trained would remain in the province, the 
Board suggested that the General Government should be responsible.• 
• Canterbury Gazette, 1870, PP• v/vi 
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11. 
A few months later during the debate in the House of 
Representatives on a motion proposed by C.B. Richmond, 'That 
it is the duty of the Legislature to secure that provision shall 
be made for the education of the people in all parts of the 
country', H.J. Tancred, member for Ashley, stated that if any 
progress was to be made as far as education in New Zealand was 
concerned, it would be absolutely necessary that the General 
Government should provide for the supply of properly qualified 
teachers. In no part of the country were there available school-
masters suitable for the wants of the country. 'We want training 
schools; we want practising schools; we want model schools, 
because in order to have good schools we want trainad teachers.'• 
Tancred wanted these schools to be established by the General 
Government, and he put forward the same reasons as those advanced 
earlier by the Canterbury Board of Education. 
Richmond's motion was agreed to**, and the following year 
Fox introduced an Education Bill, which among other matters pro-
• N.Z.P.D. ll.870, vol. 9, PP• 55/4 
Tbia particular statement was not made during the discussion on 
Tanored' s Borough Schools Bill, as bas been claimed by a numb r 
of writers. 
•• N.Z.P.D. 1870, vol..9, pJ. 58 
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vided for the establishment of model schools.* Ho
wever, progress 
in Committee was so slow that the Bill was not pro
ceeded with. 
The provinces were thus left to their own resource
s and the 
wealthiest of them, Canterbury and Otago, set abou
t establishing 
their own training institutions. By 1877 these wer
e in operation 
both in Christchurch and Dunedin, and they consist
ed of a training 
department on the one hand, corPesponding with wh
at Tancred had 
meant by 'training school', and a children's depa
rtment on the 
other hand, which was Tancred's 'practising schoo
l' and 'model 
school' rolled into one. The children's departme
nt, referred to 
in these pages, and later known as, the Normal Sch
ool, thus had 
to fulfil a dual function right from the beginning
. Tancred's 
clear distinction between practising schools and 
model schools 
was completely disregarded and has been disregarde
d ever since. 
1 • 
The methods of training differed in Christchurch a
nd Dune-
din. C.C.Howard, the Principal of the Christchurc
h institution, 
had, on the whole, a broader conception of teacher
 training than 
w.s. Fitzgerald, the Rector in Dunedin. Howard tended to stress 
the background of teaching, Fitzgerald the foregro
und. Neither of 
them put much weight on the general education of t
he students; 
both placed the strictly professional preparation 
in front. But 
Howard felt that practical training could be overe
mphasized. In 
his lectures he did not confine himself to methods
 of teaching 
• Bll.lla, 1871, llducatioDJ. Bill, clause S9 
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as was the case in Dunedin, but dealt with general principles, 
with comparative education and the history of education.• While 
Fitzgerald «ould rely on the Normal School staff to do the bulk 
of the lecturing in the training department, Howard could not 
very well ask practisini; teachers to lecture on such topics as 
the use and abuse of didactic instruction, German and Scandina-
vian schools, Pestalozzi and Froebel, typical titles of Howard's 
lectl.U'es.* The responsibility for this part of the course fell on 
his shoulders and so much time did the work of the training depart-
ment occupy, that Howard already in his first year at Christ -
church felt that he was only imperfectly discharging the duty of 
superintending the Normal School*, an early instance of one of the 
perennial problems of the Normal School. 
Both in Christchurch mid Dunedin, the students spent about 
one third of their time practice teaching in the Normal School.** 
The term 'practice teaching' was perhaps somewhat misleading, 
just as it is today. It always consisted of a great deal of ob-
servation,and even when the student took over from the teacher, 
he did not assume full control. As Fitzgerald put it in one of his 
reports, 'While in charge of these rooms, students had the respon-
sibility of independent te~chers apparently acting on their own 
authority in matters of discipline, but really under careful su-
pervision and advice.'*** 
• A. to ;J. 18781 Jllf. 1, PP• 95/9 
•• Report ot the Royal Oanmission on the Uni verai ty ot New Zealand, 
A. to J. 1879, e 45®, • 6326 
•••A. to J • 1880, H.la, P• 88 
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The organization of practice teaching in Christchurch fol-
lowed English lines, that in Dunedin followed Scottish lines. In 
Christchurch the students practised at the Normal School in weekly-
rotation, six students at a time. Howard watched them giving les-
sons now and again, but he relied mainly on detailed weekly re-
ports from the school, which were afterwards made the subject of 
a private personal interview.• In Dunedin all the students spent 
1i hours each day in the Normal School. Much of the teaching done 
by the students was in the form of 'draft-teaching'; that is, large 
classes were cuj up into small drafts, the teacher taking charge 
of one draft composed of the laggards in the alass, and the student& 
handling the rest.•* Fitzgerald, who was freer than Howard from 
lecturing duties, spent much of his time superintending the stu-
dents at the Normal School.*** 
But already in those early days there were grave doubts 
about certain aspects of practice teaching at the Normal School. 
Was it a disadvantage to the children who attended a Normal School 
that they were subject to a constant change of teachers? Was prac-
tice teaching at such a school of any real benefit to the students? 
In general, it was believed that the interests of the chil-
dren did not suf~er. Normal School children were making as good 
progress as those in other schools, classes taught by students did 
• A. to J • 1878, H. 1, PP• 95/7 
•• Report of the Royal Oamdsaion on the University ot New Zealand, 
A. to J., 187., e m.9 
••• A. to J • ll878, H. 1, PP• 99/,Loo 
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quite as well in examinations as those taught by the teachers, 
and the fact that large classes were often broken up into small 
draets meant that the pupils received almost individual instruct-
ion from the students. It is significant, however, that the quest-
ion was being asked at all*; it has been asked ever since, and 
no completely satisfactory answer has as yet been given. 
As to the second question, whether practice teaching at 
the Normal School was of any use to the student**, there was no 
doubt in those days about the value of practice teaching as such; 
but there was considerab~e doubt whether practice teaching at 
the Normal School was adequate. Did a school where there was so 
much constant change of teachers sufficiently approximate condi-
tions in the ordinary district school? Could a school which had 
to cater for all the students provide sufficient continuous teacb.-
ing practice? These were very real doubts,/ they are still. 
Dunedin Training College within a few years of its esta-
blishment went so far as to sever the intimate connection between 
the College and the Normal School, and to adopt in its place nine 
of the best conducted schools as associated schools, 'for the pur-
pose of affording students in training practice in teaching for 
a s~ficient length of time and under favourable circumstances.'*** 
• Report ot the Royal Ocm:nission on the University ot New Zealand, 
.&.. to J. 1879, e, 41556 , • 6318 
•• IbicL , e 455~/5 
••• .&. to J • 1887, ll'. l, P• '72 
One of these nine aohools was the Normal Sohool 
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iv. 
But the Normal School was not only a practising school, it 
also had to be a model. Observation and demonstration were as in-
tegral a patit of the professional preparation of teachers as was 
practice teaching. 
Here again the difference in general approach between 
Howard and Fitzgerald was brought out. Fitzgerald established the 
first model country school• and Howard the first Kindergarten•• 
attached to a Normal School in New Zealand. None of the students 
in training would probably ever teach Kindergarten children, but 
observation of Kindergarten methods would be a most valuable back-
ground for their work with older children. One of Howard's lectures 
was entitled 'The Kindergarten system and its application to or-
dinary infant schools'***· On the other hand, observing a model 
country school at work would b& of direct and immediate practical 
benefit to the students, most of whom would be going into sole-
charge schools straight after completion of their training. 
Apart from observing the methods and organization in the 
various Normal School classes, the students watched weekly model 
or demonstration lessons given by the P~ncipal to children from 
the Normal School who were specially brought over to the training 
department. It is doubtful whether the students derived much 
• A. to J. 1880, H. la, P• 8ll.. 
•• A. to J • 1879, H. 2 , P• 1141: 
This was probab:13' the f'irst real kindergarten in N. Z'. There bad been so-
oalled. Child Gardens bef'cre , but they were insti tutiona in which almost 
every fundamental Kindergarten principle was violated. 
••• A. to J. 18'18, H. 1, p.98 
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~al benefit from such lessons, which were given under very arti-
ficial conditions; on the other hand the Principal himself probably 
benefited a great deal from these model lessons as they helped to 
keep him in touch with the classroom situation. The demonstration 
lessons, Howard's at any rate, did not necessarily restrict the 
students' own ideas. As Howard stated in one of his reports, the 
model lessons would be followed by discussions 'and thus original 
thought is stimulated.'* 
It was of course all a question of whether anything out of 
the ordinary was wanted. As. G. MacMoriran pointed out in his 1888 
presidential address to the New Z.ealand Educational Institute, 
no teacher in an inspected school dared to adopt any method, how-
ever certain he was of its ultimate and lasting benefit, unless it 
secured immediate tangible results and percentages. It did not take 
the young teacher long to discover 'that originality and experi-
menting, to use a commercial phrase, do not pay.'** 
Should the Normal School then be a model of what the ordi-
nary primary school.!.!!§ like, or should it be a model of what a 
primary school ou*ht to be like? Fitzgerald favoured the former 
conception. He wanted the Normal School to correspond in every 
way to the Dunedin District Schools, not only as regard:Sthe general 
organization of the school but also with regard to the quality 
• A. to J • 1878, H. l, PP• 95/7 
•• Qµoted in National Eduoation, May 1933, P• 164 
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f the . instruction given.• This point of view has had many sup-
porters but it has tended to intensify one of the major problems 
of teflCher training, the gap between theory and practice. Was it 
not the function of the Normal School to try and bridge that gap'i· 
The problem did not arise in Dunedin to any great extent in those 
days, as the Normal School staff did most of the lecturing to the 
students and were not likely to suggest methods which they failed 
to carry out in practice. 
The position was dif~erent in Christchurch. Howard, as w~ 
shown before, had a much broader conception of teacher training. 
He emphasized general princip~eg as much as specific methods, and 
he did most of the lecturing himself. He was therefore very much 
concerned that the Normal School should be a plaee where the me -
thod~ which he put forward, ; ·methods of teaching particular sub-
jects, methods of organim,.tion and school management/, should 
be car~ied out in their entirety; it should be a place where his 
theories of education tlX>Uld be submitted to a practical test. But 
this meant that the Principal of the training institution had to 
have considerable control over the Normal School staff. 
Making a Principal responsible for the general superinten-
dence of the Normal School without giving him any say in the ap-
pointment of Normal School stafr, puts him into a most awkward po-
sition. Either he refuses to face it and simply lets the Normal 
School drift along without any interference on his part, - and 
• A. to J • 1878, H. l, P• 101 
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this is the course that has been taken by the great majority of 
Training College Principals; or he tackles the problem boldly and 
risks losing his job. This is what happened to Howard.He felt that 
right from the start the staffing of the Normal School had been 
handled the wrong way. The children's department had been opened 
10 months before the training department, 3 months before even a 
Principal was appointed and 8 months before his arrival. It was 
officered by teachers , who, with one exception, had no knowledge 
whatever of Normal School work, and some of whom were anything bu~ 
efficient. As numbers increased, additions to the staff were made 
- the best that could be got doubtless, but not qualified for 
training in any way • . • 
Howard brought up the problem before the Education Board, 
and a commission was appointed to consider the working of the Nor-
mal School and if possible to bring the Normal School and the 
Training College into a closer relation. Howard considered the 
report prepared by the Board in many respects impracticable and 
submitted a counter-scheme of reorganization.** The next thing we 
hear is that Howard's engagement as Principal was terminated by 
the Board and applications were invited for the position.*** 
.. 
** 
••• 
A. to J • 1879, H. 2', P• 115 
I spent hours loolcl.ng through the reooru at the Canterbury Education 
Board's 0:ffioe and at the Normal Sohool itself' where some o:f' the old 
tiles are kept, but oould not :find &I\Y traoe whatever either of the 
Board's or ot Howard's scheme. The tiles are :f'air'.q complete but the 
particular minute-book that would have contained the neclessary details 
seems to have vanished. 
A. to J • 1880, H. la, P• 67 
- ~----- .. - ------~ •-=""""""' 
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Although we do not know the details of Howara's suggestions 
to the Board, they were probably in similar terms as the ones he 
made a few years later as first Principal of the Wellington Train-
ing College. He then suggested that the Normal School should be 
regarded as an integral part of the training machinery and should 
be under the Principal's active supervision. It should be conducted 
throughout in entire accordance with his views on school and class 
management. The main work of such a school, or a great part of it, 
at any rate, would be performed by students. The Principal himself 
would spend a considerable portion of each day there, but there 
&hould be a small, highly efficient staf~, suf~icient in number 
to give persistency to the working arrangements. In the appo!nt-
ment of this staff the Principal should have some voice, as it 
would be of utmost importance that the teachers at the Normal 
School should sympathi~ fully with his views.• 
v . 
w. Malcolm who succeeded Howard in Canterbury completely 
reorganized his system of practical training. He followed the 
Scottish pattern rather th~n the English one and brought the or-
ganization in Canterbury more in line with that in Dunedin. On 
hie recommendation the Board dropped the system which Howard had 
introduced whereby students were sent in sections into the Normal 
School for a whole week at a time, and instead he specilfied cer-
tain hours of the day, when all students had to take part in 
school work. The aim was to ensure that the students would not be 
teaching for long periods without receiving instructions from the 
Principal or the tutors.** 
• A. to Jr. 1882, E. 1, P• 91 •• A. to J. 1881, E. 1, P• 86 
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In addition, every Friday morning, there were criticism 
lessons or gallery lessons as they were ealled.*A class from the 
Normal School would be brought into an auditorium, and one studen~ 
would give a lesson in front of his fellow students, after which 
the Principal would give a full and often scathing critic-ism. 
C.T·. Aschman, one of the few students of that day still alive, 
who later became Headmaster of the Normal School, told me about 
his first criticism lesson. It was on the "Rivers of Asia". Asch-
man,{ being a rather energetic young man moved about a lot during 
the lesson, shot qwtstions right and left and had everybody taking 
an active part. When the lesson was over ~alcolm addressed the as-
sembled students and tore the lesson to pieces. 'You should stand 
per~ectly still in front of the class,' he said; 'your feet should 
be at an aagle of 45 degrees, and whenever you ask a question you 
should point with outstretched finger at the pupil who is to ans-
wer the question.' 
There was ".!tt norm. There was one and only one correct me-
thod which bad to be adhered to religiously. The Normal School de-
monstrated the norm, the students imitated. Teacher training was 
training of copycats. 
But Malcolm too had his headaches with regard to the Norma1 
School. As was shown earlier, there had been doubts before, firstly 
whether the Normal School could perform its function as a practis-
.!!!S... school without disadvantage to the children or to the students, 
• A. to J. 1881, E. 1, P• 86 
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and secondly whether the Normal School could perform its function 
as a model school without a much closer liaison between the train-
ing department and the Normal Schoo.1. The question that concerned 
Malcolm was whether the Normal School could fulfil its function 
as a model and a practising school at the same time. This problem 
was particularly acute in connection with the model country sehool. 
There, most of the teaching had been done by students in training 
under she supervision and direction of the master in charge, the 
master himself teaching the whole of Monday of each week and oc-
casionally giving special lessons before the students on those sub-
jects which they did not seem sufficiently competent to teach. 
However, the system just did not work. If the students were to get 
really adequate practice, the school would cease to be a model 
school. Malcolm therefore decided very reluctantly, that the master 
should take aole charge of the model country school, while the 
students paid attention to his methods, took careful notes of what 
they saw and made a lengthy report on the organization of the day's 
programme. Although Malcolm was as convinced as ever, 'that if you 
want to learn how to do anything you must do it for yourself and 
not through any other individual,' be felt that he had no option 
but to carJ!Y out the reorganization. • 
vi. 
In the meantime the central government had become awllt'e of 
its responsibility for teacher training. The 1877 Education Act 
• A. to J. 1888, E. l, P• 108 
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authorized the Governor-in-Council to make regulations for the 
establishment and management of Training Colleges.• The Act left 
the organization of teacher training in the hands of the central 
deipartment, but as there were Training Colleges already in exist-
ence in Christchurch and Dunedin, the department did not assert 
its author! ty and regulations were issued handing over the ·control 
of Training Colleges to the boards.** 
The regulations provided for the establishment and mainten-
ance of a public school in connection with the Training College*1 
but the school was not made an integral part of the college. In 
fact, the boards were advised that the special vote for Training 
Colleges was only intended for the training department proper and 
that the expense of maintaining classes in the practising school 
attached to the institution would have to be defrayed out of the 
ordinary board fund.*** 
There were those who would have preferred placing both the 
Training College and the Normal School under the control of the 
department. C.C.Howard was one of them. He believed that the Nor-
mal School was part and parcel of the Training College, that it 
was quite a peculiar institution and that it was not fair to judge 
it by the same standard by which other schools were judged or ex-
pect exactly the same thing from it. The Normal School might be 
• Billa 187'7, No. 77, P• 3 
•• n.z. Gezette 1878, ii, 1312 
••• A. to J. 1878, H. 1, P• 113 
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made a much more useful institution, he felt, if greater i'reedom 
of action were allowed to it than to other schools , and this 
could take place more easily if the Normal Schools were under 
the Control of the Department rather than the Board.* 
• 
The Wellington and Auckland Training Colleges were opened 
in 1880 and 1881 respectively, with a Normal School attached to 
each . I t would probably be more correct to say that each Train-
ing College was attached to a Normal School rather than the other 
way round, firstly because the schools were in existence before 
the Training Colleges were opened , and secondly because the Nor-
mal Schools occupied the bulk of the buildings , the Training 
College rooms being only an afterthought . But it must not be 
i magined, that the Normal School in those days was the dominant 
partner , an impression that many people seem to have nowadays . 
That impression is quite wrong*; but it would be just as wrong 
to assume that the Training College was dominant . The two depart-
ment s existed side by side , and although the relationship between 
the t wo was much closer in those days than it is today, it was 
never as close as many would have wished, or as many seem to be-
lieve nowadays . 
• 
The f irst Principal of the Wellington Training College was 
Report ot the Royal Camdssion on the University ot New Z'ealand 
A. to J. 1879, e 4580 
•• It may b6 partq clue to the :tact that the Training College itsel:f in 
those days was referred to aa "the Normal School"' • 
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c.c. Howard, with whom we are already familiar, and the first 
Principal of the Auckland Training College was A. McArthur , who 
shared many of Howard's views on teacher training, but expressed 
them in a less provocative manner. 
Both in Auckland and ellington; regulations* provided that 
each student should spend not less than one fifth of his time in 
the actual practice of teaching. ** The Wellington students were 
sent to the Normal School in rotation, for one week at a time, as 
had been the practice in Christchurch, when Howard was Principal 
there . I n Auckland , on the other hand , the students spent one 
day a week practice teaching at the Normal School . This was a 
compromise between H<JBrd~s system of a week ' s continuous prac-
tice teaching and the Dunedin system where one hour daily as 
devoted to practice teaching . *** 
In their first year the Auckland students would teach 
small drafts of the find, 3rd and 4th standards to begin with; as 
they improved in management, the drafts would be gradually in-
creased, until the students were able to take charge of a whole 
class . Infant teaching and the conduct of composite classes formed 
• E'ftr.Y Education Board having the control of a Training College :tramed 
its own regulations for the ooncluot of the institution, including 
the organization ot the practising school. 
•• A. to J. 1881, E.1, p.85, p.86 
••• Auckland always steered a mi&lle oourae - it still does toaa7. 
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the subjects of the 2nd year's course.* 
But already in his first year McArthur was concerned about 
the adequacy of practice teaching at the Normal School, and he 
asked the Board to grant the students facilities in addition to 
those provided at the Normal School.• Mc.Arthur did not ge as far 
as Fitzgerald in Dunedin, who ultimately severed the connection 
with the Normal School altogether; instead he arranged for his 
senior students to visit various Auckland schools other than the 
Normal , where each student would take complete charge of a class 
now and again, the headteachers furnishing reports to the Train-
ing College on the students ' wort.** 
Howard 1 s system in Wellington was on similar lines as the 
one he had adopted earlier in Canterbury. One feature which he 
developed in Wellington further than he bad done in Christchurch 
was the eriticism lesson . Although it had much in common with cri-
ticism lessons elsewhere, it nevertheless had the characteristic 
' Howard touch ' • This is how it was conducted:. the students would 
know some time beforehand when their turn would come; they would 
consult Howard about the subject of their lesson; be would sug- · 
gest sources of information, discuss the varying ways of treating 
the subject and warn the students of mistakes they were likely ta 
make;: they would subsequently bring him a rough outline in writing 
• A. to J. ii882', E. 1 , P• 88 
•• A. to J. :1l.8831 E. 1 , P• 91 
.. 
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of the proposed lesson; this would be talked over and amended 
where necessary, and the notes would be rewritten in corrected 
form for Howard's inspection before the lesson; and the lesson 
itself would ultimately be given to a class from the Normal 
School in the presence of the other students. What has been des-
cribed so far followed the usual pattern of criticism lessons. 
But now to the 'Howard touch'. The student ' s lesson was not fol-
lowed by a speech from the Principal but by a general discussion. 
All the students were f'urnished with written lists of ' points to 
look for and tests to apply'. The students' conunents, according 
to How~d, were never captious or frivolous but were ' prompted 
by genuine sympathy and the desire on the part of the critic to 
be helpt'ul to a fellow student.• • 
But what was even more of an innovation was that teachers 
from the Normal School were invited to attend these eriticism 
Iell'S'ons and to take part in the discussions which arose out of them 
of 
- the aim being ' to secure greater unity fl~ft purpose and plan 
between Training College and Normal School.'** 
As in Canterbury, Howard was most concerned to achieve 
real unity between the two departments. This lllility could be 
achieved, he had believed earlier, by giving the Training Col-
lege Principal some control over the appointments to the Normal 
School staff; he went t'urther now and urged that the Normal Schoo1 
• ' A. t o J • 1886, E. 1 , P• 86 
•• A. to J • 1881., B'. 1, P• 86 
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should be completely under the control of the Training College 
Principal. Howard was certain that if there was open conflict 
between the practice of the Normal School and the theories of the 
lecture room, it must tend to bewilder the young students in 
training. Where the practising school was not under the control 
of the Principal or taught by someone imbued with his spirit, 
it was of very secondary value in the training of teachers.• 
Already in his first Wellington report he pointed out that only 
the unfailing sympathy and hearty cooperation on the part of 
the Normal School Healimaster had 'rendered workable a system 
which must nevertheless, per se, be deemed uns~tisfactory as 
depending unduly for its success on personal temperaments.• ** 
However much good will there might be on both sides, it was evi-
dent to Howard, that the necessities of district school work 
would always be the paramount consideration of the Normal School 
Headmaster under the existing set-up; all other needs would be 
subordinated.***'Were not the re.lations of the most cordial des-
cription between the heads of the two schools, a deadlock might 
result at any moment. Their interests are not and cannot be iden-
tical.' **** 
But this was too touchy a problem for the Wellington Edu-
cation Board, and Howard met the same fate he had suffered in 
• 
•• 
••• 
A. to J. 1886, E.1, P• 84 
A. to J. 1i881, E.1, P• 84 
A. to J. 1882, E.1, p.90 
•••• A. to J • 1884, E~:11., p.91. 
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Canterbury. The Board, in a most hypocritical manner, expressed 
its satisfaction with the work produced by the Principal, but then 
went on to say that he had been given three months' notice and 
that it was proposed to close the Training College in order to 
release f'unds for the founding of a chair in psychology and edu-
cation at the University.* But the Board did not close the Train-
ing College; they placed the headteacher of the Mount Cook Boys' 
School. in temporary charge and went ahead with arrangements for 
the appointment of a permanent principal.** 
One might dismiss all this by saying that Howard perhaps 
tended to magnify difficulties and was possibly not an easy per-
son to get on with. Buth other Training College Principals reite-
rated Howard's viewa, though usually in a much less provocative 
manner. McArthur was one of them. Realising that the whole quest-
ion w~s a very delicate one, he did not broach it until his last 
report, when he openly put forward the view that a Normal School 
'ought to be placed directly under the control of the Principal 
of the Training College and the practising maste~ should be sub-
ordinate to himi.t. *** 
But how could a Principal effectively control both the 
Training College and the Normal School? Firstly, by reducing the 
number of children attending the Normal School. Both Howard and 
• A. to J. 1887, lf.1, P• 61 
•• A. to J. 1888, E~1, P• 63' 
••• A. to J • 1887, E.1, PP• 55/6 
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McArthur shared that view.* · In those days there were anything up 
to 1000 children at the Normal School, and that was not for the 
sake of giving more facilities for student practice. The reason 
was rlllther that if the school was very large, then tne capitation 
grant, allowed by the Government for attendance, left a consi-
derable balance over the expenditure for the school and this ba-
lance could be used to supplement the meagre Training College 
grant.** But as MeArthur put it, experience had taught him more 
and moire the folly of associating a practising school of 1000 
children or even half that number with a '!raining 6ollege. The 
purposea of the Training College would be much better served by 
a small Normal School, which could then be placed under the direct 
control of the Principal.* But the Principal could only exercise 
that control effectively by appointing the right kind of teacher 
to the Normal School. This, then, was the second step advocated 
by Howard and Mc.Arthur. Normal School teachers ought to be chosen 
with special reference to the work to be done at the Normal School. 
They should have been reeently trained and they should be imbued 
with the same spirit as those in the Tr~ining College.*· Only then 
would there be a hope of translating theory into practice. McArthur 
suggested even that such teachers 'might receive a slight premium 
on ordinary salaries.'* - All these issues, that of the best size 
of a Normal School, that of the right type of teacher at the Nor-
mal School and that of extra pay for Normal School teachers are 
• .&. to J • 1881., E.1 , P• 84 A. to J. 1887, E.l, PP• 55/6 
•• Report ot the Royal Oamd.ssion on the Uni wrsi ty ot New Zealand, 
A. to J • ll.879, e 18:ss 
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as alive today as they were then. 
i. 
Only a few years after their work had begun, the Auckland 
and Wellington Training Colleges were closed again. As an economy 
measure the Govermnent withdrew its subsidies in aid of Training 
Colleges in t887, and the Auckland and Wellington Training Col-
leges were not reopened until almost twenty years later. 
Canterbury and Otago remodelled their training departments rather 
than closing them. 
An interesting development took place in Canterbury as a 
result of the withdrawal of the Governmant grant. The Board ter-
minated the engagement of all the officers of the training de-
partment, the Training College as originally constituted ceased 
to exist, and arrangements were made to carry on the training in 
a different and less expensive manner by means of a kind of twin-
a~prenticeship system.*Two students were assigned to each class 
at the Normal School; one student would teach in the morning, the 
other in the afternoon. Every now and again the distribution of 
students was rearranged, in order to give them the opportunity of 
becoming acqu~inted with the work of the different standards. •• 
w.c. Colee who later became Headmaster of the Normal School 
and who was a student at that time, told me how he shared a class 
of 75 with J.G. Polson who later became Principal of the Training 
College, each controlling the class for half the day. There were 
• A. to J • 18881 E.1, P• 106 
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a few permanent teachers at the school, but they were not always 
very helpful. Colee told me of one girl student whose turn it was 
to take over one of the classes in the boys'school*; the teacher 
came in with the student to introduce her to the boys, among whom 
there was one called Albert Husband. 'Why do you think is this 
young lady so keen to teach this class?' asked the teacher. Various 
possible reasons were given. Finally the teacher said, 'She want-
ed to come, because she knew she'd find A. Husband here.' After 
this introduction the teacher left the poor girl in charge while 
the boys were roaring their beads off. 
During the half day not employed in teaching,the students 
attended lectures; a few, like Colee, went to Canterbury College 
and the rest were instructed by a former senior tutor of the 
training department, Edwin Watkins, who had been reengaged for the 
purpose**, and who was later appointed as Principal.*** 
Even in those days the fe teachers who were retained at 
the Normal School were hard t~ come by without special salary in-
ducements, just as they are hard to come by today. When the Board 
finally decided to pay Normal School teachers an extra allowance, 
they did so very grudgingly, just as they do today. How grudgingly 
the salary increase was given can be seen from the 1889 Report of 
the North Canterbury Board: 'As the necessarily migratory character 
• Until 1905'· the Ohriatcburob Normal School consisted of a Boys' School 
and a Girls' School, which again were divided into Senior and Junior 
Departments, the Junior School ocmprlsing obil.dren below Standard 5 • 
** Ai. - J. 18891 E.1., p.76 
*** A. - J • :t8961 E'.1., P• 75 
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of the student teachers makes it almost imperative that the few 
high elass permanent teachers employed in this school should not 
be frequently changed, some slight increase of salaries has been 
#ound neces~ary to remove the probability of that inconvenience.'* 
x . 
The Otago Education Board kept the Training College open 
on what meagre funds it possessed, but by 1894 the financial bur-
den had become too much and the college was closed. However, it 
was· reopened the following year on a more economical basis, by 
appointing the Head of the Normal to the position of Principal of 
the Training College in addition to his duties as Headmaster of the 
Normal School.** This was quite a novel procedure;; not that it 
was motivated by any desire on the part of the Board to solve some 
of the problems of Training College - Normal School relations; it 
was a mere economy measure; but here for the first time the dual 
function of Headmaster of the Normal School and Principal of the 
College devolved on one individual. -And it was most fortunate, 
that this task fell on the shoulders of one of the ablest men who 
have been associated with the training of teachers in New Ze~and, 
David Renfrew hite. 
White did not solve the problems of the Normal School, but 
during the 17 years of his principalship, the first 10 of which 
• A. to J • :li890, E.1, P• 'l2 
•• ~. to J. 1896~ E.l, PP• 85/4 
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were combined with the headmastership of the Normal School, he 
never gave upi trying to solve these problems. He was never com;-
placent about the ef~ectiveness of the course and was always pre-
pared to try out a new approach. 
It did not take him long to find out that if he was to car-
ry on the work of the whole institution successfully, he would 
have to bring the two departments more closely together. - It will 
be remembered that Fitzgerald had earlier broken off the close 
connection between Training College and Normal School and had in-
stead associated nine Dunedin schools with the College, including 
the Normal School. But as White was required to act in the dual 
capacity of Headmaster of the Normal School and Principal of the 
Training College, it was to be expected that the two institutions 
would again be brought into closer relationship, and probably a 
more intimate one than had existed before. 
Timetables were drawn up for the various Normal School 
classes to enable White to use these classes for 'illustrative 
and practical lessons' without interfering materially with the 
everyday work of the school. But what was more important, White 
insisted on it that the methods of the Normal School sta~f did 
not conflict with the principles brought to the notice of the stu-
dents in his lectures, so that these principles 'may be seen exem-
plified in the daily work of the school.' * 
* A. to J • 1896, E. 11-, PP• 88/9 
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This was what Howard had been preaching all along . But it 
was a policy that was not without its dangers . Would it not tend 
to encourage narrow conformity, both on the Training College level 
as well as in the Normal School? Teaching after all was not a 
trade. Was the~e not perhaps somethin to be said for having a 
gaP'between theory and practice? These were very real problems 
they still are, - but ~ite did not run away from them . 
He was very much concerned aibout the narrowness of the pro-
fessional preparation of teachers in those days and about the danger 
of falling into dead and stereotyped ways of dealing with the most 
living of a l l arts . Other Training College Principals since have 
shared this concern; but their usual reaction ag~inst this narrow-
ness of the professional preparation of teachers has been to empha.-
size the general and cultural education of the students in train-
ing~• rather than the broadening of the professional education it~ 
self , which was what White aimed at . 
He used to put before the students and staff the best out-
lines of lessons that he was acquainted with, but he did not in-
sist on adherence to any particular method . ' I have laid great 
stress ,' he said, ' on the necessity for throwing some a•t gtm• i~ 
individuality into t he treatment of their lessons and of showing 
some evidence of originality and research in methods of teaching, 
i f they wish their work to be suc:eessful .' ** 
• ~bis emphasis on the general background ot the teacher does ot course inclireotq eontribate to the professional preparation ot the teacher. 
•• A. to J. 1899, E.1, PP• 91/~ 
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Wltile certain principles were laid down in some detail, 
the students were at liberty to apply these principles in any 
way their own individual powers of resource might suggest. The 
only restriction White imposed on the students was that they place 
on the blackboard as explicitly as possible the specific purpose 
of their lesson, to make sure they knew where they were going. 
The lesson was to be ' a living and spontaneous expression of the%Jl 
mind rather than a stereotyped or formal method of impa:f·ting in-
struction.'* 
Openmindedness was one of White ' s finest qualities; not 
only did he encourage it in his students b~t he cultivated it in 
himself . There were many aspects of Normal School work of whose 
value he was not at all certain, and many of lhhe doubts he raised 
have not been answered yet . 
·Was all the practice-teaching at the Normal School real y 
so very important? No doubt, practice teaching had peculiar ad-
vantages, it familiariz:ed the student with the real conditions 
under which his professional work would have to be. carried out;: 
but might not all this practice teaching introduce the student too 
early into the narrow life and routine of classwork? Would he not 
have quite enough experience of that after eaving college? As 
White said in one of his reports, ' I have in the past often pointed 
with satisfaction to the fact that a student had given a great 
many lessons, had taught so many hours during the session, as if 
that were the best kind of training that I cou d give them••• 
• I.!. to J • :li~, E. ll, PP• 85/6 
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~ut it is possible to overestimate the value of this kind of 
work. ' * 
Did "special lessons 11 given to a class or a section of a 
class addmuch to the efficiency of the student as a. practitioner? 
White did not approve of the occasional and intermittent character 
of these lessons. They were isolated lessons and what was required 
instead was more continuous classteaching. But that meant, that if 
a major part of the practice teaching was to be done at the Normal 
School, then the Normal School was not large enough . ** 
Was there any value in mere observation? The students spent 
a lot of time in the various classrooms at the Normal School ob-
serving the methods of different teachers; they observed model 
lessons given by the Principal himself and other members of the 
staff, but many stuaents seemed to see practical y nothing or next 
to nothing . And what they did see was apparently turned to no pur-
pose when they were asked to take the class in hand with the same 
or a similar lesson.:** 
x . 
The ' old ' and the ' new ' have always existed side by side . 
This is as true of teacher education in New Zealand as it is of 
education in general . The ' New Education ' in New Zealand did not 
begin with the appointment of Dr.Beeby as Director of Education, 
or with the 1937 N.E.F. Conference, or with the coming of the Labour 
•••A.to J. 1l907, B~ 1ic, p.11 
•• A. to J • 1907, E. 1c, p.11 In the latter part of Wbi te • s period as Principal all practice teaching was done at the Normal School. 
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Government. There has always been a ' new' education wherever there 
has been a fresh and livelp and openminded attitude towards educa-
tion. And there will always be an'old'education wherever there is a 
formal, lifeless and narrowminded attitude towards education. In the 
extracts below,taken from one of Watkins' and White's annual reports 
written the same year,the old and the new will be sfien side by side. 
Watkins* lhite ** 
Admitting students to the Train- What is the true sequence in the 
ing College at too early an age, 
or before a reasonably good stan-
da~d of scholarship is reached, 
brings with it the danger that 
if this idea is carried too far, 
some entrants to the profession 
may have passed the plastic stage 
at which they can acquire habits 
which in the absence of a strong 
natural bent towards them have to 
be made automatic by practice. 
The teacher's eye which should 
be offended by the least sign of 
disorder, and the teacher ' s ear 
which should be offended by a 
whisper even in the back bench, 
cannot be developed in many cases 
if the professional work is tak-
en up late. 
• Ao to J. 191LO, E~2, D, p.159 
difrerent aspects of training, -
observation,experiment,principle 
- the order in which I have stat,. 
ed them, or shoul we as is done 
in some of the German colleges, 
take principle in the 1st year 
and leave practice to a 2nd or 
3rd year. 
Is the value of the training 
given in the College to be jud -
ed by what is of immediate prac-
tical use to the young teacher, 
or may it be that the standard 
of true training is something 
less tangible than all this, -
a certain enthusiasm, inspiration 
and love of the work? 
••A.to J. 1910, E.2, D, p.162 
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Watkins' principalship was as long and covered the same 
period as that of Vhite, but the one was as uninsp:liifmg as the 
other was imaginative. Watkins was aware that the Normal School 
was one of the weak points in the system of teacher training 
but felt that there was little use trying to do anything about 
it. After all, in other countries too, wherever courses of study 
and practice in teaching were carried on together, the practice 
in teaching was pretty poor, s-o why worry.~:: And anyhow, reference 
to the Board ' s scholarship lists and :.t)U[ to the Inspectors ' 
examination reports showed that the school was 'fulfilling some, 
at least, of the purposes for which Normal Schools exist. ' ** 
It was sug ested earlier that there had never geen an 
real partnership between the Normal School and the Trainin Co -
lee; they just existed side by side. If, at t imes, one or the 
other appeared to be the dominant partner, that Jas _ar el e 
to the personalities ass ociated with either. Unfortunatel there 
are very few records a out former Normal School Headmasters, other 
than those who, like D.R. hite, H.G. Cousins and E. Pinder, 
became Tra nin Colle e Principals. But there is little doubt 
that wh le Canterbury had a series of rather unins irin Train-
i olle e Principals, it had some very forceful personalities 
associated ~ith the Normal School. C.T.Aschman, for example, 
whose link with the Christchurch Normal School stretched over 
more than thirty years, first as Assistant Master and later as 
• J.. to J. 1908, E.1c, p.11 
•• A. to J • :li896, E. 1., P• '19 
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Headmaster, was a much more stimulating personality than most 
oft e rincipals of his day. As the 1924 Recorder* expressed 
it, looking back over the preceding thirty years, ' Perha s the 
most vivid recollections ex- students have of Training Colle e 
days are "Ascb's" method lectures and dem' s. ' Having interviewed 
the 82 year old C.T.Aschman almost thirty years later, I can 
well understand the ex-students ' feelings. Of all the scores of 
people I interviewed, C.T.Aschman.n made ' the most vivid' impressio; 
an as I left him I felt that after all perhaps the suceess of the 
Normal School was not a matter of machinery so much as of the 
ind of people that were associated with it. hile there were 
Aschmans about, such things as hampering regulations, antiquated 
buildings and similar restrictions could be overcome. The real 
enemies of the Normal School e dullness and narrowness. With 
a ~ive wire' like Ascbman as Headmaster, these were not e:I.ikely 
to come to the fore. 
• 
But to come back to the beginning of the century. 
Prosperity had returned to the country; George Hogben, one of 
the ablest men in the history of New Zealand education, had be-
come Inspeetor General, and teacher training in New Zealand re-
ceived a thorough overhaul. New Trainin College Regulations were 
issued in 1904 and the Auckland and Wellington Colleges were re-
opened in 1906. 
• The annual publication of the Cbriatoburch Training College Students• Ass'n. 
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The regulations specified that the Education Board of any 
district in which a Training College was situated should have the 
entire control and management of such college ' subject to the 
provisions hereinafter contained; ' • but ' the provisions herein-
after contained' provided for everything that was essential to 
the control and management and divested the board of any shred of 
real authority. The relation of the Board to the Trainin College 
was precisely that of a Committee to the school of its district 
and the Department was to Training Colleges what the Education 
Board of a district was to the schools of that district. On the 
other hand the Normal School which was to be connected to the 
Training Co lege was placed completely under the control and ma-
nagement of the Board and was to be organized as an ordinary pub-
lic school. Only in name then were Training College and Normal 
School under the same control. 
For every raining College there was to be a Committee of 
Advice consisting of representatives from the Board, the Inspect-
orate and the University. The regulations set down Ghat the Board 
was to consider and give due weight to such re resentations as the 
Comm ttee or Advice ma i' oro. time to time 1 v before it , ~* but as is 
far as the Normal School Ii/, concerned, the Cornm1 ttee of Advice 
does not seem to have ma e an ma·or recommendations , over the 
years. 
The regulations rovided for 'suf icient and regular pract-
ice at the Nor1~al School. ' The sc ool was to consist of a ' main 
school ' with an attenda ce or about 300, a ' model countr school ' 
and secondary classes of the district hi h schoo type. To these 
• A. to J • 1905, E.1o, p.s; •• N.z. Gezette 1905i, Vol.1., PP• 7u/4 
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were added, a few years later, Kindergarten classes , a junior 
,ode country school and a class for backward children.** 
X i. 
I t id not ta.lee the new Principals of the Wellington and 
Aue _an Tra ning Colleges very lon to discover that expectin 
a ormal chool with 300 children to provide ' sufficient and re-
gular ractice ' for the students in training was easier said than 
done. William Gray, the Wellington Principal, w~ted his stud~nts 
to have daily contact with the classroom. Each teacher at the 
Normal School as responsible for the practice of at least five 
students and each of the five had one hour ' s teachin per a . 
For a while the scheme could be worked by alternatin classroom 
practice and drafting room practice , as in Fit~ erald' s time , but 
ith incre~sing numbers of students the system obviously could no t 
go on .. 
H. A. Milnes, the Principal of the Auckland Training College , 
placed less emphasis on practice teaching, only two weeks each 
term, that is , six weeks a year were devoted to it, but even so 
the Normal School could not cope with it in the long run . ~hen 
Milnes introduced the system in 1906 there were only 28 students 
in training, but by 1910 there were 100 students . However hard the 
Norma School staff worked to try and ive students every oppor-
tunity for actual practice , they were attempting the im ossible. 
• A. to J. 1913, B. 2>, p. 17 
•• 
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As Milnes expressed it, ' How can anyone give proper attention 
to six student, give them supervision as they take sections of 
the class and in addition carry the burden of keeping the class 
up to the examination standard required? In my opinion two stu-
dents to each class are quite enough , 
vided attention and ineffiency.' * 
any more only means di-
Nor was the problem confined to Wellington and ~uckland. 
As E.Pinder, who succeeded White in Dunedin, pointed out, ' Even 
if the Normal School could somehow provide all the teaching 
practice for the large number of students, what would become of 
the function of the Normal School as a model ?' ** 
~hat was to be done? There were a number of possibilities: 
i ) I ncreasing the number of children at the Normal School 
11) Reducing the amount of practice teaching required of students 
iii ) Establishing another Normal School 
iv ) S'Dllpp'lementing the Normal School by means of Associate School s 
v ) Complementing the Normal School by means of Associate Schools. 
Although Howard and McArthur had put forward the view that 
only a small Normal School could really work hand in hand with 
the Training College , their successors were very much perturbed 
when the regulations limited the attendance at the Normal School 
to about 300 . * * A conference of Training College Principals was 
• A. to J • 1914, E. 2, D, Peviii 
•• A. to J. 191'1, B. 2:1 D, P• xl 
••• !Che rtaaon tor this change in attitude was not on:i,, that there were mare students in training than betore; it was alao that Boward and l4Gl:Arthur were JDOL"e concerned about the tunction ot the Normal School as a model. 
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called to consider the regulations and an amendment was prop&sed 
to the effect that provision might be made for an attendance of 
150 pupilg.* The regulations were amended to that effect, but it 
was no more than a stopgap, if it was that. At the rate the stu-
dents were increasing in number, the Normal School would before 
long have to number thousand if all practice-teaching was to be 
done there. 
But perhaps so much practice teaching was not really nece-
ssary, particularly in the earlier part of the course. As as 
shown before, DR. ite in unedin had been wondering whether 
practice teaching wa not being overestimated. And W.Gray, the 
Principal of the Wellington Training College, went so far as 
to drop practice teaching altogether for first year students, and 
he tried the experiment of making the first year's course in 
method a purely observational one, combined with general lect-
ures and discussions.** 
Another alternative which was also recommended at the 
Principals' conference referred to earlier was the establish-
ment of a second Normal School.* Additional Normal Schools were 
~tually established for a while in all the centres***, but un-
less the Normal Schools were very close to the Training College 
• A. to J • li.9<l>7, E.1c, p.14-
•• A.. to J • ;1.9101 :ir.2 ,D, p.t.57 
••• Where are two Normal S.ohoola in Auckland today'. 
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the experiment was not very successful. In Wellington, for example, 
when the Training College was shifted from Thorndon to Kelburn, 
the Thorndon School was for a number of years retained as a full 
Normal School in addition to the new Kelburn Normal School. But 
it was not a happy arrangement and the inconvenience of having a 
Normal School at such a distance from the Training College was a 
severe strain on the students ' limited time. The Thorndon Normal 
School carried on as a Normal School in name for some time, but 
finally the name was dropped too and the Kft;lburn Normal School 
remained the only one. 
But why limit practice tea~hing to the Normal School or 
Normal Schools? There was something to be said for associating 
the ordinary primary schools with the Training College and thus 
supplement Normal School facilities. Firstly, as more and more 
students were enrolled at the Training Colleges, it was becoming 
increasingly difficult to provide teaching practice for the·, 
even when using a number of Normal Schools; secondly, as ihite 
had pointed out, so much of the practice teaching at the Normal 
School was of an intermittent character, whereas what the students 
probably required more was continuous class teaching. 
Fitz:gerald had already in the 1880s made much use of As-
sociate Schools in Dunedin. White, in his dual capacity as Head-
master of the Normal School and Principal of the Training Colle e, 
had restricted most of the practice teaching to the Normal School. 
E.Pinder, White ' s successor, again made Associate Schools available 
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for student practice. But feelings about Associate Schools were 
very much divided. Pinder reported almost a:polo etically that he 
r 
had made considerable use)of Associate Schools, nearly half the 
senior students gaining their practice and observation in them, 
but 'o,f course, in rotation, ' he added, as if contact with the 
Associate Schools was really not too good for the students. What 
else could he do, he continued; if 117 students were to find 200 
hours of teachin -practice and observation durin the year.• 
Wellington did not make use of Associate Schools for many · 
years . As early as 1910 G~ay, the Principal, reporting that al 
the practice and observational work was undertaken in connection 
with the Normal School wondered whether advantijge could not be 
taken to some extent of other city schools, so that the facilities 
for pract!ce and observation might be enlarged.** But as late as 
1922 the Wellington Normal School, or rather the two Normal Schools, 
were still carrYing the bulk of the practice teaching load, al-
though there were nearly 300 students in training at the time.*** 
~hy was there this hesitation to use the facilities of 
other than ormal Schools? The reason was that there was more to 
practice teaching than simply walking into a classroom and taking 
charge. The object of practice teaching was to induct the student 
gradually into the functions of the teacher. Vhen a student went 
into a school he did more than just straight-out teaching. He 
.. 
•• A. to J • 1911, E.2·, D, p.nii 
••• A. to J. 192~, E.2, n, P• v 
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observed the teacher ' s methods and general organization,and even 
when he took over fir the teacher and gave 1essons to a section 
of the class or the whole class, these lessons had to be critic-
ized. he schools in the district, however, differed widely in 
character and so did the teachers within each school. As H.G. 
Cousins, nes ' successor at Auckland, put it in one of his re-
ports, the system of associating schools with the Training Col -
lege ' discovered for us a number of teachers who have the abili-
ty, the tact and the enthusiasm to train students excellently. ' • 
But with that system in use it was impossible to eliminate all who 
did not possess these qua ifications. ' It is most desirable, ' he 
said, ' that students at the outset should come in contact only 
with the best, and no pains should be spared to provide as far as 
possible that this may be so. ' * In many of the Associate Schools 
methods were used which, Training College Principals thought , no 
young teacher shou d see . ere were obvious advantages, therefore, 
they felt, in having all practice in the Normal School , with me-
thods in use that had official sanction. 
1lhl addition, practice teaching which was not criticized 
by competent authorities was largely useless. It was the cri-
ticism that was so valuable to beginners; they learned f'rom it 
what should be done and wh~t should be avoided . Obviously the 
Principal of the College could not supervise personally the work 
of a large number of students scattered among a dozen or more 
• A. to J. 1928, E.2, C, p.49 
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schools, all in session at the same time. A partial answer 
was the appointment of critic teachers who went round the schools 
other than the Normal School and watched the students giving a 
lesson. But in spite of this, a large part of the students ' work 
still ~as likely to be inade~uat ely criticized, and faults were 
likely to become firmly rooted. 
One way out of the dilemma was to associate teachers ra-
ther than schools with the Training College. The Cohen Commission 
Report suggested that Training Colleges should select a number 
of teachers on account of the excellence of their work and send 
students to them for specified periods.* But this solution had its 
own peculiar difficulties. There was first of all the problem of 
keeping all the associate teachers closely in touch with the col-
lege , so as to maintain a unity of effort and purpose . As the 
capability of teachers for work with students varied very greatly, 
it was only to be expected that the Training College could not get 
within convenient reach of the college a sufficient number of 
teachers really skilled in this work . It was easier to keep in 
touch with a handful of Associate Schools than with associate 
teachers scattered all over the town. ** 
But a much bigger problem was this: Should associate 
teachers receive a special honorarium' Milnes, the Auckland 
Principal , believed that it was not reasonable to throw the onus 
of training •tudents on to _certain picked teachers without giving 
• A. to J. 1912, E.12, Cohen Carmission Report, p.1S 
•• In D1.meclin, tar example, there were onl3 three schools associated with the College, the All>aey Street, Gecrge itreet and Moray Place Schools. 
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them a small honorarium. The time they would be giving to stu-
dents might reduce their own chances of raising their grading 
marks , inasmuch as such time might have produce d greater class 
ef iciency had it been spent in class work. It would be much more 
satisfactory if instead of expecting the selected teachers to do 
the training work as an act of courtesy, the payment of an hono-
rarium made it worth their while . In addition, and what was even 
more important, it would indirectly give the Principal of the 
College a certain status regarding the students ' work with as-
sociate teachers . * 
Again , the New Zealand Educational Institute was most in-
sistent that the selected teachers should be recompensed. It 
held that teachers might gery reasonably object to the additional 
burden unless they received special payment. It would be penalizing 
the efficient te~cher because of his effiency. ** 
On the other hand there were those who said that it was 
a recognized principle of professional ethics that practitioners 
should render assistance to those training for their professions . 
It was similarly recognized in the cb,af'ts that the master crafts-
man should render assisiince in the training of his apprentices . *** 
W.H. Gould, when he was Principal of the Wellington Training Col-
lege, was one of the chief proponents of this view; and he be-
lieved that the best teachers would not look at this matter in 
• A. to J • 1914, E.2, p.viil 
•• National Education, February :11926, p.11 
••• One anner to this argmnent is that the craftsman indirect~ derives con-siderable jbenef'i t through the work that is done by the apprentice. • f'ibancial That does not app~ in the case of' teachers. 
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eny mercenary spirit, provided the task was not too onerous.* 
It was certainly a most contentious issue, an issue which 
was easier to avoid when whole schools were associated with the 
Training College rather than individual teachers. It was con-
ceivable to recompense Associate Schools by a more iberal staff-
ing** , but the matter was different with associate teachers. 
However, . there was another alternative. Rather than select 
individual associate teachers or a few Associate Schools, hy not 
extend opportunities for practice teachin almost indefinitely by 
associating all the schools within reasonab e reach of the Col-
lee? Stra/ngely enough, this point of viei came from two dia-
metrically opposed quarters. There were those, who looked upon 
teaching method as something that had been evolved and erfected, 
something that was ' cut and dried ' and could be applied univer-
sally. The more or less mechanical manipulation of large c asses 
meant that the teacher had to rely on certain tricks of the trade, 
and if the Normal School could not co e with demonstrating and 
giving ractice in these tricks, all that was re uired was to 
send the overflow from the ·formal Schoo to an odd schoo L the 
neigh ourho 1d. and ask the student to observe the metho s in use 
and im tate them. Th:.s, according to Pinder, was a very prevalent 
o inion. ·· * · 
• A. to J • 1925, E.2, D, P• '1Si 
•• J.s. Tennant when he was Principal of the Wellington Training College had made this suggestion. A. to J. 1925, E.2, D, p.v 1 • 
••• .Ii. to J. 1917, E. 2, D, P• viii 
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Yet the same olicy of making all schools within reasonable 
d stance o~ the Co e e ava lable for teachin ractice was )Ut 
those who were in other respects worlds apart from the 
former. · .H. Gould was their most elo uent s okesman. It was a 
m stake, he be ieved, to seledt only those schools an teachers 
for student )ra~tice, whose work would provide a mode f'o:r im -
tation. t ms a mistake, not merely because teachers would o - . 
-ly 
ject to carr a oad wh eh ri ht should fall upon all, but be-
cause it ms based on a wron conce tion of' the function this 
teachin practice ~as to serve •. o ern educationists, he believed, 
regarded the tra ning of the teacher as being based to but as i ht 
extent on consc ous imitation. Not that there was no room for mi-
tation, but rather that teaching was an individua affair and that 
each teacher must evolve his own method. Gould was a reat admirer 
of JoLn Dewe and he shared Eewey ' s view that nothin ha brou ht 
pedagogical theor into greater disrepute than the belief that t 
meant handing out to teachers, recipes and models to he followe 
n teaching. ethods were the ' personal concern, approach and at-
tack ' of the individual teacher, and no catalogue could ever ex-
haust their diversity. Gould did not deny that there was room for 
the teaching of method and for the demonstration of successful 
teaching; there did exist a cumulative body of fairly stable me-
thods, but the training of the teacher must not be confined wholly 
or even in the main to the imitation of standardized lessons. Gould 
was therefore convinced that during part, at least, of a student ' s 
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trainin he should have the o portunity of practising this ' perso-
na concern, approach and attack. ' Hence almost any class in al-
most.any school would furnish the material for such practice. 
There was no reason ezcept distance from the College why the num-
ber of classes coopted should be limited in any a. They would 
not be required for observation and demonstration, - the Normal 
School remainea to serve that purpose, - but for actual practice 
in teaching under conditions that obtain normal yin the schools 
of the country. Thus Gould did not want to eliminate the Normal 
School or even supplement the Normal School. Gould ' s object was 
rather to complement the Normal School. It was the first time 
since Tancred had pleaaed for tr.aining schools, practising schools 
and model schools, that someone had made a clear distinction be-
tween these different aspects of teacher training.* 
Yet Gould ' s plan was the only one of all the altepnativee 
considered above which was never given a proper trial. All that 
happened was that regulations came into force in 1927, whereby all 
schools within reasonable distance of the College could, with the 
approval of the Senior Inspector, be made available for teaching 
practice . ::e11c But the Normal School continued to be a practising 
schoel as hitherto; only the nuinber of students attached to each 
classroom was somewhat restrictea. It was not , just , that the 
• A. to J. 1925, E.2, D, p.75 
A. to J. 19216, E.2, D, pp.44/5 
A. to J • 1927, E.2, D, P• S6 
•• Training College Regulations, N.Z.Gezette 192"6, Vol.~, pp.M22/9 
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raining Colle e could not do without a major ractisin school.* 
The real reason why the Normal School failed to ump at this op-
portunity to solve one of its tou 1est roblems was that the Nor-
mal School !ill§ by that time little more t an a major practisin 
school ; there is of course no guarantee that the roblem would 
have been solved, but the experiment certainly ~as never tried. 
Xii. 
he Normal School had never satisfactorily dischar ed the 
job of a model school, and in many ways it did even less so, 
as the years went on •. ~ei tber was it a model of what ordinary 
schools were like nor was it a model of what schools ou ht to 
belie. The success of the Normal School as a model school de-
pended above al on close cooperation between Trainin Colle e 
and Norma School. This close cooperation has never existed; 
a 
ut in the early days , at least, there had been ood deal of con-
tact; it had always been incidental rather than planned, but 
there was constant contact all the same. Even that became Iess 
and less , as time went on. 
·hile there were few stu ents and few lecturers at the Col-
lee the Normal staff, especially the Headmaster, played an 
• That would CJIU3' be true in a case like Ardmore Training College and 
Papakura Normal School• where there are praotioal:q no other schools 
in the neighbourhood. 
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important role in the training of teachers, quite apart from the 
practice teaching side. Not only did they take a large share of 
the demonstration lessons, they also gave the bulk of the ordi-
nary Training College lectures.* And they would thus come to know 
each individual student with his particular strengths and we(4k-
nesses. There was no chance of losing complete touch with the Col-
lege. But as the number of students and the consequent number of 
Training College lecturers increased, the lecturing duties of the 
Normal School staff were reduced.** Already in 1904 a connnittee 
of Inspectors had recoIIUnended that members of the Norma School 
staff should not be asked to handle a considerable portion of the 
tuition of Training Col ege students.***Again in 1908 the Auckland 
Principal pointed out that ' the Headmaster of the Normal School 
and his assistants have ample work without being required to tllke 
odd subjects with students. To require them to take in addition 
certain selected subjects is to put it plainly, "sweating" pure 
and simple. ' ~*** But as lectures given by Normal School teachers 
were gradually discarded the gap between Normal School and Train-
ing College increased. 
Demonstration lessons still played an important -part, per-
has more so for a while than before, as demonstration lessons too 
• 
•• 
••• 
•••• 
Aschnan, tor example, while Headmaster ot the Normal School, lectured in Kethod., Pl'\Ysiograpl:\y, History and Singing • 
By the time C.olee became Headmaster ot the Cbristohurcb Normal School in 1925 he onl3" had to lecture in Principles and Practice ot Teaching • 
A. to J. 1905, E~ 181 p.7 
A. to J • 19081 E. :ll.c, p.6 
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the place of criticism lessons. These had been discontinued; not 
gecause the authorities realized what an ordeal for the students 
they had been, but because with the large number of students in 
training it was getting too difficult to give each of them a turn.• 
The Normal School staff therefore did the demonstrating rather 
than the students. But the •nem ' s" as they were cal ed were never 
very satisfactory. They imposed a considerable strain on the 
ormal School teachers, just as the criticism lessons had imposed 
a strain on the students. Some of the Headmasters took a lar e 
share of these Demonstration lessons ; Colee, for example, used to 
take every third lesson** in order to show his staff, by his own 
example, that he w~s pulling hisveight too. But in spite of this 
and in spite of the fact that students were very cooperative and 
put themselves in the position of the teacher, the demonstrijtion 
lessons were most unpopular with ormal School staffs . The students 
had their doubts too; there was something extremely artificial 
about these lessons and students made the just criticism that Nor-
mal School teachers gave these stage-managed lessons with appa-
rently wonderful success, but could not carry them out under the 
ordinary classroom conditions. 
The ~ellington Training College in 1930 made an interestin 
eparture from the usual ·kind of demonstration lesson. A scheme 
oW observational lessons, as it was called, was organized in all 
the standards of the Kelburn Normal School; at certain times 
• A. to J. 1911, E. 2, D, P• v.i.ii 
•• There were tour demonstration lessona per week in Christohuroh in those days. 
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sections of students would file into the classrooms, sit down on 
special seats provided for the purpose and observe the teacher 
giving a lesson in his own classroom. To give the right introduct-
ion to these lessons, the Kelburn weekly scheme was typed for eve-
ry student, the sy~ llabus of work for the standards was studied, 
the lecturer in the su~oect from the College was present at the 
lesson and a subsequent method lecture dealt with the general 
principles involved in the particular lesson observed. As the 
Wellin ton Principal at the time put it, 'The scheme tended to 
bring into closer contact the practice in the. school and the the-
ory tau ht in the college .' * 
But apart from such isolated instances the Normal School 
became less and less of a model school. The few s ecial features 
of Norma] Schoo s, which had been introduced earlier in the cenp-
tury, disap eared or decayed. The Kindergarten classes which 
oward had inaugurated and which had later been established in 
all the Training Colleges, were discontinued in 1927 by the Mi-
nister of Education, T.B. Strong, on the grounds that the kin-
dergartens were not part of the ordinary public school. The 
raining Co leges and the teachersl' organizations objected very 
strong y. The New Zealand Educational Institute pointed out to 
the Minister that much of the work of teachers was done among 
young children and its effectiveness argely depended on the est-
ablishment of ri ht views concerning young children . Knowledge 
* A. to Jo 19S1, E.2, C, p.S7 
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of child developnent was growing a 1 the time and training of 
teachers in that field cou d not be safely reduced. On the con-
trary, additional emphasis should be placed on the importance 
of the early years . * But the protests were of no avail. 
Although the regulations continued to provide for a ' secondary 
department of such grade as the Minister may determine ' ** these-
dary departments were aisesteblished one after the other. The 
classes for backward children either petered out, or where they 
remained the students saw practically nothing of their work. The 
mo el country schools remained, but they were far from true models 
of country schools; the rural atmosphere w~s totally absent, the 
schools were c ty schoo s, the children were city children . Here 
it was also that the practising and model functions of the Normal 
School clashed most. The num9er of model country schools was li-
mited, but the number of students continued to sell . They all 
had to be squeezed in somehow to observe and to practice , and 
1h>ugh the various Colleges tried out a number of different arrange-
ments, none of them were very effective . 
If the Normal School had been controlred by the Department , 
if it had stood outside ' the system' , things perhaps might have 
been different; but being 1 an ordinary public school ' under the 
contro and management of the Board , meant that the Normal Schoo 
was always reluctant to venture beyond the enera scheme of 
things . hether the Training Col ege was not free to experiment 
• National Education, Sept/Oot. iiSa'l 
•• Training College Regulations, N.z,. Gazette :L926, Vol.S, pp.M22/9 
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in the Normal School, or *hether there was no desire to experiment, 
it is difficult to say; but certain it is, that the amount of ex-
perimentation at the Normal School over the years has been ne lig-
ible. 
In t903 D.R.White had said in Dunedin, ' e must be pre-
pared to make our Training College a source of inspiration for 
young teachers and a new and interesting field for experimental 
methods of teaching; ' ~ut when the Union Street Normal School 
in Dunedin celebrated its 69th anniversary, the souvenir booklet 
recorded~ ' notable experiment ' carried out at the school, when 
• McElray, the Headmaster of the Normal School introduced the 
muscular system of writing in 1913, a system that apparently won 
its way to departmental favour. * 
The one time when the Normal School may have been anything 
ike a laboratory as in the days of the ' twin apprenticeship 
system' at the Christchurch Normal School, when the students them-
selves practically ran the whole place. As Mrs.Katie Anderson who 
was associated with the Christchurch Normal School in the 1890s 
reported in the 19.34 Souvenir Booklet on the occasion of the 
Normal School Diamond Jubi ee, ' It was always said that any new 
idea in education was tried on the Normal School children and 
then passed on for better or ~orse. That may be t~ue; but at any 
rate variety is the spice of life. ' 
Every now and again someone would speak up for experimental 
*· A. to J • ~, E.1, pp.85/6 
•• Union Street Normal School 69th Anniversary Jubilee Booklet, P• 9 
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schools , but nothing ever came of it . Professor A. R.Wallace was 
one of them. He did not suggest that the state schools shouid 
be the scene of unlimited experiment, but rather that the nationi-
al system of education should make provision for experimental 
schools as an integral feature of its organization. The state 
maintained experimental farms, he said, but of course any fool 
knew how to obtain the best results in the training of children! • 
In 1926 the N.Z.E.I . in the course of official correspond-
ence about certain amendments to the Training College Regulations , 
pointed out to the Director of Education, that ' A Normal School 
should be left free to deve op its work in accordance with the 
methods and principles of the Training College - especially should 
freedom be secured for carrying on experime~tal research in edu-
cational movements. ' ~* 
Professor Shelley when he was Professor of Education at 
Canterbury College proposed in 1927 to establish an ' Experimental 
Schoo of Pedago ical Research '. Although the school was to be 
connected with the University rather than the Training Colle e, 
the suggestions submitted to the Board of Governors rovided for 
c ose coo eration with the Princi al of the Training Colle e. 
?othin crune of the pla~, but it is si niricant that the proposed 
ex erimental school was to have onl about 100 children, that 
the Professor of Education was to be the Director of the School 
and that t e Education Department and ducation Board, thou h 
• National Education, March 19121 p.~5 
** National Education, _February 1926 
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they would be asked to make grants for the building and running 
of the school, were to have no control over staffing.* These 
were the very points that Howard had emphasized as essential, if 
the Normal School was to f'ulfil its function as a model school . 
The staffing of the Normal School remained a stumbling 
block. If the rormal School was to be more than a practising 
school , it needed a first class staff. This was becomin in-
creasingly difficult to come by . Partly it was a matter of sa-
laries perhaps. As was shown earlier, already in the 1880a Nor-
mal School staff had been hard to get without special salary in-
ducements , and these were given very rudgingly . In 191 3 new 
regulations were gazetted which provided for a substantial im-
provement in the remuneration of Normal School teachers. :ic·· Milnes , 
the A~ckland Principal, felt sure that now that the minimum sa-
lary was £190 , there should be no difficulty in keepin up a 
supply of efficient Normal School teachers.·** T.S .Foster , the 
Principal in Canterbury reported in the same vein: 'It may now 
be fairly expedted that as vacancies on the staff occur the im-
proved outlook will attract the most promising and pro ressive 
teachers to aspire to positions in an institution which offers 
such a wide scope for their ener ies and such an extended sphere 
of influence in moulding the teachers of the future. ' **** 
• 
•• 
••• 
•••• 
National Education, December 1927, p.471 
N.Z~ Gezette, 1915, Vol. II, P• 3728 
A. to J • 1915, E. 2, D , P• viii 
A. to J. 1915, E. a, D , P• ni 
But the expectations that the increase in salaries wou d 
attract ' the most promising and progressive teachers ' were not 
fulfilled; in fact it became harder and harder to get any 
teachers to appl for Normal School positions. It may have een 
that the increase in salary was not sufficient. I n 1919 the 
Normal, chool teachers under the Otago Education Board made re-
presentations to the Minister of Education in regard to salaries . 
The Minister replied at the time that there was no reasonable 
ground for any feeling of unrest or insecurity arnon Normal School 
teachers , that the duties and responsibilities of Normal School 
staff and the importance of their wo~k was fully recognized by the 
Department and that with regard to every position in the Normal 
School the salary was from £40 to £130 higher than that received 
by teachers in corresponding positions in schools of the same 
size . * 
I n 1926 , J.A. oore, the Principal of the Dunedin Training 
College , complained that Normal School appointments had ceased 
to be attractive and vacancies had been found very difficult to 
fill . ~oore believed it was all a matter of salariea. The diffe-
rence in salaries between Normal School and ordinary XKKpEEKtkt H 
appointments in the public schools were not commensurate with 
the increased responsibilities. ' A little extra mone well spent 
in this connection would yield a rich return to the Dominion, ' 
• National Education, June 1919, P• 94 • 
The cli.f'terence in salaries , quoted by the l41nister, between Normal 
School teachers and teachers in ordinary schools, is higher than at 
present; this shows that the unpopularity of Normal Schoel positions 
and the feeling of insecurity among Normal School teachers is more 
than just a matter of salaries, as was believed then, and i s oomnonl3' 
held today. 
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he felt; for, if the positions in the Normal School were made 
more popular, the best students would be pleased to return after 
a few years ' experience.* 
But there was more to ormal School staffing than money. 
Above all far too much was expected of Normal School teachers. It 
was on them that the dual function of the Normal School as a prac-
tising school and as a model school lay most heavily. This dual 
function of the school led to divided loyalties among the teachers. 
As J.S.Tennant, the Vellin ton Principal, pointed out in 1924, 
the teachers were rightly jealous of the welfare of the children 
committed to their charge. The children must receive first con-
sideration and the Normal School staff were therefore anxious to 
reserve to themselves as much of the actual work of teaching as 
possible and to reduce the time the class was in the hands of the 
students.to a minimum. But with the number of students in the 
room, all of whom were supposed to get adequate teaching practice, 
the class-teacher found himself reduced to only a fraction of the 
time with his pupils. If this were maintained for a limited period 
only during the year it wou d not be so bad, but the necessity 
for providing for students was a continuous task from hich there 
was no respite while the College was in session.** 
It was impossible to do justice to that task~ run a 
model class at the same time,~ give carefully stageman.ltaged 
demonstration lessons~ possibly do some lecturing in the 
Training College. It just could not be done~ As Milnes put it in 
• 
•• 
A. to J. 1926, E.2,D, p. 46 As will be shown in Part II the real 
reason w1:\Y' the best students are not likela' to appl3' for Normal 
School positions, is that they heartiq disliked the school as students • 
A. to J • 1924, E.2', D, P• iv 
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~-.e of h.is re. ts , 'To e · ve tL -
t rJ .r Ll e m t .r, ~s the .. , can o .1y pY>o e1-.1 · o a certai~ 
amou..TJ.t of 10r' .._.. "'1 ·'£: ; ••• to attempt to do more <"£ . nl.,r be a 
verr ~ ~:.1r ed succe~s• ' 
v. 
:11 ·• ,_ has been the story of a fal ure As we ha're se1 , + , 1:o!'ma_ 
Sc' ool at no st~. nits 1:~tor~ 1ro~e- , fulfi _edits f et o_. 
ut the rea<" o.s to its :a lure 1ave not al o ~ been the same . 
Durin. the fir st t r y ea s or o ii'1ose assoc ate iV..1. th the 
1orma Sc1ool 1ere vcr r1~cl concer~d ebout T~r ~1 Schoo ~ro 
ler1s and ma ma , a tei~J,,ts to tack e t em. Dur ns the next 
ts th~ .[''1 lure of the _ orma crool became more 
ro. o ced wt~ · 1 "'reasine; num ers of students , ~ e ·or1 111 l'"'choo_ 
was more an more re egete into tie a, 0 rcun. But as the 
strict profess ona Jre arat on of ~eaclers was _ti l ver m <"h 
in the foref'ront of teacher tra ·ning, attem ts ~ made eve:ry 
no' an to 1"' '{e the :I ormal Schoo a more usefuJ in titution. 
'W' ~n~ ~he f na period, .owever, the att tu e towards the 
_ ormel chool became one of complete apath, and the school flel:. 
nto utter deca . 
As a resu t of the e1!',ssion the Tr~i in Colle es at 
··:e_lington .:. Dune in were c o,..,e" and t .. e KelbJ.rn an Union 
Street Eorma School~ were sesta~lished at tie end of 19]2. • 
• 
•• 
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A year later the two rema nine Training Col1e es were also closea, 
sot at t ere ere no students w atever in truinine durin 1~7.·· 
But short e. terwards it was eci ed to reo e t e :uckl$'.n 
a~ Chr stc urch Tra nin Colleges, ' as the Su 1l~ of tecc1ers 
to f' permanent and relieving positions in the schools woul 
e exhausted t e end of 1936. ' .:, J nd '"ilhen the a our Government 
came into of ife in 1935 t e ~inister of Education authorized the 
reo en ng of the '''e lin ton an Duned n Tra nin Co l e es. 
·• th t e reopenin of the Training Colle es came a c anee 
of phi osop y. It starte in We lington and has a_wa s been most 
pronounced n ··e1_in ton , but t spread to a the other centres . 
F.C.Lop e , the We lin ton Pr nc a , e eved that the most 
important ·ob of a Tran r. Co ege was to provide a favourable 
environment for persona ., growth . He measured t e success of the 
Colle e b!r the egree of maturi t attaine b the stu ents rather 
than the de ree of teac n competence attaine. He did not 
aim to sena out students at the end of their two eqrs as read -
ma e teachers, corn etent immed atel to plan narrow courses and 
teac set metho s . 'Our two ears wit him are calculated to 
ve h m t.e most edvbn Ageous intro uction , a re eration on 
••• Ve affirm that freshness of out:J:ook must be preserved ••• the 
abi ity to mod acce ted experience is an essential characterisic 
of a i ve teac er . ' :,.He '10 ed to foster this freshness of outlook 
• A. to J. 1935 , w.1, p.~ 
**A. to J. t.9M, E.1, P• ~ 
••• National Education, August 1.939 
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em has .z ne; the eneral and the cu tura rat1er than the 
strict y rofessiona preparation . He realized that is stu ents 
when t ey eft co lege wou e confronted as probationary ass st-
ants wit1 )~ob ems o= met od and c assroom man& ement , t at t e 
would fee ver uncertain anc1 r g' ... -;is. at times that the Col-
ege a tau ht more definite and forma l method; butt at phase 
of uncertainty would pass . He was firm convinced, ana he carr ed 
is sta i th h m, that t e est thin Trainin Co e e cot c 
o to ensure t e students ' ultimate success in the teachin ro-
f ess on \as to encoura e them to ive a f'u 1 ife themse ves . 
Butte neg ect oft e strict y professiona as ects of 
teac er tra nin ed to an increas ng gap between t.eor an 
practice . Youn teachers often starte out, im ued wit enthusiasm, 
on y to dro t eir idea ism and ft into t e o narrow and for-
mal at t ern simply because the ha not received an~ idance 
n trans at n t eir t eor es into practice . 7hen eft tot em-
se vest ey ten ed to fa back on uncritica im tation; when 
faced wit1 pro ens of c a1=3smana e111ent the tended to revert to 
t e met o s of t1eir own qc ool as or to adopt ractices o~ 
their co , ea es , whether t1e were desirab e or not . The roa 
ening of the enera and cu tura pre aration of young teachers 
ha been a step in t e ri ~ht direction , ut it was not a was 
accon an e a roa ening of the professiona pre_aration . 
An so it crune a out tat whi e in t e old da s the more 
progresRive Trainin Co e e rinci as were the ones who were 
most concerne a out the orma , choo , in the 193 sand 9 
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the most ro essive Tran ng Co e e Princi as have been the 
ones who have een east concerned about t e Norma School. 
Ye~r after ear the Principa s ' eports di not even refer to 
the lormal Schoo, or if the di0 t was juRt tot a the Hes 
master an staff of t1e lorna un associ2te schoo s for their 
cooperation. o nts of contact became less an ess, demon-
strations eceme fewer an ewer, staffin ecome oorer an 
oorer. ~1en a ift raining Colle e waP o ened at Arcmore in 
9! noone minde tat t e Normal Schoo 
the College. e Iorma c100 was a owe 
a museum ece, a re ic o t e ast. 
was four mi es away from 
to atro h t became 
I 
art I 
TEie Present. 
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Bui ings. 
It was ifficu t to decide whether to a.iscuss Norma Sc ool 
u ings in this part of the thesis or in t e first art. n 
some centres the orma choo sh fte into its resent uild n 
on recent , in other centres the orma Schoo has een housed 
in the same u£ in for many ears. The compromise so ution was 
to deal with uildin s strai ht a ter Part I, in the hope that 
the iscussion woul serve as some kind of transition from the 
past tote ·resent. 
Another ifficulty was to ecide just how rrru.ch should be 
said about uild .. s , their present state 0.n their 1istor over 
the past sevent odd years bein a bi enou h topic for a whole 
t esis. he compromise here was to select one Normal Schoo or 
more etai ed consi eration and to ~Lke on J assin references 
to the ot ers. e Duned n Iormal Schol was thou~ht to be the 
most sui a le for this pur ose. t chan e ts qu!U'ters more 
often thn.n most oft e other Iorma chools an a so chan e 
ts a o e more recentl than the other -orma Sc1ools. One~ ht 
therefore per ,ps etect certain trends that wou d not be soap-
parent n the other centres. 
·.~ at fo lows wi 1 therefore be far from coriprehensi ve; 
its so e urpose s to give some on o t1e ph s cal set-
U 0 orma <'.' c oo s n _-ew Zea and efore oing on o t e more 
unctiona aspects. 
The f rst uned n -ormR choo in Moray P1 ace was s;ieciul-
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built for the purpose*; on the other hand the Union Street and 
George Street buildings that were used later on as Normal Schools 
in Dunedin were existing schools.•* 
The most olilYious change that has taken place is the geo-
graphical rel.ation of the Normal School to the Training College. 
In M.oray Plac-e the Normal School and the Training College were 
in one and the same building • 
• as was the Cbristchuroh Nannal Sohool, the Kelburn Normal Sohool in 
Well1ington and the Auckland Normal Intermediate School 
•• as was the t'irat Auckland Normal School in Wellesley Street , the pi:-esent 
Normal School in Epaan, the t'irst Wellington Normal School in Thorndon 
and the Papakura Normal School near .Atldmore. 
The Union Street Normal School was next door to 
the Training College in Gumber-land Street. 
The rubble next to the old Training College building is what 
~emains of the demolished Union Street Normal School. 
The George Street Normal School is over a mile from 
the new Training College . • 
• .Although the same developnent baa not taken place in all the other centres, 
there baa been a very similar trend. The Epsan Nc:rmal Primary School 1a over 
a mile tran the Auckland Training College, the Papakura Nc:rmal School is 
tour miles tran the Ardmore Training College, and the proposed Elmwood Nax-
mal School will be over a mile f'rom the Christchurch Training College. 
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The point that was made at the end of Part I, namely tha~ 
'tihe Normal School has gradually been relegated into the background, 
is brought out in these pictures very clearly. It would have been 
quite inconceivable 70 years ago to have the Normal School~ mile 
or more away f~om the Training College. 
Another thing that is brought out by the pictures is tha~ 
the buildings used for Normal Schools have not nearly changed as 
much over the years in appearance as the Training College. While 
the Training College started off as a poor ·relation of the Normal 
School, the position today is entirely reversed. Although, again, 
this development has not taken place everywhere to the same extent, 
the prevailing trend in the other centres has been the same, and 
if not in buildings, then in general equipment. 
The fact that Normal School buildings today look much the 
same as they did 70 years ago*, might give one the impression, that 
while the buildings are totally inadequate today, they may have 
been highly satisfactory at an earlier time. But that iJil!Pvession 
would be quite false. 
From the very beginning noone had a clear idea 1ust what a 
Normal School building should be like. To give an example: the 
Auckland Board had selected the Wellesley Street School, an exist-
ing school, as the Normal School; Inspector O'Sullivan, giving evi-
dence before the Royal Commission on the University of New Zealand 
was asked whether the Board had considered the suitability of the 
• with the exception of the Auckland Normal Intel'Dlediate School 
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school, 'having regard to the necessity of building such schools 
in accordance with modern ideas and with all the recent improve-
ments;' and O'Sullivan replied, 'The practising school is to a 
great extent like an ordinary district school, but in some res-
pects of course it is different. I fancy it would require more 
classrooms for instance. Some of the rooms we have are perhaps 
too large and would have to be divided.'* In other words, the, 
special f'unction of the school as a Normal School was only an 
afterthought. Fortunately the Wellesley Street building was made 
of wood, and when some mis~hievous boys set fire to the building 
in 1927 a number of rooms were so severely damaged that part of 
the building bad to be demolished.** 
The Christchurctil Normal School did not have thatt good 
fortune, and the grey stone Gothic building which was erected 
· in 1874 has remained substantially the same to the present day. 
The building was designed in England and was built facing south.*** 
Though its external appearance was imposing enough, the interior 
of the building right from the start was most unsatisfactory and 
~ has proved so ever since. Already in 1879 Howard noting the undue 
Report of the Royal Commission on the University of New Zealand 
J.. to J. 1879, e 1826 
Manuka, Magaziae of the Auckland Training College Students' Association , 
1l927, P• 8 
••• iltbough we may smile today about such slavish adoption of Ehglisb ideas, 
times have not changed so very much. The aluminiwn olasaroans built at 
Mount Albert Gr8Dlll8r School during 1951 were erected baok to :f'ront. Fol-
lowing plans far erection intended for northern hemisphere conditions, 
the corridor faoes north toward the sun and the roans which should get 
the sun are on the open side. - The Auckland Star, December 5·, 1951 
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deg19"ee of sicknesa among students pointed to the unhealthy condi-
tion of the +Normal School as a main cause. 'I am glad to know', 
he said in his report, 'that this matter is to receive early at-
tention.' * After 73 years the matt.er is still receiving attention. 
As C.T. Aschman said in 1934, looking back over the many changes 
during the preceding sixty years:'But amid all these changes the 
Normal School building has remained unceasingly opposed to change. 
Built to stand for centuries, it has, because of the solidity of 
itsconstruction, defied all the efforts of experts to adapt the 
classrooms to the standards of' modern school requirements.'** 
When the first Wellington Normal School at Thorndon was 
only a f'ew years old, the Education Board stated already in its 
report, 1 The present building is unsuitable. A properly organized 
practising school is impossible under the existing conditions.' *** 
It will be clear then, without going any further that to 
assume that Normal School buildings may have been adequate in the 
early days, would be quite wrong. And so to return to Dunedin, 
with which we are particularly concerned. 
The Moray Place Normal School, which was opened in 1876, 
contained 1.0 classrooms which provided for 750 children and 22 
students. An early tutor of the College described the dismal con-
alitions under which the Normal School bad to work as follows: 
• A. to J. 1879, H.2, p.l.Ui 
•• Souvenir Booklet on the occasion of the Normal School D1 emond Jubilee-1,934-
•••· A. to J. 1885, ~l, P• 70 
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' The pay round was small , irregular, party at one level and 
party at another , mostly asphalted, although clay was visig e 
in laces ••• the dun eon - like rooms under the main buildin 
which were the only places availab e for connnon rooms for the 
students , completed the depressin aspect of the place. The 
classes for students were held in two small rooms with r~ther 
gloomy and uninviting interiors, and they were right a ainst the 
street, and the various noises of the city ' s traffic interfered 
with the work of the c asses. I remem er in particular a hand-
ell which was rung with dismal monotony at the entrance to some 
sale rooms immediately opposite. ' 
As early as 1880 the arents of the Normal School children 
protested that , owing to crempe playin areas, the chi dren 
were being forced to ay in the streets.** 
The oar had been aware from the very start that the site 
was ' beyon a uestion of undul limited area ' , but they hoped 
that a successfu effort would be made before lon ' to ec ea 
portion of the adjoinin unoccupied area for a lay round before 
it was otherwise dis osed of .' *** 
But for almost thirty years the Board did nothin about 
tl&e conditions at the Normal School . They admit ed that ' whereas 
the appointments and equipment of a Trainin Colle e should be , 
• ~ Evening Star, August 18, 195:lL 
•• Dunedin Training College 75th Anni veraary Souvenir Booklet, P• 15 
••• Votes and Proceedings, otago Provincial Council 1875, App. p.4 
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in ever respect , of the best, those of the Normal are in man 
respects of the worst. ' * But if t had not been that the business 
area of Dune in began to en the former residentia part·s so 
tat t e attendances at the Normal School dwind .ed considerabl , 
the Norma School :rnuld probb 1 not have een shifted et. As 
the children were not oin to the Normal, the Normal had to o 
to the chi ren. 
Almost exactl the same th n ha pene in Christchurch. he 
a.itation there for a new orma Sc ool dates back man man 
In 1924 the students ·ere sa in, ' ~e find ourse ves wonderir 
ears. 
what the Board wi o with the old buildin. Ve sug est shovelling 
the dust out first; then perhaps it could, with some repairin and 
atchin u e use for a wool store or put to some other use 
where fres air is not essential. ' -:) In 1937 the t1inister o 
~ uca,ion durin a visit to C ristchurch said that ettin of 
choo uilding was like tacklin the cathe ral, ut 
the interests or "'; e c 1i dren would o course come first.*':' In 
the meantime t1e ro num c: at the SI"' ool dropped ever ear as 
the area become more in ustr a ized. Discussions t out the use 
of E 1 ilOO Ge ool as a new Norma., '"' 100 be~ all n 1940.Fina 
n 95 1 the estab is , ent of Elmwoo as a Normal chool was ap-
..._1roved b, the i.1"' n s t er. ·· .. ~:* This of course does ot m an " at 
• 
•• 
••• 
•••• 
A. to J • 1905, E. 1L, P• 94, 
The 1924 Recorder, Annual Magazine of the Obristohuroh Training 
College Studants' Association. 
Eduoation Department ~le on the Obristoburoh Normal Sobool,Oot.195'1 
Education Department File on the Elmwood Sohool, DeQ8Dlber .1953. • 
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t mwood School _ill , ecome t.1e ew : orno.l .... chool in the near 
ture; that may take anoti:?.e 10 rears··; ut shou d the old lfo :--
msl School ul timetely e vacate", -;. t ,,i _ l)roba 1 
there ~ 11 not be an chi ~en left.~· 
~ only beca•se 
ut to corn~~ ~k to Dunedin. As fewer an :e er c i en 
at ten e t L ·,rora"l ace 3c ool, t e ·ornal was f na y trans-
ferre to the un·on Street choo n 1909, an existing school 
w th 0.cc01mno at on for 10C'"'1 ..! .J - an muc etLer rounds than 
fora ace . B he gro . s were not 111eant for t 1e 1 orma School 
c ildren; t 1e ':1rain 1 . ..; o _eg nee ed a b i d L o its o m an a 
new Co lee was uilt n the sc oo a, ound . iormal School and 
Trainin Co leee ~ere chee ~ ·ovl, ut the lorm '3chool was 
a rea a oor re at on. ',"bile the Trainin Co le e occupied an 
imposing "'lrand-ne ~J.1 in-, tow ich later a third store was 
a e, ~he lormal c100! ,as 1ouse n ' Theo_ Stone Schoo ' as 
' t use to e cal e, a scLool whose 1istory ent back to 1 62. 
If the non treet _ormal Schoo was elrea y referrem 
to as an ' ol ' sc100 n 1909, one can ima ne what it must have 
ee. 1 ce O .,!U'S later, when it was inally evacuated. It ha 
";)een con emne ,/ a1"'s earl er, but ms not demolished until it r c-t-
ea _-:,r .pe _ to pieces. Ernest Partridge, the r nc pa of t e Dune-
d n Training Col ege , loo ing bac over the e~io of his princi-
alship , sai ' Throu bout the er od under review the Normal Schoo 
• 
•• 
One hold-up will be that the main building of the existing Ellmrood 
School will have to be pulled down because ot serious cracks that 
have developed in the walls; unless, ot course, the Normal Sohool 
is to remain a musewn piece • 
Onli,' seven 5-year old.a were admitted in February 195:ll, Minutes ot the 
Normal School &: Training College Ccmn:i. ttee, 22nd February 1L951l. 
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building had so ittle to offer i the aay of s cal comfort 
and facil ties and t was so ser ously inade uate by aesthetic as 
well as functional standar s that onl on sentimental rounds 
cou d its demo ition at the end of 1949 be even mildl re retted . ' 
For a number of ears efere the ultimate evacuation some 
of the lormal Sc oo rooms had alread been out of use, ecause 
of the an erous state of their ceilin s. Year after year the 
pi=irents protested to the Board and pointed out that the Nornal 
School buil ins had reache such a state of dila idat on that 
the were becomin unsafe an ware unheal th for the children . ··.· 
But it was of no ava 1. Whenever members of the Ota o Education 
Board ins ected the school they expressed themselves as horrified 
that t he building should stil be in use flpft in such a condition, 
but the matter was eft at that . 
I n iarch 1937 a reporter of the Ota o Dail Tines insect-
ed the buildine;i and found tin a eplorable state; ' I n a ost 
every room the paster is bad cracked, the wa ls are stained 
with overflows of stormwater ~and ancient wallpa er , stiffened 
with successive la ers of paint , is sou in off the walls and 
ceilin sin hue sheets . Adde to the hysical disrepair •• • can be 
found sins of livin deca . Some of the w.alls are almost per-
manently damp , as ever shower drains them down . I n conse uence 
there are atches of moss or fungus actually rowing on the la s 
of some of the classrooms and there are some rounds for believing 
the ale ation that a fern sprouted out of the all of one room. 
• Dunedin Education Boerd Fi.lea. 
•• This was the school of J .A.Lee' a "Children of the Poor"• 
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vhile this might have its advantages in the study of natural 
science, it is a condition in which it would be difficu. t to 
ind virtues as a schoo room for young children •••• The cellars 
of the sc oo are the most remarka e sig t and provide a visual 
reason or t e obv ous s ns, oth nside and out, of structural 
stresses. he sc100 is su ported on brick foundation pies, 
about 6 feet high and many of the piles have become so distorted 
that they are serving no usefu 
joinin t e bricks has crumble 
purpose whatsoever. The cement 
to uselessness an the Dail~,r 
T mes Reporter found or h msel that it was possib e to break 
ricks away from the piles with sight pressure. To ac up some 
of the piles to the level of the floor- beams above, slats from 
old packin cases and similar scraps of wood have een used ••• 
This lack of support as had peculiar outward signs. Alon one x 
wall a fac n: of darer stone which runs up to a hei ht of about 
four feet has eve oped a noticeab e curve, whi e large cracks k 
have appeared in this stone-wor as they have in the whole brick 
and plaster facin of the bui ing. The spoutin sand utterin s 
oft e building have strips completely rusted out o them and in 
wet weather the stormwater simply cascades down the qce oft e 
buildin ••• he reporter was informed that the buildin had been 
condemned prior to the war an that the erection of a new schoo 
a a to priority. ' * 
One etter to thee itor after another protested about 
conditions at the Normal School and demanded that t e schoo 
• otago Dai~ Time•, :March 4, ll9l-'1 
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shou d be abandoned . ere is an example: ' Sir , "'ho is res onsible 
for letting the Normal School et into such a deplorable stijte? 
rom the loolc of the cracks observed from the road , I su est 
that the school shou d be replaced by the Goverhment before the 
centenary ce e rations . If it is not, the fireworks display shoul 
be given up , in case the whole place tumbles down with theJ ban 
of the first bomb . A ood idea woul be to use the school for 
t e d splay and the children could watch from their new schoo , 
built to ce ebrate the hundredth year of Ota o . Care would nee 
to e taken to see that no fireworks were lost in the hoes in 
the pla ground, in wh cb wonder that small children have not 
disappeared before this. I am, etc. , Nearby Resident .' * 
, 1949 some of the cracks in the walls were wide enou h 
to take a tennis ball ::o,'< and when the senior structura engineer 
of the architecture division of the Ministry of ·'"orks,Christchurch ~ 
reported that the building was no longer structure. ly sqfe for 
occupation~ es a school , the Board fina ly decided that it could 
not take any further responsi ility . The Acting Director of Edu-
cation hap ened to be on the spot and within 24 hours the school 
that had been ready to collapse for 24 years and more was evacuat-
ed. 
Some of the classes were housed in the old Training Colle e 
ui ding , others in the old Manual Training Building and the North 
unedin Intermediate School, but most of the children were trans-
ferred to the Geor e Street School. he parents were furious;their 
• Otago Daiq Times, March 7, 194'1 
•• Evening Star, March 29, 19'119 
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children ha come from the frying pan into the fire. As the Ota o 
Daily imes expressed it, ' It is t e genera procrastination y 
the tago E ucation Board and the Department that as incensed 
t e parents. Not months but years had passed sinca oth the Boar 
and the Department became a1are of the prenicament, et w en the 
da of reckoning arrived, the authorities were ound wanting. ' * 
The Chairman of the Board replied that the accommodation 
o the children was only tern orar, and that a su of steel 
ar uts , to e erected on the old site after the demo ition, ha 
be~n promised b the Department. · But two months 1 ter the 
ecretary of the Board stated that army huts could not now be 
erected on the site, as ormerly planned. Instead t e Board ro-
posed to construct wooden framed tern orar buildin s which wou d 
be more comfortagle and alto ether more sat sfactory. The steel 
army huts were of certain d mensions, but in uil in the c assrooms 
itself,the Board woul not e limite as far as the size of ef4Ch 
was concerne • ::·.:0 1, But nothin was one. Finall the Board decided 
to amalgamate the Normal and Geor e treet Schoo s. The latter 
bee e the George Street ormal Re ool; this however did not mean 
that a t e former ormal School children were now accommodated 
in eor e Street. The temporary dis erse of' !949, like so man 
1*1Wlll!PJPIWIQI arrangements of that kin, was far from temporary; an 
n 1952 the po ulation o the Normal School is stills re~d over 
six 
JilJtJlllll uildin sin if erent arts of north Dunedin • 
• 
•• 
••• 
Ota,go Dai~ Times , :March 3:JJ.. 1949 
Otago Dail3' Times, April 1l. :11949 
Otago Dai:q Times, May 2ll. 1949 
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T P. u oft e c ildren are accommodated at t e Geor e 
Street School. This schoo had been o ened in 1880 and was then 
considered to incor orate the very atest in educational archi-
tecture and e uipment.~ However b the time the Geor e Street 
School became the George treet Normal School sevent ears had 
passed. ven way back in 1880 t ere had been objections to the 
site. A very fine unoccupied site near the Botanical Gardens had 
been su ested for the new schoo. But the oard purchased a 
c ea site without t e Schoo Committee ' s approva and the resu t 
was a vehement protest from the Committee that the site vas in 
many ways objectiona le and that they had not been fairly treate 
in the matter.··* 
Lon before the Geor e treet Schoo ecame the Normal 
choo, its structura condition was causin some concern. 1e 
Chief ~ngineer of the Public Vorks De artment as early as 1931 
wrote to the irector of E ucation, )ll)f~~~-~)1){ ' The contract 
for the erection of this ui din W~6 et in 1879 an s nee then 
severa structural alterations have been made, most y to the de-
triment oft e ui in. The removal of brick partitions which 
sup orted floors ••• mia.s been carried to the extreme imit eavin 
n aces li tt e or no mar in of safety ••• The front and back rn s 
are practica y t e same as ori inally built ut the two side 
• George Street Sohool Jubilee :ll.950 Souvenir Booklet. 
•• Otago Daiq Times, January 25, 11879. 
Both the Union Street and George Street Schools were built on swampy 
grounds. One oannot help oaning to the oonolusion, that however ge-
nerous the otago pioneers may have been with regard to provision tor 
higher education, they were aa shortsighted and as stingy as they 
oould have been with regard to provision tor elementary education. 
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wa shave ecome an erous y ong with the cross \alls removed 
an would of er very little resistance to earthquake shoe s ••• in 
add tion the high cei ing ine ma es r1atters worse ••• The who e 
ui din cou d, at considerab e cost be made much stiffer but pro-
baby not strong enou h to res st a severe shake.' ~1 hteen 
ears ater the enior Structura En ineer of' the Ministry o 
~arks re orted, • e condition oft is buildin is su stantiall 
the same as ful y descriped i n t ere ort of 1931 exce t that two 
crac shave shown u in the south w n ' . .. 
This ten was the schoo which was se ected to ecome the 
new Normal Schoo. he irst th n tat strikes one when goin 
through t e schoo is ow crowded most of the c assrooms are. 
here seem to be noth ng but benches. 
t is not that there are more chi dren in each c ass than in 
other schools; there are sli htly less; but man of the c assrooms 
are sma ler than ordinary classrooms. 
• · Eauoation Department File, George Street Sobool, Jul3 19:51 
•• Education Department File, George Street School, October 1949. 
Muoh the same happened in Christoburoh. In 1931 the Diatriot Engineer 
ot the Public Works Department submitted a report on the Normal Sohool 
building in which he said, • Structural faults and movements are appa-
rent in stone work ot the building at different pointa ••• a portion ot 
the wall bas a dangerous bulge outwarda ••• In rq opinion the whole 
structure will collapse in ev.ent of 8I\1 severe earthquake.• (Dep1t File) 
In 1957 the Canterbury Education Board aotuall3' asked the Department 
tar authority to call tenders for the demolition ot the existing 
Normal Sohool. But in 1952 the school still stands. 
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his a ain is not somet in confined to unedin Norma 
Schoo • The rooms in the infant schoo at Ke burn Normal, or 
examp e, are on ?2 ' wide and var in en th from 20 ' 9' to 23' 
whereas t e usual classroom in an ordinary rimary schoo meas-
ures 26 x 24t. et these rooms have to accommodate students 
all the ear round, in addition to the children 1 
Vhat is perhaps even more shockin 
of the c assrooms are so dark that the 
a 1 da lon. 
is the lighting. Several 
need f uorescent i htin 
hese two c assrooms were ori ina _ one room; eter a partition 
was ma e and the two rooms had to share the one iVindow. 
he worst of the lot is a c assroom situated in a sma 1 
ramshackle ui din on the south side of the schoo, which q . 
arently u ed to be part o an o d soap actor • he classroom 
itse has no windows, only s 1 i hts; qnd in spite of t'luorescent 
lighting the room is extreme y da~k. 
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Iowada s, en o ees of soap factor es wou a ri htl1 refuse to 
work un er such con itions; nor would the horses of the Forbur 
Park Trottin Cub put up w th sue accommodation* . But , of course , 
noone ~ould dream of offerin them an thin ike it . 
Yet Dunedin Norma Schoo is fortunate to have fluorescent 
hting in some o"° its c assrooms . The Christchurch ormal 
Schoo has many rooms as dark as some in Dunedin; but onl one 
room has f uorescent i tin; this room, however , is not re 
lar y use as a classroom. *+I n Colee ' s day the rooms were a nted 
yellow, but that was not enough; and for alnost 25 years now there 
has been corres ondence a out the li hting . In Ma 1930 the Can-
terbury Education Board wrote tote Director of Education askin 
whether consideration coul be iven to its app ication of 1928 
that somethin shou d be one about the obso ete lightin at t e 
orma Sc ool. · .;. · lot in Wf:iS one . - Almost twent years ater 
the Medica Officer o~ :ea thin a etter to the SecretarJ t o 
t e Canter ury .,.., ucation Boa.r coMpla ne a out t 1e U g tin • :~-:-: * 
new appl cation was made to t1e De artment w eh stated, ' the 
ui din is 77 years o ut s structurall soun an wil se:tive 
for some ea!"'S et. The epa.rtment of Hee t reports that onl 
the most avo ~o J s i tuate des s n the rooms reach or exceea 
the s tan 01• o na tut' q ghting wh ' et e avera e es i htin 
• Chickens were apparentq kept there at one stage, however. 
••It is used partq tar tbe'pressure-oooker' students and partq as a 
clemonatration roan. The students cannot be expected to put up w.i. th 
ciark roans; but the children apparentq can. 
••• Education Department File, Christoburoh Normal School, May 1950 
•••• Education Department File, Christchurch Normal School, Juq 1949 
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s ex er>t ona ly poor. one of' t. e rooms has north 1 ,)it' 1...,. 
T o:::e along K more Street have onl south ..:;h t and tl ose o 
:ontrea t .... eet have l"'g tin on y from the wes • The on 
~o cor~ect t e lighting is b the nst , ation of lUorascent 
tu es n the occup e rooms. ' 
... e orte , 'The 1 chtin.:, ·n mn 
In 1950 t ~ 2enior _nsDector 
_oom ls unbe ieva ba ••• In 
fact it was so ~oor thBt none room it was imposs le to read 
wor'· o t e b ackboar at. a istance of 10 feet fro the boar 
t last, L.1 e :']1 a gi~ant of 1, 1 0 v1a s ap:prove for ' carrir-
in out 1 ~r )Ve 'llents to i htin in the c assrooms at the 
.. orma_ 3c 001.' t.t · ""'hen I visited the schoo s x months later no-
ad been done. I t wi 1 pro ably ta e some years before t ·'!~ 
money is sent. 
~o return ag~in to Dunedin. The staffroom ·s so smel_, 
that if all the thirt o d staf members of t ... e Horma Schoo 
tr ea to et n, there would be sten in room on y. :~ 
• 
•• 
••• 
Eduoation Department File, CbristoburohNormal School, June 1950 
Education Department File, Cbristoburoh Normal School, June 1951 
Eight atatt' members whose olassea are spre11,d over a nud>er of build-
ings in Union Street, share a til\Y oubiole of about 81 z 8' as a 
sta:f'froan. 
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ven i the star wished to have morning tea with t e students, 
t wou d be ph sea_ imposs ble. The same app_ies to practice 
a 1 t e I:orr, Sc ools. 
The _ea aster ' s o fice is extremel smal_ an 
y at 1st. 
Photo taken from extreme 
corner of room. 
s iared 
The other centres, except t e Aue lan Hm .. mal Interme iate Schoo 
ere no better or•* 
This mo e_ cou try sc ool is in the 
midst of the rubble on the site of 
the emoliA e Union Street Normal School. 
Another model coi.llltry school on the 
second f oor of a rick ui _n 
none of Dunedin ' s slum areas. 
sc ools. 
• I still remember standing as a student in the Headmaster's office at 
the Kelburn Normal S chool with torty other students squeezed like 
sardines and trying to listen to the Headmaster's pep-talk. 0nq 
the tallest students and those in front could see the Headmaster. 
'fhis was the :first intr<didtion to the Normal School,- it ia tor 
most students. No wonder they have strong views about the place. 
The rura settin of a th rd 
Mode 1 countr sc ool. 
(Sc ool is on the right) 
of a. model 
country school. 
Close-u 
a model countr schoo. 
he ot er centres are no better off,*with the exception of e 
of the Chr 8tchurc model countr schools at Yaldhurst. 
This is the rule. 
Te vie from a model 
country school (Christchurch). 
The country air is provided 
b Ha ard ' s Pickles factor. 
he chimne on the ri ht be-
lon s to Ts lors Cleaners & 
D ers Ltd. Whenever there is 
an easter y win a layer of 
soot is e osite on the 
pla ground •. 
P apa)cura Normal Sohoo:J. belongs into a different categor,y, being 
aituated in a rural area. 
Te setting of the 
This is the 
exce ton. 
Yaldhurst Model 
orma Schoo pa grounds n enera are most ina equate . * 
Some of them ook more 1 ke rison ar s than a rounds~ 
Dunedin 
ristchurch 
Before the e burn ormal School was competed, the Vellington 
Pr nci a , J . S . Tennant, said . in is re ort to the Board , ' One 
of our most re~Ein necessities in the near future will be 
• with the exception of the Auckland Normal Intermediate School playgrouna. 
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la in space or the infant schoo an I wou. d a ain ur e our 
Board to ac u re t e on y two vacant ~tions now availa le in the 
v cinity. Though an here is cost , I ree sure it wil never 
be cheaper in th s part of Wellin ton. An anon ous donor has 
given aver andsome sum to be spent in pa ground improvements 
or t e tt e ones, as soon as it is possible to etermine exact-
y were t ey are top ay. ' * 
This is were the play. 
I n unedin the a req ar too sma 1 p ayine area ava.i able 
will e even urther reduce , hen t e new George Street Normal 
School is ui t. ~* Butt at take some time . T k a out a 
new George Street Schoo has been on on for ears. Authorit 
has now actually een granted by the Department or ' the re ara-
tion o Norkin drawings for the first stage in the rebu11a n 
• 
•• The new school will house about 700 pupils on a total area ot approx. 
2 aorea. There is aane possibility, however, that the brewery site on 
the other side of the road. will be purchased and the new infant school 
built on it. 
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of the Geor e Street lorma School. ' * Butt ere as alread 
een t·,o ears ' wren ling with the Dunedin City Council to alter 
the boundar of the br ck area to ermit the erection of the school 
in timber. B t e tine a 1 the other formalities will have een 
setted, it s uite ossible that new schools wil have een 
establishe at Leith Valle or at ·¥oodhaugh an that there ill 
not be any children eft on the Geor e Street ro 1. 
How can one account for a 1 this? P~t it must be due 
to the enera ni ar liness of the authorities in the past towards 
primary sc oo s. But I orma .Sc oo s n articu ar seem to have 
been ne ected. t may have somethin to o it t e fact that 
I ormal Schoo s have no School Com:i. ttee of the r own· f the Bo9.rd 
is t eir Conmitte~ ot that School Committees are ver influ--
ential , but the ucation Boar itself is e ected from amon 
chool Committee memoers. 1ere ma over the years therefore have 
een a ten enc or the Board to economize on orma c oo ex-
penditure, as such a policy would not have lost them any votes. 
Even m nor repairs seem to ave been carrie out muc more ex e-
ditious in or inar schools ban in ormal Schoo s. Take some 
recent ent~ies in the minute book of the ' NorMal Sc oo and Train-
in Co lege Committee ' of the Canterbur Education Board. 
areh 51 
Ma . .. 
A eak in the !ormal Sc ool roof was re orted and 
repairs were authorized. 
he authorized repairs have not been carried out. 
• Otago Dailir Times, November 21. 1951 
•• Dunedin has a ae>-oalled Adviaar,r Ccnmittee but this oamdttee bas praot-
ioa~ no power and reoeives no grants. 
••• In Ohristaburoh mid Wellington there is a speoial sub-oamni ttee of the Board. 
lfune 51· 
July. 51 
Au.gust 51 
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ea s previousl reported have et to be repaire. 
The water is etting underneath t e new linoleum 
n t e art room end causin it to lift . 
Repairs of leaks previously reported shou d e com-
peted shortly. 
e airs to eaks in the roof reviousl re orted 
wil be completed b i'iessrs Briscoe and Co as soon 
as they are able to do so . 
A School Connnittee ·would not put up with that sort of thin . 
Alar e share of the b arne for the state of the _orma 
Schoo s must rest on the shoulders of the Training College 
authorities; t ey have usua ly been ab e to et things done 'for 
themse ves if they pushed hard enough. Had it not been for their 
comp_ete a at towards the ormal School , part cu arly over ~he 
past twent ears, con itions as the exist to a lou never 
have been tolerated . 
:Vhoever is to rune, this much is certq n: The _orma 
chools which should have the very best provision ma e for them, 
are runon the most ant uate and poorly e uipped schools in 
the countr. 
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T __ e :'t'..l.dents .,t the Normal School. 
he students ' contact with t e }orma c1ool is first and 
foremost through rect ce teachin
0
, 
·elusively throu h ract:ce teachin. 
n some centres a nost ex-
TLe 3ormal School is the 
m jor practisin schoo • _ ow _ere is t he sole pr'lc t. sillg school . 
I n all the centres Associate Schools, sprea over a wide area , pro-
vide additiona facilities for _act ce teachin. The proportio 
of practice teach n one by the students at the Normal chool 
and the Assoc ate Schoo s ir ers rom centre to centre. his , 
on the whole , snot ue to an i ference in enera polic 
at the various Training Co e es, it is lar e y ace dental . 
Firstly, t is a matter of accessi 1 ty. The Pa ura 
lormal Schoo, for examp e, happens to be the on school wit1in 
reasonable distance of the Are.more Trainin Colee , so that 
there are usua 1 a out seventy students oste there for pract-
ice teac1 n at one an the same t me, most of the students 
spending two , three or more of the r teac ing ' sections ' at the 
ormal. 
Secondl it is a matter of the size of the Normal School . 
At the Ohr stchurch ormal Sc ool , for example , there are on y 
five teachers and ess than two hundred children left in the 
man sc oo , so that , wi t h the increasing num er of students , a 
are ro ortion of them never have a section at all at the mai 
school. 
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The num]ter of students practising at the ~ormal chool 
depends thirdly on how many students are posted to any one teacher. 
his is where Training College policy comes in, to some extent . * 
In 1ellington and Papakura the Normal School has four students 
per teacher, in Dunedin, Christchurch and Epsom two students are 
posted to each Normal School teac er , at the Auckland Normal 
I ntermediate School one student is posted . ** 
Finally, it is a matter of the length of each section. 
here there are 6- week sections as in ,ellington the students 
practise at fewer schools during their two years, than where 
there are 5- week sections as in Christchurch or 4- week sections 
as in unedin.* * Where there are nine changes of section over 
the two years as in Dunedin, there is more chance to have one 
section at the Normal School, than where there are six changes of 
section as in 1ellington. 
I f all the students cannot have a section at the Normal , 
what is t t then that determines whether a particular student is 
posted to the Normal or not? The posting to schools is done b 
the method lecturers in all the Colleges. In some of the centres 
• 
•• 
••• 
'Im matter ia not altogether in the hands of the Principal apparentq; 
when the Auckland Normal Intermediate Sohool was opened, tor example, 
the Headmaster insisted on having no more than one student per teaoher 
and he bas done so ever since • 
The posting to the Model Cowitr., Schools is slightlir ditterent and will 
be dealt with later on. 
There are 4-week seotions in Auckland and Ardmori, but , there, a third 
of the students onJJ' are in the schools at al\Y one time, the other two 
thirds remaining in College; so that the students there still have 
~ three aeo:tions per year. 
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students fill in preference forms, where they put down the schools 
they would like to go to in or er of preference. This facilitates 
the postin to the schools , but is not of much help with regard 
to the Normal School, as few students put it down as one of their 
preferences. As will be discussed later, the iOrmal School is most 
unpopular with students, and were it not that in three of the 
centres the Normal School is very handy to the university, and 
that some members of the students ' association executive and so-
cial committee like to be posted close to Co lege, there would 
be very little demand for a Normal chool section. Even in the 
centres , therefore, where students fill in their preferences, 
most of the students who get a ormal School section are simply 
t·manpowere ' • 
How then do the method lecturers se ect the ' victims ' ? 
There is practically no system whatever; it is true that in some 
of the centres there is a ten ency to send the weaker students , 
or students with certain problems and difficulties to the ormal 
School, but they ~ould amount only to a small fraction of all the 
students posted to the Normal . As far as the majority of students 
is concerned , it is purely a ma.tter of chance whether they get 
a Normal School section or not . There is similarly no system 
whatever which determines !!hfil:! particular students have a ormal 
School section, or what class they will be posted to. The aim 
is to give the students a variety of experience o ty es of schools 
and t es of classes, but no particular sequence is adhered to . 
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Now to the practice teaching as such. Itried to find out 
in what way practice teaching at the Norma] School differed from 
that in the ordine.ry associate school. Apart from interviewing 
students, teachers and lecturers I examined a lar e number of 
' section books ' giving details of students ' sections in both 
Normal and Associate Schools. 
In many respects conditions of practice teaching at the 
ormal Schools are very similar to those existing in other schools, 
in some respects they are inferior, in no respect are they su-
perior . 
First of all, the amount of actual teaching done at the 
Normal School by each student . One might expect that teachers with 
two or four· students attached to them would be able to give them 
only half or quarter the amount of practice that teachers with 
only one student give. But that is not so. he ormal School teach-
er 1ho has two students continuously yet manages to give them 
just as much practice as the ordinary associate teacher, who has 
only one student now and then; even some of the ormal School 
teachers who have four siudents continuously yet manage to give 
them the same amount of practice, althoug on the whole here the 
amount is slightly less. How is the Norma School teacher able to 
do this? 
One explanation is that Normal School teachers are much 
more used to hand their classes over to students than ordinary 
Associate Teachers are; they seem to be able to fit in 11 s ecial 
lessons" and control periods more easily than teachers vJho have 
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students only once in a while . 
Another explanation is that the amount of actual teaching 
done by students on section is so very small. The term practice 
teaching as wqs explained in Part I is very misleading; a suudent 
might spend 100 hours at the school and be engaged in actual 
teaching less than 5 hours during that time. In Christchurch, 
for example , the practice is for students to ive about eight 
" special lessons' durin their 5-week section . They do no teac -
in w atever durin the first week and ive an average o-r 2 11 specia 
lessons" during t e remainin 4 weeks. "'* Second ear students, in 
add tion , et half a day of contro , in Christchurch. The attern 
varies slightly from Co lege to College and also from teacher to 
teacher. In Dune in, for example, first year students have ha f 
a day of control and second year s1rudents have a \·ho e day of con-
trol; a ain , some teachers ive their students a "specia esson' 
each da during their ast wee on section. But everywhere the 
time devoted to actual teaching amounts to less than 10% of the 
total time spent with• class . 
So much for the amount of pra~tice teaching; now to the 
supervision of practice teaching. The main share of supervisin 
the students ' essons at the Normal choo fa son the individual 
Normal chool teachers to whom the students are posted , just as 
the individua associate teacher at the ordinary school does the 
• '?be number ot boars spent at the school depends not~ on the number 
ot weeks per section but also on the number ot day's per week which the 
students spend in the school. In Wellington, tor ex.ample, . students on 
section spend two day's of the week 'in College', in other centres stu-
dents have onliY' one 'in College' day. 
•• Sane ot these "special lessons", such as spelling lessons,take onl;y 15min's. 
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bu k o the supervising. The common practice is for the teacher 
tote the students some time in advance what lessons he wants 
them~ give; the students themselves may express preference for 
certain su jects and the Training College too may suggest certain 
t es of essons, but the matter rests large y ith the individual 
teacher. Ater the lesson has been given, the teacher makes oral 
and written connnents. Accord ng to the students interviewed, as-
sociate teachers usual y make much fuller orq comments than Nor-
mal chool teachers, who first y hava less time for each stu ent 
an second y tend to be more formal and less intimate with two or 
four students than the associate teacher with on y one. As far 
as the written comments are concerned there does not seem to be 
much difference between Normal School teachers and associate 
teachers. I inspected many section books o students posted both 
to Normal and to Associate Schoo sand I found that there a e Nor-
mal choo teachers as well as associate teachers whose comments 
on students ' essons cons sted of no more than brief statements 
such as 9 A very fair esson• or 9A well-prepared lesson¥" or 
'Contro not firm enough' , just as there are both orma School 
and associate teachers w o go to a great deal of trouble -and 
write pages of conments. · 
At the Christchurch Norma Schoo and the apkland Normal 
ntermediate Schoo the Headmaster supervises one specia lesson 
iven by each student.* At the Dunedin and Papakura Normal Schools 
• These are referred to aa "Crit. 1 ssons" but must not be oont'used with 
the full-soale criticism lessons ot earlier days, 'Which were usual.lir 
gi wn in an auditorium in front of' all the assembled students. 
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the Headmaster ta es occa.sional "clinical cri t.lessons" , as the 
Dunedin Headmaster ea led them , with the students who have specia 
difficulties. In Associate Schools it is very rare for Headmasters 
to watch students ' essons. 
raining College lecturers too have some slight share in 
the supervision of practice teaching , but ess so at the Normal 
School than at Associate choo s. The system again varies~ great 
some o 
deal , from Co lege to College. n Dunedin and Papakura the Train-
ing College lecturers visit the Normal School on ' days of control ' 
during e~ch section; but they spend only a few minutes with each 
student to see how e is getting on. n Christchurch ei ht of the 
Training College ecturers make regular visits to all schools ex-
ce t the Norma School; the same applies to the Auckland ormal 
Intermediate School. rsinin Colle e ecturers visit the Ke 
burn and Epsom ormal Schools, but not regular y. Music and Ph -
sical E ucation Lecturers at Auckland and .Ardmore Trainin Col-
leges visit a schoo s inc uding the Norma and watch students 
giving singing lessons and dri 1. 
Al the Training Col eges used to have regular school 
practice iscussions; during the ' in College day ' the students 
wou d discuss some of the problems they had come across whi e 
they were on section at the various schoo s including t~e Norna 
School; but these periods have tended to drop out;*~n Ardmore 
• 'In Dunedin these students when they are posted to the Normal Sohool have 
a star placed beside their name, so that the Headmaster can keep an eye 
on them during their seotion. 
•• What I remember of sohool praotioe disoussions in 11\Y' own day at the Wel-
lington Training College, these were never very suooesstul, not because 
the students felt no need tor them, but because the groups were too big. 
W:l. th 70 students in a roan, discussions are monopolized by a handful. 
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and Christchurch Training Co lege have retained them. At Christ-
church the First Assistant and the Infant Mistress of the Norma 
School chair some of these schoo practice discussions.* 
In a 1 the Normal chools,except elburn , the Headmaster 
ea ls the stu ents on sect on to ether, at rA ar nterva s, 
- usua ly. once a week -,ta. ks to them about their work and asks 
t em to brin up any prob ems that worry them. oMe of the more 
conscientious Associate School Headmasters have similar dis 
cussions, ut the ractice is not ver common. e students a -
preciate these opportunities to let off steam more at t e Asso-
c ate Schoo s tan at t1e orma choo, because thee are too 
many students fo~ the discussions to be o~ reat value ~ at the 
Torma .. 
•·; i e there is ttl uniformit in t e various centres 
as to the amount o~ practice teachin, the 8U ervision of rac-
tice teach n and scussion on prq tice teachin, t e,...e is re-
wit regard to what stu ents think about markab e un fornit 
"'actice teaching at the orr1E.. School. I talke to stu ents both 
individua y an in rou s in all tha centres; I :ound that t:.e~ 
.a very eci e views on Normal School sections; "';he o L.j ".1 s 
they exrressed were not i ent cal, but the:, .. Jere al. unfavourable. 
was eft n no out whatever a out the extreme un opularit 
of r~actice eachinr st the ~ormal choo • 
• The reason tar this is not so muob to bring the Normal School and 
Training College closer together, but rather to make it possible 
to pay the First Assistant and Inf'ant Mistress an ·extra £30 and 
so to alee these positions mor6 attractive. The Education (Salaries 
and St~) Regulations 1948 provide that if' an assistant teaoher 
on the statf' ot a Normal School is re(!lired to lecture at a Train-
ing College he may be paid additional salary up to £30 in 81\V year. 
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his is due to a com ination of factors . The student 
enters rainin College with the ambition to become a teacher . 
"hile he en oys the student life and student activities at the 
College , he longs for the ay when he will be a fully-fledged 
teacher . He appreciates what the Trainin Co lege does for him , 
but Training Col ege is not the ' real thing ' . He wants to et 
away from it once in a while; he does not want to be a student 
all the time . The period when he goes ' on section ' ives h m 
the opportunity to make contact with and identify himself with 
so 
rea teachers , and he looks upon practice teachin as the most 
excitin part of his training . But ,hen he is posted to the Nor-
ma School , he fins that his ' section ' does not come up to ex-
pectations . 
His section at the 
Associate School 
rainin Colle e is 
miles away. 
There are on y one or 
two other students at 
the school , 
- he can forget that he 
is a stu ent . 
e is attached to a 
teacher who ets a stu-
dent once in a while . 
His section at the 
chool 
Trainin Colee is close by. 
here are hordes of students all over 
the place , 
- he cannot hide the fact that he is 
a student . 
He is attached to a teacher who has 
stu ents a 1 the time. 
He fees e is welcomed as 
a colleague, 
a fellow teacher. 
He has mornin -tea in the 
staff-room with the other 
teachers , 
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- he gets to now his asso-
tiate as a person , and the 
associate gets tq know him. 
He is uite a novelty for 
the children, 
- their interest is aroused. 
He has the status of a 
teacher in the eyes of the 
children. 
Unless he has particu arl 
poor control, 
- the children give him 
their full attention. 
Te c il ren give him the 
benefit of the doubt. 
He ~eels he is ooked u on as a 
necessary nuisance, 
- another student. 
He either has morning-tea in a 
se arate room, or he has it in 
the staffroom before the other 
teachers have theirs, or he oes 
over to Training Colle e , 
- he and the teacher remain 
strangers. 
The chi dren have had students 
since their first da at school , 
- they hardl notice he is there. 
The children know his authority 
is limited. Five year olds tell 
him, ' I know ou can ' t do an thing, 
you're only a student. ' 
Unless he has particularly good 
control, 
- the children ive him hell. 
The chi dren sum him up in no time. 
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The weaker students he.ve a particular hard time at the 
Normal School. They feel extremely selfconscious having to teach 
in the resence of fellow students , who seem to be making a much 
better f st of things . The teacher ives them a tou her assess-
ment than the Associate School teacher , who perhaps has not as 
ood ai standard of comparison. They feel less confident than 
before; but these are the ver students who are more like to 
e sent to the ormal School. It just does not make sense; the 
idea is probably that Training College lecturers can keep closer 
in touch with,and ive special assistance to these weaker stu-
dents, hen they are poeted not too far from Colle ef but it just 
does not work out that way. 
To the student the ormal School has no redeernin feature 
whatever. If the buildings , equipment, general facilities ware in 
any way superior to those found in other schools, it might make 
up for some or the shortcomings . But the are much inferior. Even 
the quality of the staff seems to be poorer on the whole ; t e stu-
ents feel the see worse teaching at the ormal Scbool than in 
the Associate Schools. Although the Trainin. Colle e authorities 
cannot pie and choose associate teachers, they tend to send stu-
dents to those who,the think , benefit the students most; and so 
opular are some teachers in Associate Schools, that students are 
posted tot em practicall all the year roun , while the poorer 
associates et students on now and then. On the other hand the 
ormal School bein the main practisin school ets its ful 1uota 
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of students all the time, and as the staff is certainly no better 
than can be found in Associate Schools, there is more observation 
of inferior teaching at the Normal School than elsewhere. 
Is it surprising that students once they lea~e Training 
College will not apply for Normal School positions? 
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Th Stsf'f • 
Some of the tougheat problems facing the Normal School at the 
present time are connected with staff'ing. As was shown in Part I 
it has always been difficult to get teachers to apply for Normal 
School positions, to get teachers of the right calibre on to the 
Normal School staff, to keep them on the staff and coordinate 
their efforts with those of the Training College. But these pro-
blems have never been so acute as they are today. 
First of all, the difficulty of getting staff •. One has only 
to look at Education Gazettes over the years to notice how in-
creasingly difficult it has become to fill Normal School vacancies. 
In 1937 there were twelve advertisements altogether for the Wel-
lington, Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin Normal Schools. Twelve 
years later, in 1949, there were 52 advertisements in the Edu-
cation Gazette for Normal School positions(- excluaing the Pap -
kura Normal School and the Auckland Normal Intermediate School 
which did not exist in 1937.) This incre se was not due to any 
increase in the number of children attending the 4 schools. The 
total roll in 1937 was 1865; the total roll in 1949 was 1485. Thus 
while the rolls had gone down by more than 2~, the number of ad-
vertisements had gone up by more than 300J' • 
Vacancies are advertised again and again, particularly 
in the North Island centres. During 1948 & 1949, for example, there 
were 14 vacancies at the Auckland Normal Primary School; only 
half of these were filled without readvertising; the other seven 
vacancies took between two months and one year to fill, the average 
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being 5i month5.* This means that there are a large number of 
relieving teachers at practically all the Normal Schools.** hen 
!visited the schoo]s at the end of 1951 they had 15 relievers 
between them, that is almost 20% of the staff consisted of 
relievers. Some of the classes had not had a permanent teacher 
for two years. 
When there is a response to an advertisement, there are 
usually very few applicants; this applies particularly to female 
assistants' positions, where there are hardly ever more than 
two or three teachers applying. It must of course be remembered 
that there is a general shortage of teachers in New Zealand at 
the present time and that schools other than the Normal Schools 
experience similar difficulties; but there cannot be any doubt 
that Normal School positions are harder to fill than ordinary 
positions. This was brought out in all the interviews I had with 
inspectors, Normal School Headmasters and Training Colleg~ Princi-
pals in all the centres. 
Why should that be so? Some of the reasons will be dealt 
with later in this section, when the reasons for the instability 
of Normal School staffs will be discussed. At this stage only one 
aspect will be considered, the salary offered to Normal School 
teachers. Although I am not at all convinced that considerations 
of salary are the only cause for the dearth of Normal School ap-
plicants, as is very generally assumed, there can be little doubt, 
• Auckland Education Board tiles 
•• Christchurch is an exception, but there are onl3 tive teachers altogether 
at the main school. 
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that teachers will not apply for positions involving onerous 
duties and special responsibilities, if positions with the same 
salary but without the extra commitments are just as easily se-
cured. This is particularly so, because Normal School positions 
are A - positions and teachers must therefore usually have done 
three years' country service before they can apply. There is thus 
practically no chance for the enthusiastic young teacher, just 
out of Training College, who might not be so much concerned about 
salary, to be appointed to a Normal School. On the other hand, 
a teacher, once he has done three years' country service, finds 
that positions with the same pay are readily available in schools 
other than the Normal School, where student responsibilities are 
less. 
It is true that Normal Schools have more liberal sta~fing 
than ordinary schools·, - there is one assistant :for each 35 pupils 
on the roll and no position is lower than A 3.• But neither 
the staffing .nor the salary schedule offer sufficient inducement 
to applicants for Normal School positions. 
To talce each type of Normal School in turn••: 
Firstly, the Normal School of the crontributing school type. The 
Dunedin George Street Normal School belongs to that category. 
There are 61;8 pupils at the school, and the number of teachers in 
the main school is 17, - that is, 618 divided by 35. 
• The Education (Salaries and Staffing) Regulations :1i.948 
•• dealing with the main school 0Jll3, not with special classes, 
model country schools eto. 
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Pbsition on the staff* 
Infant Mistress 
·Grade of Salary for position* 
A - 12 
· First Assistant 
s·enior Woman 
14 other assistants 
A - 9 
·6 
A - 3 
J>,.n ordinary contributing school with an attendance of between 
591 and 630 has * 1 A 12 posi tiom (Infant Mistress) 
1' 9 11 (First Assistant ) 
1 A 6 ( Senior Woman ) 
2 
3 
6" 
A 
A 
B 
35 positions 
II 
II 
2 Probationary Assistants 
that is a total of 16 teachers, only one less than at a Normal 
School with the same roll . The Normal School Infant Mistree, 
First Assistant and Senior Woman are of exactly the same grade , 
that is , receive exactly the same salary as their counterparts 
in the ordinary school . 
Now to the Normal School of the mixed school type . The Normal 
School at Kelburn belongs to that category. There are 448 pupil 
at the Kelburn Normal School and the number of teachers in the 
main school is12 , - that is, 448 divided by 35. 
.. 'l!he Education (Salariu and Staffing) Regulations jj.94:8 
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Position on the staf:tr * Grade of Salary for 12osition* 
Infant Mistress A - 12 
First Assistant A - 12 
Senior Woman 9 
2 Assistant Masters A- 6 
1 Assistant Mistress A- 6, 
6 other assistants A- } 
An ordinary mixed school with an attendance of" between 431 and 
470 bas • 1 - A 12 position (Infant Mistress) 
11 - A 9 II (First Assistant) 
1' ' - A 6 It ( Senior Woman ) 
1 - A 3i II 
2-A positions 
~- B tt 
2 - Probationary Assistants 
that is a total of 12 teachers, exactly the same as the Normal 
School with the srune roll . The Infant Mistrews receives the 
same salary in both schools . The First Assistant and Senior Wo-
man at the Normal School are three salary grades ahead of, that 
is receive£ 30 higher salary than their counterparts in the 
ore:inary school. 
Finally, the Normal School of the intermediate school type. The 
Auckland Normal Intermediate School belongs to that category. 
There are 505 pupils at the school and the number of teachers is 
14, - that is 505 divided by 35• 
*' !be E&loation (Salaries and Sta:f'ftng); Regulations 19,tS, 
Position on the staff* 
First Assistant 
Senior Woman 
1' Assista..11t Master 
1 Assistant Mistress 
2 Assistant Masters 
2 Assistant Mistresses 
6 other assistants 
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Grade of Salary for position* 
A - 12 
A - 12 
A - 9 
A - 9 
A - 6 
A - 6 
A - 3 
An ordinary intermediate school with an attendance of between 
471 and 510 has • 1 - A 12 position (First Assistant) 
2 - A 9 positions (incl.Senior Woman) 
2 - A 6 " 
5- A 3 II 
J'. - A II 
that is a total of 1,3i teachers, only one less than at a Normal 
Intermediate School with the same roll. The First Assistant I"e-
ceives the same salary . in both schools. The ordinary intermediate 
school of that grade has no A 12 position for the senior woman, , 
but intermediate schools with a roll of 511 upwards have an A 12 
position for the Senior Woman. 
As far as Normal School Headmasters are concerned, their 
grade of salary is A 37, whatever the type of school and whatever 
the attendance. The Headmaster of a Normal School of the contri-
buting type and of the mixed type is six salary grades ahead of, 
that is receives£ 60 more than headmasters of ordinary mixed 
and contributing schools of the highest grade. The Headmaster of 
* The Education (Salaries and S.tatting) Regulations :ti.948 
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a Normal Intermediate School gets exactly the same salary as 
Headmasters of ordinary intermediate schools of Grade VII A to 
Grade VII G, that is with an attendance of between 511 and 790 . • 
It will be seen from the above, that neither is the Normal 
School staffing very liberal, nor do the salaries of Normal School 
teachers, particularly of the senior assistants, differ much from 
those paid in ordinary schools. It is true, that Normal Schools 
have no Probationary Assistants, no B positions and no plain A 
positions, but the applicants aor a Normal School vacancy do not 
consider that. If they are eligible to apply for a Normal School 
position at all, that is in most cases if they have done 3 ylurs ' 
country service, they will tend to compare the, say, A3 position 
with A 3 positions offering elsewhere; as far as they are con-
cerned, the fact that the A~ position at the Normal School cor-
responds perhaps with a B position at an ordinary school , is quite 
ir!"elevant. 
All this is depressing enough , but what is even more unsa-
tisfactory is that when teachers do apply for Normal School po-
sitions, the most suit~ble a~plicants are often not appointed . 
All Normal School positions in theory are nrspecial positions", 
that is, the most suitable applicant is supposed to be appointed 
· regardless of his grading~ But in fact the highest graded applicant 
is usually appointed. It had been the intention originally, that 
• 'J!he Edu•tion (Salaries aml Staf"f'i:ng) Regulation• 19(8 
LIB" 
E \\I:. c ,01 ··"' 
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the Committee of Advice should make recommendations to the Minister 
regarding appointments not only to the staff of the Training 
College, but also to the staff of the Normal School.• But the 
regulations also provided that the Committee of Advice might 
delegate its function in this respect to the Senior Inspector: 
and the Senior Inspector has in fact been responsible for Normal 
School staffing. 
Unfortunately senior inspectors over the years have tended 
to be afraid of appeals against non-appointment and have played 
safe by appointing the highest graded applicant unless there has 
been some extraordinary reason for not doing so. Some inspectors 
have been more weepk-knee.d than others in this respect; but even 
the more resolute inspectors would sooner or later get a knockback 
with successful appeals against non-appointment, and would from 
then on dig in their toes, determined to give every job, special 
or ordinary, to the highest graded applicant. 
There have been 'Bituer fiijlts in the past between Training 
College Principals and Senior Inspe~ors about Normal School ap-
pointments. I did not meet a single Training College Principal · 
or Normal School Headmaster who did not cite cases when they had 
their eyes on p:articular applicants but could not persuade the 
S·enior Inspector to appoint any one but the one with the highest 
grading. Disagreements have been particularly strong over appoint-
ments to First Assistantships . Again and again, teachers have beem 
• Training College Regulations, N.z. Gazette 1926, Vol.~, pp.:5422/ 9 
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appointed whose annual grading lnerements had for years been no 
more than perhaps 5 markst, and who had slowly worked their way 
up to the top of the grading list. 
Whether it is because the best teachers do not apply or whe-
ther it is because the most suitable applicants are not appointed, 
this much is certain, there are a large number of teachers em-
ployed in the Normal Schools, who should not be there. 
The quality of Normal School staffs, as was shown in Part! 
has always been uneven; but it seems to have deteriorated in the 
recent past. This impression is not just a personal one; it was 
confirmed over ana over again by just about everyone interviewed. 
Nobody nowadays considers Normal School teachers to be in any 
way superior to teachers in other schools. In fact, many stu-
dents tell you that Normal School teachers in general are poorer 
than ordinary Associate ~eachers. 
During the last few years inspectors in the different 
centres have classified all teachers including Ngrmal School teach-
ers according to suitability for student practice and observa-
tion. Everyone of the Normal Schools* has teachers on its staff 
who have been considered ansuitable for the training of students. 
To give one example, in Dunedin the Inspectors sorted teachers 
into three groups, A, B, and C. Of the 17 Normal School teach-
ers irt the main school, only~ were in group A, 8 were in group B 
and 5 were in group c. The Inspeu~ors' classification may of course 
• with the exception ot Ohristoburoh, where Normal School teaohera are 
not olassitied. 
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not be foolproof; the same applies to Inspectors' &,['ading gene-
rally; but whatever argument there might be in individual cases, 
there is no doubt that there are many second-rate teachers in 
Normal Schools at the present time. One Headmaster's comments on 
4. of the 9 permanent teachers then on his staff at the main schoo1 
were as follows: 
Teacher A: Not a Normal School type finding difficulty with 
students-. 
Teacher B:: As a teacher very fair to good - lacks drive• 
Teacher C: Very nervous, temperamentally unsuited to handle 
students. 
Teacher D: Works hard but at present too inexperienced for a 
Normal School position. 
The fact that a large proportion of teachers at Normal 
Schools are not of the highest calibre means that students observe 
a lot of bad teaching. The same, of course, applies to poor As-
sociate Teachers, but the position is worse with regard to the 
Normal School, not only because so many students observe Normal 
School teachers at work, but because students are under the im-
p~ession that Normal School teachers are specially picked for 
their quality. When students see, for example, that even Normal 
School teachers cannot manage their classes without constantly 
resorting to the strap, they must conclude that what is preached 
at Training College about corporal punishment is just so much 
eyewash. Here is a letter which was printed in the Christchurch 
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PressJ; and next to it an extract, from "The Void", a students'ma,.. 
gazine, which was printed shortly afterwards. 
" rrse of the Strap tt: "Wha. t ho if I e5 tch you bending." 
Sir, - Two of my children at- While we are at Training College tha 
tending the Normal School see, undesirabtli ty of corporal punish-
their classmates strapped. 
They are awed by the display 
of force~ but they have ask-
ed me, "Why do teachers hit 
men~ is stressed ••• the mark of the 
poor teacher is the overuse of the 
strap. True, perhaps the strap is 
the eapon of the poor teacher,but 
those smaller than themselves1 when we leave Training College are 
Would I be truthful in ex- good teachers? Admittedly we must 
plaining to them that teacfu-
ers are stronger, both in 
muscle and authority - i.e., 
brute force is right,, or is 
it that the use of corporal 
punishment, al though inhuman,-
is the only known means of 
maintaining cooperation be-
tween adult and child. 
Yours, etc., 
Ken Creamer 
August 15, 1950 
let the children develop along their 
own lines, but when must the indi-
vidual tendency be curbed? ••• Preven-
tion is better than cure ••• "Start, 
tough, and you can ease off, but 
start slack and it's hard to tough-
en up. "-I have it from Headmasters 
& P.A.s. The strap is far from ideal 
but remember so are we and so too 
are the children we are going to 
teach. It you can make a good go of 
teaching without the strap by all 
means leave it where the idealists 
want it.But if you have trouble,don't 
be afraid to use it.. Casey' (no date) 
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uch of the responsibility for this state of affairs must 
rest on the shoulders of the Training College authorities them -
selves, as in so many other respects. For years they neglected 
the Normal School and just shrugged their shoulders about some of 
the "goings-on" there. Only when the Consultative Committee on 
Teacher Training asked some awkward questions in 1949 did they 
become uneasy about the open conflict between what is taught at 
the Training College and what is practised at the Normal School. 
Their attitude towards the Normal School changed from apathy 'to 
concern, but this concern has, on the whole, led to little con-
structive effortt - with one or two exceptions - and has instead 
found expression in mere criticism of the Normal School and its 
staff. Training College lecturers refer scathingly to the Normal 
School as the "aliDDnmaltt school and leave it at that. Practices 
of Normal School teaehers are frowned upon and discussed behind the 
teachers ' backs. This constant disparagement of the Normal School 
on the part of the Training College has~! believe, been one of the 
principal reasons for the increasing instability among Normal 
School staffs - in one centre, it is probably the main reason. 
Newly appointed teachers sometimes find out on their first day 
that the Training College Principal feught the Senior Inspector 
on their appointment. Students on seetion talk freely about the 
wau the Normal School is being discussed at Training College. 
"There is so much talking behind our backs; they could offer me 
£ 80 more and I wouldn't stay," one teacher told me. 
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In a way, it is all a vicious circle. The most suitable 
teachers do not app]y or are not appointed - the mediocre teach-
ers who are appointed f il to carry out effectively the work that 
is expected of them there is criticism - there is unrest 
the teacher looks for another job and the word goes round 
that the Normal School is not a school to app]y for. So the story 
begins all over again. 
But there is more to it than that. There are not only 
second-rate teachers at Normal Schools; there are also some very 
fine teachers. And it is most unfortunate that these teachers tend 
to circulate even more quickl¥ than the poorer ones. The reason 
for this is not just because they are promoted more quickly; the 
instability is Inherent in the whole Normal School eet-JEP. 
As was shown in Par-t I, the dual function of the Normal 
School lies most heavily on the good teacher; the better the 
teacher, the greater is the strain*r he fe ls he cannot do just-
ice to the students~ the children, he cannot give extensive 
opportunities for practice teaching~ run a model class. He 
is most concerned to create a certain atmosphere in his class be-
tween himself and his pupils which is the heart and souic ot good 
teaching; but this is praetically imposs·ible to achieve at the 
Normal School under present conditions.•• 
• In other respeota ot oourae, such as demonstration work eto., the poorer 
the teaober the greater the strain. 
•• fi18re ia one class at the Auckland No:mal Primary School, where that at-
mosphere does exist, the special activity claas in the inf'ant school; 
but although hundreds ot stuchmts have seen it, there is no praotioe 
teaching going on there whatever. 
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With the constant demands of practice teaching the Normal 
School teacher spends less time with his class and has a less 
intimate contact with the children than the teacher in an ordi-
nary school. Teacher-pupil relationships, the basis of most edu-
cational situations, ape not eaay to develop under such conditions. 
The teacher may even lose whatever atmosphere he has managed to 
create, if, in order to help students solve their control prob-
lems, he tightens up the discipline and becomes increasingly for-
mal with the children. Is it to be wondered at that he does not 
always welcome the students with open arms? 
But what makes matters even worse, is that the Normal School 
teacher does not receive the slightest credit from Inspectors for 
the time and effort he devotes to the students. Inspectors judge 
Normal School teachers solely on their work with the children, 
and do not take into account the work done with the students. This 
is the most common grudge I came across in all the Normal Schools; 
a grudge whose justice was confirmed by Normal School Headmaster•~ 
Training College Principals and even by most of the Inspectors 
themselves. I asked Normal School Headmasters and Training College 
Principals in all the centres, whether Inspectors consulted them 
on the teachers' work with the students and everywhere the ans-
wer was in the negative.* rn most centres the inspectors even 
choose days for their visits· to the Normal School, when there are 
no students about. In Dunedin, for example, they always come on a 
• Inspectors do consult Heac1maawrs about individual teachers., as they do 
in all schools, but they do not inqaire about the teachers' ettorta 
w1 th students. · 
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Thursday, when the students are "'in College". They never see the 
te~cher handle the students, they never read the teachers' connn.ents 
on the students' lessons, they have no idea whether the students 
get a lot out of a "section" with a particular teacher or whether 
they are wasting their time. On the other hand, if students hap-
pen to have made a mess of things on the previous day, that is 
just too bad. Is it surprising that Normal School teachers tend 
therefore to safeguar themselves and hesitate to give students the 
practice they ought to get, if it may mean a loss of classroom 
tone and discipline or a decrease in general efficiency, hen the 
Inspector turns upt "First I, then the children, then the stu-
dents," is a comnon saying among Normal School teachers. 
The whole situation simply does not make sense. ihen ap-
plications for Normal School positions are calle for, the notice 
in the Gazette specifies that tta.pplie11nts should possess tact and 
ability to train students, 11 but when the successful applicants are 
ultimatel gra ed by Inspectors, no notice whatever is taken 
of "tact and ability to train students." The Inspectors themselvesc 
are quite aware of that. Their answer is that it is impossible to 
jud e the work of Normal School teachers adequately, t as it 
i impossible to judge the work of specialist teachers adequately, 
because there is no standard of corn arieon. You have to co111pare 
Normal School teachers with other teachers, but that should not 
worry the capable teacher at the Normal School.If he does really 
good work with students, then it should become apparent in the work 
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he does with the class. If he is a really good teacher to begin 
with, then this plus the benefits he derives from the contact with 
the Trainin College should make his work outstanding enou h to 
earn the grading of Inspectors. 
To what extent Normal School teachers actually suffer in 
grading is difficult to say. According to teachers' advocates on 
appeal boards, about twice as many Normal School teachers in pro-
portion appeal against their grading as ordinary teachers. This is 
of course no proof that their grading is unoust. The trouble 
may be that Normal School teachers wrongly assume that they are 
exceptionally capable; after all, they have been specially se-
lected and handpicked for a Normal School position, so they must 
be pretty good teachers, they argue, without realizing that they 
may have been practically the only applicants at the time. Ap-
pe~ls against grading then do not give a clear picture. Take the 
Auckland Normal Primary School where there were a large nwnberi 
of appeals against grading. The 1951/2 biennial grading increases 
for ten of the teachers at the main school were as follows: 
4, 1.0, 12, 1i3, 13, 13, 14, 1.6, 18, 20. According to the Head-
master, who was the first to admit that the quality of his staff 
was very uneven, some of the better teachers definitely fared 
badly, but often these did not appeal, while others who possibly 
i.eserved their grading did appeal. 
One of the Headmasters and a number of the teachers I inter-
viewed, put forward the view, that even if all the teachers at the 
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Normal School were of the highest calibre, as they ought to be, 
there would still be some who would receive very poor grading, 
and many who would receive average grading, because Inspectors 
distributed grading marks according to a normal curve. One of 
the Inspectors hotly denied this when I put it to him and ex -
plained that the normal curve argument applied to the whole dis-
trict, but not to the individual school.- The problem is certain-
ly intricate. 
One migh~ perhaps get a better picture if one could co 
pare the grading which teache~s got before they joined the Normal 
School, or after they left the Normal School, with their grading 
while on the Normal School staff. The full data were not accessible 
to me, but interviews with present and ex-Normal School teachers 
gave me the impression that in some centres Normal School teachers 
suffer more in grading than in others. In Dunedin, for example, the 
fluctuation in grading marks seems almost negligible. On the other 
hand I came across individual ~ases in Wellington, Auckland and 
Papakura, where t~achers received, say, seven grading marks while 
at the Normal School and nines and tens at other schools before 
~ after their time at the Normal School. 
It does not really matter as far as stability of Normal 
Schooi staffing is concerned, whether it is~ or not, that Nor-
mal School teachers are penalized when it comes to grading; what 
does matter, is that so many Normal School teachers~ they are 
being penalized. And there can be no doubt about that. 
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Whatever the main reason for the instability of Normal 
School staffing may be, - poor salaries, strained nerves, divided 
loyalties or unjust grading, - this much is certain: Normal School 
positions are circulating faster than ever. Within two years prac-
tically the whole Normal School staff may change hands, with just 
perhaps the First Assistant and Infant Mistress remaining. But even 
these positions are far 11iom stable. In Christchurch, for example, 
there have been five different First Assistants at the Normal School 
during the past thirteen years, while during the preceding 13 years 
there had been only two First Assistants. At the Dunedin Normal 
School there were more staff changes between 1949 and 1950 than 
there had been between 1.936 and 1948. When I visited the Auckland 
Normal Intermediate School in 1951, seven of the teachers were on 
the move. In Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin, where the Nor-
mal School is very handy to the University, some teachers may hang 
on to their jobs until they have completed a degree or diploma, 
but as soon as that is done, they gra)> at the first opportunity 
to get out of the Normal School. 
From year to year the position is getting worse 1 
Finally, there is the problem of liaison between Trainina 
College and Normal School staff. This is, in some ways, the most 
serious problem of the lot. With some exceptions which will be 
discussed later on, there is practically no liaison whatever now-
adays between Training College and Normal School. The one does 
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not know what the other is doing. There are Normal School teach-
ers who have never been inside the Training College, since they 
have been appointed,and there are Training College lecturers who 
have never been inside the Normal School. 
Apart from sporadic supervision by Training College lectu-
rers of students on section t the Normal School, which is dealt 
with in another chapter, there is very little contact indeed. 
Lectures by Normal School teachers as well as demonstrations by 
Training College lecturers have practically cease4. The link 
between specialist lecturers and Normal School teachers is just 
about non-existent* Relations between Normal School Headmasters 
and Training College Principals are very cordial, but that is all. 
Combined staff meeting are practically unheard of. Even incidental 
contact is very rare. Normal School teachers make hardly any use 
of the Training College library, nor do they participate in the 
socia1 and cultural life of the Training College. 
But there are exceptions, and although they are rare, it 
is worthwhile discussing them in detail. Taken together, they 
amount to something like a revival of Normal School - Trainina 
College relations. They are all of them of rec~nt origin, due 
to some extent to changes of staff, but to a greater extent to 
the setting up of the Consultative Committee on Teaeher Training. 
Even if none of the recommendations of the Consultative Committee 
were ever to be put into practice, the very fact that a Conmittee 
was set up and went round to the different centres collectina 
• Whatever link there used to be has disappeared since majoring has been 
introducia. 
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evidence and asking se~ehing questions, stimulated renewed in-
terest in the Normal School on the part of the Training College. 
In some centres the change in attitude has been more pronounced 
than in others. Revived interest in the Normal School has been 
particularly strong in Dunedin and Auckland; it has been least 
apparent in Wellington, but even there, sporadic attempts have 
been made to bring Normal School and Training College closer 
together. 
Perhaps the most exciting single thing th t has happened 
is the formation of a Coordinating Committee in Dunedin. This 
was set up early in 1950 with the object of bringing the Normal 
School and the Training College into a closer relationship. The 
permanent members on the Committee are the Principal and Vice-
Principal of the Training College and the Headmaster of the Normal 
School. Other members both of the Training College and Normal 
School staff are coopted from time to time as required. 
In order to achieve greater harmony between what was 
put forward at the Training College and what was practised at 
the Normal School, it was decided to discuss one by one the dif-
ferent subjeets of the curriculum. A start was made with arith-
metic. This was a wise choice; if a more contentious subject had 
been chosen, the whole thing might have failed miserably. The 
habit of working together had first to be est~blished. 
A beginning was made with infant number work, and the 
lecturer in Infsnt Method as well as the Normal School infant 
mistress were called in at this stage. It was decided to go 
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through the 1944 infant handbook, to indicate the sections to be 
approved for use in Training College and Normal School, to suggest 
amendments and alterations, to plan the various stages of infant 
numbet, work, to i ndicate the time to be given to a lesson at each 
stage, the time to be spent on concrete and abstract work at each 
stage, methods of gaining speed, what drill if any should be 
used, and so on. 
When the teaching of arithmetic in the various standards 
came to be discussed, the method lecturer and the different Nor-
mal School teachers of standard classes were consulted. The dis-
cussions dealt both with principles and with methods. For eJlample, 
it was agreed on, that a Standard 1 teacher should not presuppose 
that children coming from the infant room had any body of per-
manently fixed knowledge of number. Again, it was felt, in view 
of the numbers of pupils changing schools each year, that some de-
finit~ method of setting out sums was desirable. - These were the 
kind of things then that were dealt with at regular meetings, 
about once every two for three weeks. During 1950 the main topic 
was arithmetic and at the end of the year it was decided to 
bring together in booklet form all the conclusions arrived at. 
The Otago Education Board has since agreed to sulsidize the print-
ing and hundrleds of copies of the booklet have been ordered by 
other Training Colleges. 
During 1951 English was the principal topic. Again various 
Normal School teachers and Training College lecturers took part, 
and at one stage they were joined by a number of inspectors. There 
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was a general discussion on the aims of the teaching of English, 
certain general principles were agreed on, and the various branches 
of the subject were dealt with in detail. To give an example of 
the kind of thing that went on: A set of uncorrected English com-
positions written by Normal School children in different standards, 
was cyclostyled; the sample essays were discussed ana certain ge-
neral conclusions were arrived at about what sort of written ex-
pression to expect and what kind of remedial work to carry out at 
different stages. 
Subjects other than arithmetic and English were also dealt 
with at intervals. The Training College lecturer in Nature Study 
for example was asked to talk to the assemble• Normal School staff 
about the practical implications of the new Nature Study syllabus. 
Again, the subject of Social Studies was discussed at one stage. 
The Normal School Hea.mnaster supplied copies of his Social Studies 
scheme to the Training College lecturers in History and Geography, 
with details of the ground covered in each class. 
Towards the end of 1951 it was decided to conduct an ex-
periment during the following year on the teaching of spelling, 
in order to find out whether all children needed set spelling 
lessons or whether many of them could learn spelling incidentally. 
All this is certainly a step in the right direction. 
In Christchurch at the end of 1949 one of the classrooms 
in the Normal School was converted into a demonstration room and 
fitted with a one-way screen and loudspeaker system. The Normal 
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School teachers do all the demonstrating. There is some prelimi-
nary discussion with the Training College lecturer about the sub-
ject matter to be covered and the steps to be followed during the 
lesson. The lecturer observes the demonstration together with 
the students in the darkened portion adjoining the demonstration 
room. He makes comments as the lesson proceeds; he switches off the 
sound now and again to discuss certain aspects of the lesson and 
to tell students what to look out for. During the last few minutes 
of the period the class teacher joins the students, takes part in 
the discussion and answers questions. 
The children are moved into the demonstration roo for a 
number of weeks at a time, the idea being that demonstrations under 
such conditions will be less stagemansged than they used to be. 
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In spite of this, however, there is atill a great deal of stage-
managing. The children and the teacher know exactly when they are 
being observed; this applies both to the one way screen and to 
the one-way loudspeaker system. When students are observing, the 
curtain which is usually drawn in front of the screen is pulled 
aside and a red light shows up as soon as the loudspeaker system 
is in operation. 
Opinions about the Christchurch one-way screen have been 
very divided. Reception conditions are extemely poor; the sound 
is so grating as to be almost inaudible at times, the rooms where 
the students observe having neither pinex walls nor sound absorbing 
floor covering. But the Normal School teachers have a much more 
serious objection; it is that they dislike having to teach in front 
of an unseen audience. They cannot see or hear what is going on 
behind the screen; for all they know, the lecturer may be makina 
scathing coIIDllents and the students may be laughing their head off. 
So gre~t has been the strain that while in 1950 each first year 
group during the first and second term saw ene demonstration a 
week, in 1951i the demonstration room was only used every second 
week, to give the teacher concerned a braak.• 
Teachers are a strange class of mortals. They create more 
deliberate and diabolical test situations than anybody else, and 
yet, at the same time, many of them resent being evaluated them-
selves. This resentment must stem from some sort of insecurity; 
the teacher feels that more is expected from him than be is capable 
of carrying out. It is not surprising that with the uneven quality 
of Normal School staffs this fee~ing of insecurity is particularly 
sirong. 
Although under the present set-up the demonstration room 
has been a doubtful success , it is intended to make even greater 
use of one-way screens, once the Normal School is shifted to 
Elmwood. It has been suggested that there should be a demonstration 
classroom adjoining the proposed students' lecture room and also 
that two of the infant rooms should be fitted with one-way panels 
adjoining small observation rooms. 
All this is evidence of a real desire to make better use 
of the Normal School, and to brina Normal School teachers and 
Training College lee'turers closer together • 
• The Demonstration Room bas not been used tor seoondyear students. 
In Christchurch, also, there is very close cooperation 
between the music lecturer at the Training College and one of 
the Normal School teachers. The teacher is not a music specialist, 
but takes all the music in the upper standards and works hand in 
hand with theTraining College. This is one of the rare instances 
where a Training College lecturer can say to his students, what 
all Training College lecturers should be able to sair, 'Go over to 
the Normal School and you will see the sort of thing I have been 
trying to tell you about.' It is plannee in the near future to 
record music lessons at the Normal School on a tape recorder for 
use during lectures. 
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There is also very close liaison between the Christchurch 
infant method lecturer and the Normal Infant School. The lecturer 
does a good deal of demonstrating to students, either at the 
Normal School itself or with groups of children brought over to 
the Training College. She gives special eurythmics demonstrations 
to students majoring in infant work and arranges with the in-
fant mistress for students themselves to teach eurythmics at t he 
Normal School. She also runs a puppe~ club, and every now and again 
the students and the children put on puppet plays for one another. 
In all the Training Colleges the infant method lecturer 
tends to have a more intimate contact with the Normal School in-
fant mistress,than the ordinary method lecturer has with teachers 
at the Normal School. One reason for this closer link is that in-
fant method lecturers, having once been infant mistresse~, at heart 
always remain infant mistresses. For some reason or other infant 
mistresses identify themselves so much more with their work than 
teachers in general, that, with due respect to them, they tend to 
remain infant mistresses for the rest of their lives. 
Another reason is that some of the infant method le~urers 
actually used to be infant mistresses at the Normal School; and 
this at a time, when there were no infant method lecturers at Train-
ing College, and when the infant mistress herself did all the 
lecturing in method. 
If the Christchurch infant method lee~urer seems to have even 
more contact with the Normal School than other infant method lect-
urers, it is partly due to the fact that she is the only one who 
does not have to combine her job with that of Women's Warden. 
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Under the present Normal School - Training College set-up 
the amount of liaison that exists between the two is largely a 
matter of personalities. This is particularly true in Auckland. 
There one can find method lecturers side by side, some of whom 
take the keenest interest in the Normal School, and some of whom 
are completely out of touch with the Normal School} specialist 
lecturers side by side, one of whom has an exteemely close link 
with the Normal School, while the others are hardly aware that 
the Normal School exists; and even Normal School Headmasters side 
by side, one of whom cooperates very well with the Training Col-
lege and J"/11; one of whom has no more dealings with the Training 
College than an Associate School Headmaster. 
Here then are some instances of close Normal School -
Training College liaison in Auckland, all of whom are of very 
recent origin. When two of the method lecturers, one of whom 
had been teaching at the Normal School, were appointed to the 
Training College staff in 1948, they found that there was no 
contact whatever between the Normal School and the Training Col-
lege, other than through practice teaching. They were determined 
to do something about it and approached the newly appointed head-
master of the Normal Primary School, who felt the same way about 
things. They started off bringing Normal School classes over into 
the Training College hall for short periods and demonstrated in 
:front of several hundred students. Even if a lesson did not come 
off, the students were thrilled to have children coming to the 
'l! a,1n1.ng_ ,G,o,l.l.e g_eor U~~ 1" the first time in years. But in many ways the 
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arrangement was far from ideal. In the following year therefore 
classes were brought over from the Normal Primary School for a 
whole week at a time, the two method lecturers doing most of the 
teaching. So sucroessf'ul was the experiment that ome Of the spe-
cialist lecturers decided to take over once in a while and demon-
strate to groups of students. But there was something artificial 
about teaching for an isolated period a class of children, whose 
names the lecturer often did not even know. The next step was for 
one of the specialist lecturers to adopt a Normal School class and 
to teach his subject right through the yearp in partnership with 
the ordinary class-teacher. For the first few months he did not 
demonstrate to the students at all, except to those who were posted 
on section to that particular class. He felt that a single 'stunt' 
lesson given by however capable a person was not of much use; one 
might demonstrate certain techniques, but one could not truly 
teach. Laterpon in the year when he had got the 'feel' of the 
class and when he felt he was getting some here with the children, 
groups of students came over and watched the lessons, which were 
afterwards discussed in lectures. 
Normal School- Training College liaison depends very much 
on the Normal School Headmaster. Anything the Training College 
wants to try out at the Normal School stands or falls with the 
good will of theHeadmaster. Under its present Headmaster the 
Auckland Primary Normal School has had its doors wide open to 
any venture the Training College has wanted to undertake during 
the last 11wo or three years. To name some of them: the Normal 
has experimented with a class that is completely run on activity 
lines. The infant method lecturer had been wanting to show stu-
dents a class at the Normal School which exemplified the theories 
she had put forward in her lectures. The Headmaster organized such 
a class and put a first-class teacher in charge of it. When it 
became apparent that practiee teaching by students posted on sect-
ion interfered with the work of the class, no further students 
were sent. It became a purely observation class and literally 
hundreds of students, both from the Auckland and the Ardmore 
Training College, observed the class in operation during 1951. 
Again the Normal School Headmaster cooperated very closely 
with the Training College in connection with the in-service 
training scheme which Auckland introduced in 1950. Once a month 
a group of teachers, about six at a time, come into Training 
College for a week; the Principal and the Headmaster of the Nor-
mal School collaborate in preparing a special programme for them. 
Part of the in-service training week is actually spent inside 
the Normal School; so popular has the scheme been that some of 
the teachers have arranged to come back to observe a particular 
class for a few days; some of the headmasters who have taken part 
have sent other members of their staff, and even inspectors have 
taken the opportunity of sending certain teachers to particular 
Normal School classes, such as the activity class. The Normal 
School teachers themselves have been to Training College for an 
in-service week, have taken part in seminars and discussions with 
students and Training College lecturers, in order to get a better 
idea what Training College was driving at and what the needs or 
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students were. 
The A.rdmore Training College and Papakura Normal School 
have run one or two schemes on similar lines as Auckland. The 
music lecturer and his assistants have adopted one of the model 
country schools; they have for several months been taking all the 
music with the class, including singing, recorder - and percussian 
band work. Like the one specialist lecturer in Auckland,they have 
not felt like demonstrating to students en masse as yet, other 
than ta those students who happen to be on section there, because 
they do not think they have anything as yet to demonstrate. 
The Ardmore physical education staff demonstrate now and 
again at the Papakura Normal School, when they come to watch stu-
dents taking a lesson,-which is part of the certificate requirement 
in Auckland and Ardmore. 
Ardmore also operated a similar scheme to the Auckland one 
in bringing a whole class of children from the Papakura Normal 
School into the Training College. The scheme was even better than 
the Auckland one; the class came out for a whole month at a time, 
the Training College lecturers did no demonstrating at all,&the 
ordinary teacher took his or her class all the time, only the 
best teachers taking part in the scheme. Two lecture rooms with 
folding doors between them were used, - one ~~the class and the 
other for the students. Different groups of students would observe 
the class at different times each day, so that at the end of the 
month they had seen a whole week's work. The method lecturers and 
the particular teacher worked closely together and discussed with 
the students what they were going to observe and what they~ 
observed. The Normal School teachers involved, the Training 
College lecturers and the students all confirmed how valuable 
these visits haJl been, when I interviewed them. 
No Normal School is closer to Training College, ieogra-
phically than the Kd.l.burn Normal School in Wellington; yet signs 
of any revival of interest in the Normal School are more diffi-
cult to find here than anywhere else. Normal School-Training Col-
lege liaison is certainly the poorest in Wellington. But even here 
there have been isolated efforts in the last year or two to over-
come the deadlock. One of the nature study lecturers, for eaample, 
ran during 1950 a special scheme at the Normal School with second 
year students majoring in nature study. To begin with one class 
only was adopted; it was divided into groups, different students 
taking different groups. The student worked out a miniature na-
ture study scheme with each group and taught the group during his 
in-College period. One day a week all the students involved met 
and discussed the problems that had arisen during the week. The 
class teacher and the leeturer were so pleased with the experiment 
that it was decided to extend the scheme to ether classes and to 
all the students majoring in nature study. The classes were divided 
into fewer groups and the class teacher arranged for each group 
to repont back to the class as a whole. But when the lecturer left 
in 1952 the scheme fizzled out and was ultimately discontinued. 
A reeently appoi~ted art lecturer has been taking classes 
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IHlgularly at the Normal School; until she got to know the children 
she had no students observing her lessons; later on she brought 
the elasses,which she had been teaching for some time,over to the 
Training College hall and demonstrated art lessons to groups of 
students. She also talked to the whole Normal School staff on a 
number of occasions about the kind of work she was trying to do 
and demonstrated with a class in front of the assembled Normal 
School staff. 
The only other link between Normal School and Training 
College staff is the music leeturer's Gl!Ontact with one of the 
classes; he takes the class for singing lessons right through 
the year and takes groups of the class for weekly broadcasts 
to schools. 
These last few pages which have necessarily bjen very 
sketchy, must not give the impression that Normal School - Train-
ing College liaison is at all satisfactory. It is very far from 
it. For every lecturer who takes an interest in the Normal School 
there are more than a dozen who have no contact whatever. There 
are ever so many more barriers than links between Normal School 
and Training College. The few exceptions that have been quoted in 
detail er~ nearly all of them of very recent origin; they may or 
may not last. It is, in fact, diffieult to say whether they signal 
a renaisstJl[lce of the Normal School or whether they are a final 
spark of life before the Normal School ~alls into complete decay •. 
Far III 
The Future. 
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i. 
I the lormal School , as we ave een, fa led in the past 
an is failing in the present ,. wh not abolis t alto ether? 
Certai~l noone would shed an tearR, if the Iormal School is-
a eare • In . act , so ne lig a e its dist nctive contr bution 
to teacher training nowadaJs, t at 1 ts oin wou d h!::J.rdl be no-
t ced at al; lt wou ' ractics ma e no if erence whatever in 
t e profess ona :prain r o teachers , if he Norl"la Sc oo was 
one awa w th. 
But are we sa isf e wit the professiot-1 reparation o 
teac1ers as t ex sts toda, , and f we are not, coul a re ormed 
_ orma School laJ a use-f'u ar"'" in the f\1ture ? 
In . e c s when teach ng met ods were ' cut and dr e ' and 
when teacher tr~ining consisted of impartin~ tric so~ t e trade, 
there was 1 tt e ga between theor ana ractice , and there w s 
ess nee , the~e ore, for as ec al institution to bridge tlat 
gap •. owatla s, on the other hand, with the road nin~ o Tra ning 
Co lege rrogrrumnes· and with the emphas son enera pr acip es ra-
technic;;,ues, there is a wide gulf between 
t1eorr an r dct cP , an t.ere is a des erate need for some nsti-
tution to r t1eor and p~actice closer to ether. 
his does not mean that the two shou d coincide. here 
ea ~an between theory and nra~t~c&; otherwise 
eduction ould )e a:r:i exceed n y dull thinz and the teacher woul 
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become a techn cian. ut a ways strive to bri qe that 
a, even if we never get there; otherw se the teac er becomes 
a pocrite; and t is is what has happene. One has onl to com-
pare teac ers ' ' schemes ' where educational i eals are gli 1 
ree ed of, with teachers ' ' wor boos ', where ever one of the 
rofessed ideas s vio ate r ht and left, to rea ize ow muc 
pocr s t ere is a out. here has never een so much lip- ervice 
to educat onR i ea s as t ere is todey, w th ver 
ence of eeper un erstan ing. 
ittle evi-
s dichotom getween the tee.c er ' s professed ideals and 
s actua classroom et,formance goes ac to the exper ences 
oft e oun teac er at Tra nin Co e e. So much of hat Tran-
ing Co e e tries to ive the student in the wa of educational 
deals is not nte rated nto behav our , beeause the st~ ent has 
never een en one tr in to translate the ideal into the real. 
It does not take him on to find out that t e fine ~ords of his 
ecturers cannot be taken at t er face va ue. 
m1e rain ng College seems to assume that the stwlent ie 
able to ring P str~ct know edge to bear directl on _ s teac in. 
But mo ern psyc o o y of lea~ning does not support that assumption. 
Un erstand ng must be ased on an den.uate background of e per ence. 
n And this is where a Normal School should come, a school 
that should work in closest coope ation wit~ the Training Colle e, 
and 1hose \'J ect ves s ould not be at cross urposes with those 
of t e Tra.ining Colle e. It must therefore be a i .,..ferent kind of 
_ ormal Schoo from the one ve have met so far. 
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11. 
e ~orma Schoo shou a e an inte e p~rt o the r~ini 
Co e e w eh sou be so e resp,nQ ble or the runnin of the 
schoo . Its ou t e~efore be un er the co~p ete contro o t e 
rainin Co ege rinci a . p acin a .!.~orma hoo unde,.. the same 
eontro aR o:rr~ '18r schoo ~ an p ous y hopin at t e ra n"' 
Co e e r nci ..J w coo erate \it the orma choo Hea 
maste snot 00 en':>u T e Ieadmaster wi run t ~ SC"! CO 
i e an ordinar SC 001 end t 1e ,..inc pa w 1 keep 1i!3 rnn s of 
t1e schoo and avoi any interference. e systen ·ust does not 
wor . ... 
betwee 
moment . 
1ere shou t ere ore be a muc more intimate connection 
orma Sc oo and Tra ning Co e~e t ,n exists at t e 
e I0rma1 ,choo shou d e an co e Annexe, not ·ust an 
co e D' A ~ ~ation , to use the Fre,c terms for the two t ~es of 
rormal Sc100 , thet , v ich s part an arcel of the Trainin~ Col-
le e an t ' .1.~t , f e1?e; the associ qt ion w th the Tra nin Col ege is 
on.Jan aftert ou t . ~c 
• Nor has it done in other countries. In England, for example, before Local 
Education Authorities became responsible tor elementary education, it ,vaa 
usual tor Training Colleges to administer so-called Demonstration Schools. 
In :tl.925 the Burnham Ccmni ttee Report on the Training ot Teachers for Public 
Elementary Schools recamended that DemonstrationJ Schools should be at-
tached to nery Training College as part of its equipment for professional 
work. But the schools were to be run by the Local Education Autb.ori ty which 
'was to cooperate with the Training College. That worked very rareq; and 
:tl.9 years later the MoNair Report on Teachers & Youth Leaders made no men-
tion whatever o't Demonstration Schools. As H.C.Dent, the Editor ot the 
Times F.ducational Supplement, told me during his recent visit to N.z.,there 
are oruJ' a bandf'ul -o't Demonstration Sohoola left in England today. 
0 This is not meant to impq that we should follow the French system; tar tran 
it. But French terminology is often much more precise than English; and 
the two terms seem to convey the difference between the two types ot control. 
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1e Hea aRter 0 the .. orma 1 Schoo s OU ( e a v i ce- !)rin-
C pa l of' t e r>ain ng Co e e . He shou e a man 0 w de ex er 
ence an e S10U )e as i y ': 18 f ied a co e1 ica l y as the 
rest 0 t 1e """"3.in n Co ee e staff •. ~'"'e"'e must e pro ess o. -
e ua ... Soc a equa i t over morn ng cups of te s ver 
p ~ sant but is not enou h . 
T .e most ca~e~ e , mn inauive r-d ~ns; r n te c1. s shou 
e nvite to ·on t e Norma Sc100 s "- R ~n, 4 rr~ pec t ive of sr 
in , CO'l! t 
constitute a 
erv ce or engt o ex_er ence . The staf s1oul 
- alanced team ana stQ f Lg ~hm1 d be i eral 
enough to e O"i , s:::i , one t e c e·" f' or every 25 c 1 · dren . form 1 
coo te~c. ~s s101 d be ~e .... ~r ea qs rainin Co lege sta~f~ 
an shou >:ive some academ c stan .1 , Jo that 
t e r:oul ectui"'e to s u ents . ~· SJ ~1cu not necessarilu re-
ce ve the same pay as seni 01"' Tr c1 • n-' Col e 0 e«turers · not 
, ~ .... ..., m!)ortant , ut because it should at-ecause t e ·r o 
t ract eP "-h ~ ast c 0Ul1[. "or v· 1or1 t .... houl e a s '.; 
... ""ctors ' J' .: t 1e , a.f e"• a fe··i rearf' , "- o :ieadmasters ' an 
~os~tions as we 'as to~ nor Tr&inin~ Co 
They shoul " r cei ve i ........ "ran eer l:'. i :... radi ..... for 
.,rea_·· , it' out be ·. g vis ted · , I ns 1 '!tor:::, fo 
ppo ·ntments . 
,... .. ls tl e af ._suard of 
to tee.c ers 
edioc .. i t"'I an on .l i.:' ...... ea i,cr f!'ec-
0 
trac . • 
l ren ,.:re ' eyo :id L: "' ' ~ te 
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..,j; erwise 
t e teacher.., wil toe the conventio ... 
.ressi ve t 1e Tra ni e Co leg1 r nC' .),·, na ')e . 3.,rs tern nl , s 
.ave he tenrency to become rig an ~ auton~tic; ro tines omi ate 
a.11d nnova ions ra e , or_g nate within a s ~ tern. I stea ' .r !)er-
eL ~~: 0 traditiona metho 8, the Iorma_ Sc1c~ ~hou d brea,.. t e 
circ e. Tra ·ton is a,l ver~ we 1, but tfa it_on ~ ves b en 
added to . 
T. e rentureso· 1e a t · tu e , tterefore, is vi t1. 1, a a 
:·orm l '"'cl oo~ tha c no run boldly oes more arm tha • 
There ii:, ;: r too much uni ormi t .:.r .':1:;W Zea an schoolc:, there 
is far too muC' re eat nL and · ar too , '!. ttle scovering. T ose 
w o are supposed to run the s stern are 'be ng run t •. 
But ·f tee cb~rs seem to l ee' '" 1 • t t ve , · not ecause 
as s tuc1.ents t 1e.. 1- ,.,,..e a spr r . ..., of freshness an inventi vene .. s 
n ~1e=, .. )ut rather ecause t at freshness a. c1 inve1,ti v Jnoss 
ere no su£ficientl cultivated. A n education enerall, the 
neea for adventure as een ver lar el~ neg ecte in the pro-
essiona . re nration o~ teachers. And the rorma_ Sc ool ,b ~1 
s1ould have el e to satis~ that need , as et it starve i .-
ste(l • T e I ormal Schoo has serve merel as t 1e r licc:rna. of 
t.e ast nstead of the usbandma.n of t1e future . 
T ere is no occu ation n wh eh it is easier to fall into 
a rut t an teach 1. ·t .t the same tine there s no occup .. t::.o l 
, eh can be as excitin as teach n. I~· ou ~ be thetas of 
the I orma 
e t em 
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Schoo to nspire an st.unu ate f'uture stu ents, to 
ee their minds open and al ve, so t1at te~c iLg wil 
a ways remain en adventure for t em. 
l l 
he orma 0 choo e ou be ui e ist net ii~ ·unction 
rom the sc ools in whic stu ents ract se. ere s ou. , n 
act , be no practice teac1in, n t e usual sense of the tebn, 
at t e : orma_ choo whatever. If we remember that the 1 ormal 
Sc oo at present s 1 tt e more t an a ma ·o.r practising schoo , 
we wi see ow ra ica a c ange woul have to take place , n 
th s res ect a one . 
Te Assoc ate Sc oo s wou pa quite a different part 
from the I orma Sc 100 , u. a no less im:pibrtant ar L. l o amount 
o"" o servat on an emonstre.t on at t e 1 or 6- '"' c 100 cou t 'ce 
t e pace of at al c assroom teac ing. This ractice teac1:n 
s ou. d e carr e out un el' ordin9.r schoo con i tions , rat 1er 
t a.n at t J"orma ,..,~ oo w ::c can never a toget er escape u.n 
art f ci& , clo "stere, hot ouse atmos ere. 
':1 P- Assoc ate Sc oo s v 01... therefore cor. :9 ement the funct-
onR of tre o ma coo the ;vou thus ave a much more dis-
t nctive l'Qntr bution to make than they have so far. I n the past , 
·sRociate '"'c100 s ave simp prov e releaRe rom t . e crow e 
con it on of t e 1 ormal cc .oo , t e nu..'11 er of students needing 
pract ce te~c :ng e ng greater t1an cou d e accon:nno ated at t e 
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_ orma • - Th s ·· a Gou ' s .,.'- an, \ dch , c:!S we ha seen Je ore , 
was never£ ven a proper tr al . 
-ut .)r~~tice teach n at the Associate Schools s1ou a di -
ferent rom w1at it has een so far . Instead o ~ en in 951 o 
t e time on ' section ' o serv n met ods whic are o ten med ocre 
an somet mes downr e:ht a , <'O.)., L scheme- ook"' , wor -boo etc , 
t e major t of wh c are seco~ and t r ~ate, t e stu ent on 
sect .ons ou s en most of 1is t me n a_ ic Ation an con-
t nuous teach~ne: . Towers t e end o his section 1e sou have 
v ""'tua Jin epen ent care oft e c ass; an ill h s senior ear 
t '1 FI S OU extend or at east a wee, heh s ould ecome an 
n- service-trainin wee ~or the associate an w c cou some-
times e spent at the Jorma ~coo or at t e TrEinin Co e e . 
As :rst ear students ·1ou re uire mores i e suer-
v 8ion an a more adual induction into teach n t'1 rn senior stu-
en~, it would )e desir~ e if t e CQU be osted to asso~ q e 
teac ers oft eh 1e8t ca1i re , so that their initial teach 11 ex-
e~ ences woul take pace un er the most avourab e con itions. 
Associate teac1ers shoul e to d much more a out t e stren t1~ 
an we~nesses of particu ar stu ents an s~ou a et a r sum 
o ~hat t e stu ents ave een oing ur ng t e reced n~' n-
Co lege' per · oc1.. 
ut urt 1er scuss on of Associate Schoo sis eyond t e 
scor,e o t1 s thesis. u fice t to say, tat t e function o t e 
Assoc ate ~coo , nstea of bein ~rqctica y identicol Ith t.at 
• Yer a praotising teaoher to visit anoth9r sohool is probab]Jr a more valuable 
~orm ot in-service training than a general refresher course. 
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o t e .:orma. Sc ool , as at resen , shou e c "' ear J .,. ..,r-
entiate rom t . 
tu ents soul not e sent o ' section ' to the orma 
choo at i 1 , even i "' t 1e'l'.'e is ess !)ractice teac in an more 
observat on than at t e Associate chools . s m:pract <'a e 
f or t e o lo e reasons: 
\" th t e mun er of stu ents n t'J"a ni11 nowa o s, it would 
e mpoR ... e to 
t is ., :;_)OSS 
re each of them a I orma Sc oo sect on 
e now , 111 most centres . Even there 
were sma rooms attac1ed to the Norma chool · , "lhere 
stu ents. cou d take s1a 1 iroups of c1: 1 r n, + e num er 
o stu ents . osted toe c teacher woul sti 1 ave to be 
v~ry lim te • 
.:. ) T e tir n ._. o , e sect n ·10 present great d 
I f' the e :,e. iences at the I,orma choo are to be c ose y 
tegrate wit t 1e re t of t ~ Co "l -- .... e ro rum 1e , t s 
nconce v..., le tliat some students shou a. ave cont .et t . 
t e :: ,..ma Sc oo at the en , some -i 
at tie .. ...; · m e of' t e r course . 
' e mi , e and some 
nstea of prov ing Dractice te~c,~ u faci · ies €' t ' e stu-
c1ents are on section · , t 1e "ormal choo s 1oul .l: J. ,/ ts part 
wh et e stu ents are ' n Co ge , • 1ere wou t1us e con-
f'or e 8.ch stu-" ... 01.16 1' DC1 contact , t1 tie Hornn choo 
ent , r>ather than _o ___ ""__, __ . c __ "' of r. ,:; o C' ,_ 0 e tj 1P C 
urj : +le course • 
aa ia planned tar the new EJ.nnrood Normal School • 
•• as is envisaged by the Consultative Camml.ttee Report, p. 88 
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v. 
m e n:j. t a contqct with the I ormal Sc ool s urt cul ...... ::!.. 
inr,ortant . I t must be reme.:i ere t ,it the student r ngs \1i ~h in 
a mt.ss o.f unconscious a+ti tudes towards tear: n.,;) 11 c 1ave been 
bui t up n primary an secondarJ sc 100 • C.1anees of these atti-
tudes occurrinu es a resu to e rash a proac1 tot problems 
of teac in come onlr r~ Ud_lr in 'he rocess of growt, ut they 
come even mores o, :, \hen the in tial teach n exper ences ten 
to reenforce undesir~~ e att tudes estc lis ed e rl er . I0"-1in~, 
I l)el...ev(., s bouncl to orientate t 1e r profeseional att tu e as 
ec sive irn t 1eir nit al contact w..:. th a c oo • o see a. rea 
Iy goor1 ec' oo s the most e fective agenc, n the tra n..:.~ .. of 
teachers •. 
I t s ee r e vhat not onl, the function , set- u or 
" ... e school, mt a so the pL.,rsice.l set-u t1e ~:1 n , groun s 
equ · '!)ment should approach the t i ... oss 
not ~uite so essenti~_. ere s e haps sometiitu o e said for 
the poor p ys i"a cond tions of ~o~ , Schools . P t Y, a 
"~ 0 ·1ere very e a orate J ~ i _rre , ~ e 1 · e'"!tion n 2t... e 
raJ.s d that an .. .,_ 13 t1at was carr ad ut there uas i~~~qctio-
a ~ fo~ t e or inar, schoo 'I t poorer Pc it es . ·· econ , , 
t e s t..i.c f!:nt ' s contact 1" t a RC 1100 where t ere are mode foci-
, t f'S rr clt arouse ex ectations i ic wop.lcl gter not be fu -
• For a student to see a f'irst-olaas teacher overoane the most untavourable 
oondi tiona would certai.n:cy' be a wonderful experience; but untavourable 
conditions rare:cy, oballenge teachers to suooeed in spite ot them; they 
are more often an exceuse for not even trying. 
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· ... /1 "' eB. to poss ble uture on an re, uc:,t-
me_ t. 
n t e other an , too ea"" y an intro uct on o the . ars 1-
est rea it es o exist 1g sc~oo con ions ma.,r we ., u 1t the 
e ~e of ear ye ~us asm e .pore t hqs t -~ to esta i1h itse f 
r:i .,r on t 1e as s of an indi vi ual e ucat ona phi oso ~1 ., • he 
Normal Schoo R10u "be '1 '1Ce were a stu1ent cou see un er 
the most favourable c rcur'3ta ".l ec- 10··1 e ect ve teac 1in can be 
carr ec o ... , '' th a rilinimum nterf'erence ... om m tat ons of s ... ce 
en equ ... "'ie_ t. t soul have sp c ous c aserooms , staf'f ooms an 
stu ies , t shou h"''7e ~ ... -to-date fu.rni ture, an_:1le rary .,.. ci-
ities , artroom, wor sho , gymnas um , v sual education e ui
4 
ent , 
a stc c~ , ... a 10s , r3 o-sets , '3 pub ic address system, 
sr,ace ror out oor p a , ger ens, swir,,.,1 ne; I)ool etc . · 
equate 
coo need not 1e s ' stunt ' schoo; ut tie above re ~u rements 
cannot e cons erer fanc "' • T ere a1"e numerous '"'0 oo s ,. -i c'1 
-ve ~, t ese .,..oc t es. 
• 
tu ents s 10-.1 have contac 1, ~ t 11 t e _formal. Schoo: very 
ear., n t ~ r cour~e . The come to Trq ninz Co eg~ t) 2repure 
f'or teach n ..... and t ey are i tc 1ine; to .pind out what t is a 1 about . 
To be required to spend weeks or even mont sin a vay tat :!!~ears 
tot em to ave no immedi'1te connect on wit1 their teaching nte-
rests an nee sis ike to resu t n a lesseniL o.,.. nterest n 
t e r course . Moreov , ~ t may a.eve op an tmfortunate utti tude 
towards t1e o cenP""a studie~ , .,..or they mig t come to look 01 
• ~ the Auokland. Normal Intermediate School cams olose to this. 
( 
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hem as necessar, ev s, an academic 1ur e to be unped efore 
t1ey can rea 1 come to r s w th t e ' rea t1 n ' • 
But ,L 1 s oes not mean t 9t students shot. be concerne 
w t1 te:;ich ne me o earl in t er coux•se. rr ere s ou d e 
ne er emonstrations of n~t o nor ectures on met o at 1 s 
sta e. The start n vo nt sou ather et e stu, o eh dren, 
an not unt ater n t e course s1ou d t e ~or ea vJi t t e 
se ection and or qn zat.on of mete as as t e serve t e nee s 
of chi d_ .. en. 
~oql understan in o teen ~ues wi on ~ come V1,...o.1..., 
ODDOrtun t es or firsthan ex,eriences with chi dren, an t e 
ne ect oft is aspect of teacher trninin is, I consider, one 
serous efects of Train n ol e e courseR n New 
Ze and. Tobu c Tra nin Co e2e, i et e rece t u t 
une n Train~ c J P~e, nan area where there are no c i clren 
'I' 1e set e of t e une in Tra n-in Col ege 
an to 1av I:or1rn SchoC' s a 1 e an more aw r on o::. e i 
u te un or_: va e! rox m t, to t1e "n versit ' prox mit to 
town are al very we ' ut rst an foremost s OU ( come 
prox rr.it to C clren. I coul env sage a Trflinin Co lee;e ~it out 
• other than just through praotiae teaching. 
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~· et or cture~ , ut I cou. not env ~ ge-a ra n ::r Co "' e e 
i ve emo11e; C'l .. ., u thout c -11 Pen. 
Te w10 e oft e work on the rofessiona si e, part cu-
ar J n the Ull or ~ea, q ou ~ be c ose y el tetl t ·~st1anu 
exper ences w th eh 1 rer, , th · r an~ out oft e Norma School 
c assroom .. tu ents s 101. 1 )e 1e ped to req ze t at evP- :,art 
s essent a 1 the stu yo c id-
emeree w of; ·t e concept t t o· -
o t eir profes io ~ train n 
re~, n tteJ sbou eraduall 
e ... c to t e wor 01' t.1e I>!' mary sc oo 
teac 1er . 
ervi:l.t o 1s ~ing t1e f rst few months shou concen-
tat o tea - roun deve 0 ... nent of~ i1 ren . T stu ent shou 
ome, "' ~ "St,• d-1 ,3 0 
' .nte -
Rt c ... Y't qice. 
ectuq , emo iona and soc · ., ~ifferences of c1 dren at di"fer-
ent sLsees of eve o me.t: ·Dtl of tje indiv d ~ 7ariat ons at 
r a 0 ~ ~ e ~=rerent stn~en of develo_.ment. Ti~ ~uestion 
' ow tie schoo may est contPl-
1:- tie to thf' ...... ( ·-: vh ant eve opment of chi dren . 
T iroue' actua exreriences ··i ' i chi en, ~tu ents wil 
tier ~ore be he ped to av~ ec ate the a acy of determin1. u 
procedures t :iro e ~ 1 e - " c , "l·-:e a:z: r 
r lAl n"' they ··; ns teaf U! "' ers t.anii 4 , . nee s ty of s -
et 
T a · .-
ne .... ol eees ·ou 
e ... ".e t.O wllic 1 o 
t ms put nto '!_rac ce v~ t 1 8tu ' ent the rin-
1 erv ce o 
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"we "' J n )J "o ' _ e' and L 1at rs - c,ncl ex:pA ..... ices are the 
most e f'ec11ive an econom.i.c ew i11g;-to0Is. 
-· 
Te :o~mal coo sou 
rat on ~c100 . 
e en :>")serva 01 P<'l oo rather 
serva on tllffers rom demonst_ 
·ion • ..,., 0 .,_ .., term "emonstr, " · r1.1 .:. 1 ... 1 est at stutlents are t ~ to 
100 · to see 8 .) :i.'I" 11 cu ar esso , v1 i ,.., r s 
efo ehe:n , Ii 1 exact content and c;:peci f ic teac 1i 
en an-
nounce 
cedures arr" .._. t.- l rt' - stu ents. ~1e wo~k f tie c iluren s 
or l l. z th ..... ea ... 'l"~cision for• emonstration • ur:poses an1" 
s u ents are ' n 01~me 
' prior to the c1er11on8 tr at ion 
, part eu-t, 
lar tel)S .... be 0 ow ., ' lS Lhe esson pr>nceeds . T1ere is . I 
e eve , V ., .. ,tle V&lue in t1a ... ' cl of' ' .J rfor.i11an ' .. . ... 
' " .., s ould have n . ce ln a no ern echool h !'e the &tmOSI) ere s '1oul " 
., " .1.nf'ormal an" \,here the r sis SlOU • e on the eh · cJ-
rcn and~ cont'i tlons tmder w • cl V E" 
s' ,., ..... .. r le C' ' i"l,:•e __ , unme n or en to emons tra.te 
. ., .... 
.t. t.oY 
e · rable for i. · ., r .... , i;e&cher r __ cJ. s i.uden ts. 
21.ke v · · on ., o__ U e ot er r a . ., ., ea::1s ... L 1dents ..., .:. •• .., o 
·-·.e 1:or1.,al Sc. o 1 to see what 
,:. ... ., u --'""" n i .. _ a c e _s-
roo whc_• ': , :.e work o:' c 1i:ure_ is . ~ c:! --..., " i.>ec _ e o"i.>_ervers 
• or vice wrsa 
•• It the teachers are the kind ot teachers that, I think, ought to be at 
the ?formal School, they will not have al\Y' • set lessons• to demonstrate. 
r 
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o !le Lo t:.er , ~1.,0 the , at.er·' ~:._ a_ cl to the te ~1. r . 
t.uo.ent;s ma...,r 1.>e .... · ven previously a .)roa .. verview o: tl. 
.... 
" 
. ~ ., 
._.r mnne sLo •: no be f' xed .i.. t.erm o I)ec · _,.. . c ... - ~ce "'ures to lJe 
l o . ..., "'• 
. o , C the s uden "~ ' og va ions be 1.m re L_tl. or .. . _ .t.-
e ~~ :~ re is _ometJ - ~ to be sa.i. for eacl . ~: ... ec'ucl ~ _ rvation 
s 1nore econc, ' .c :, ··. t. ii ., ... "' the stLcle _t, i..o ob_erve ~ +:. ~ ... E.,&ter 
i .. 1F- ...,:. ~ an .. d s _ ~ · ·.r.a · Lm an(' .: t.herefore 1 rt c ., arl,/ .se_ 1.l 
1. th co se , ·lens ~u e.ts do not k. ow hat 1.,0 :ook or . 
~ o "' ... o nts to wat.ch an "' .... stio s 
answer; :or ex mr l , -i;'1ey cou ·o _ o i..e the times 
v1!.en ti1e te ~:- _ ~as n1os t st1ccessful ., 1_ l1olcl.: ... _. ' l1e ' ·.., 1r ..... ' s 
c'"'· ... ,lete at ve + · 0ri and to acco11 t for e~ --:. time . Sue .... · cla ce 
in U..'l'lo"' trus · ve "'out. aler c. &tten ion i..o 0, · 11ren, t 1e e.bi i ty to 
o_ • oted · ur·· LL n observatio w 11 all stem the .tOLs ...; teachers 
.:.1 eoo .. ste 
But. tie stu ents ' a te ... · r.1 s:1oul not be .. aw. to too 
m, .11 po nts at . ti E-; t 1ere ... ,.,.1_., a ways be le· sure or ran-
om al>sor ... 't on of t · i "' .. en are dong an o he gener8l 
.• It there are lD8I\Y who wou1d like to re1ntroduoe the pupil-teaoher syat • 
so that young teachers would knovr what to loo.k far when they went to 
Training College, this is largeq ao beoauae Training Colleges haw tailed 
to d:ireot the students• observations ada4J1ateq. And they haw tailed, 
because it ia impossible to d:ireat observations properl,J', i:f' the students 
observing are in schools owr an area ot sane 100 sqµare miles. 
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at o:, ~-re of ·~e c BSA •_ t ~ lrect o_ ~ -' ven, s ~ ents 
li 1 more i... .= _:)c:n ent an , e ab e to concv trate on fea-
tures oft e wor 1 t interest them most. 1h e tier · ·ne 
r - ace for a 1_e~s o~ servat on , und rected ob_ervat on need _ot 
" e a m_e~ ~ ; : , ,y e.: be se .... ~ ree:te ~. ':Vhen s u en+s, ::or ex-
n1p e , are. ~vlse re the cc ' on sectio ' or where t:i .l 
w e teac 1 · .ne; as P. · .s t _ey wou d e 0_1ly too kee _ , before 
6 oing ou .... , to o serve z:orma "r:_ ') c asses Li act on , 1 .. e ou 
not re ... t. · re any e s.i e rect · ns. 0 serv:...tions .e cer"'"8 ."''!' 
mos~ i'r .i tful when the are rno pate and d rect ~ " r the stu ents ' 
ow'! nee ancl are at the r o se ect on . 
.I. .• 
, ... - ._, l ere is erha.._.. s somet1i .e; to be sa rom th-
adm n sl,r + · vi:;; 0 nt 0 view for a. efini te and fix SC .e tle 
0 )bservations , anne we::. ·n a vance, ~l Are are man lim -
t tl< •1S to a +; + scheclule. m e est 0 1 serv ~ C l e ... (> ... ences come u J. 
rom e. pontaneous use of t1e I or 11 1 ".::c 001 . T1is s ont·neous use 
o the sc oo ror o servations wou~ e encom•e ._,ec .:. -f"' instec1d of 
numerot s m +' c..de courses, as at .resent, t ere were an · ntegrs.ted 
cm.: r,se on t 
tie need fo t 
c il a_ the curr cu tun. nee tu ents 1ae - Esped 
10n t 1rou ... ) a su ect matter or me o s ai:..)l oe.c 1, 1 t w .i: " at ter 
• .,A.. ... 
' 
n.,. 
e what act:v1~J t.ey o serve • .., .eh W0t..l. 
URes o mate .... o s an " r i <"' (,,.U r n~ proce "ures su ta e in the 
gu.:.cance of c .,...en. Any act, v t y cbserve m_ y be e "'u 11:'; ·.m-
poe tant to an reav 11~ or t e nature of c1 ' Jren . ADC if 
:,roper y ana ~tLec e~ c one is a star .:.ne )O nt from w 1ich stu-
ents ~ u n ncrease J n i ~ 
' I .:' ~ l.. ..,. t:rl~,r ana , ze " ' : t .1 s is ext "'eme r im ... ortant . 
eal y t e t ree- ~' co .. .,,.,.. ... ence etween Trr n n Co e0e ect 
rer , orme._ Sc o teacher ancl students ]:' ... ov es ... e most effect-
ve means of ena ., z..:.r-..., an o Rervo t ot on rom a e; es . s wou 
not a rnys ::: e.... s y liO arrange , o ~ever, rw · cular y the re-
sence 0 t 1e r:orma JC ')) teac er . Bu+ every e fort s OU , be 
ma e to ,.. e the :forma (' 00 teac1er sit n on .ost- observa11ion 
iscus_ ons. T 1e e!.. cl er we. .1. hn~ erha q e mos ... I: ua e contri-
ut on to "lJ ' 
i.:. th t e C 1 1 
·o such fiscuss ns. 1rou~1 1 s de 1 contacts 
n , or ex1:.,.r,p:!.e , e wou a t 1e grou,. in ~ v t"11er 
.inter ret ne t1e our of v ci.ua chi ren . 
Anot1er e: ective means of ana z ne o servgt.:.ons · s t ... ~u~h 
·he use of one- a screens . The Training Co lege ecturer can 
c'1ow t 1e stu ents or {1 ccn · scucs t e o serv-
ations on t1e spo , it out 3 tie c~4 fen or t1e teac1er . 
p·' nions about one- way screens are ve1. .,r v c1er , as ue sap 
Pa~ t I. T 1e s ortcom n s of the .resent C'1.,_ stc 1urc 1 one- way 
~creen are on too obvious; ut vJ woul not n ... 1 ' n the kn ~ 
• The real advantage of one "93' aoreens in a Normal Sohool is not so much 
that the ohildren cannot see the atudenta - Normal Sobool obildren are 
not disturbed by however~ students may be around - but rather that 
the students oan discuss what is going on without distraoting the olaas. 
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of Eorr. e. Ge 100_ that iae been outl ne e.bove. ire+ , l t s 
no e di'"' · cu t o rene y t e preser poor recept".on cond t · o ... 1s .. 
econ 1J, the arv: ~c a set-up of special movi ~ ~ c a __ ln~o 
the , emonstra t, on room in C 1 ... i..., ... c\ cb, cou. a. l)e rect .r ed 
•. rovi ng ea.c c ac,sroom wit a one- way pane en lou 1 ... 1-~, . .: e ... ~ 
s stem. ':'' re 
to o ser:f i n, 
1i t t e c 8nt::;e of enphasis from emon_ trat on 
e str~ Lon the teec ers woul be cous · erub 
re uce as l e,,y we u: no on r hi.ve to ..,.."Jrfo 1, ..:tt. ..:.C; anage an 
w"' .. fo'v -dress. F ... ., y, the to .r-cL.. )re te- c 1er that shou c~ ~ 
on t: e :formal Schoo sta"' 1,.e ~ to .coee as nsecure and 
se f'consc.:.ous as his me iocre co ea.,EUe at ;,resent encl wil be 
ess concerned abo1 t t e unseen au ~ience • .;; 
'Jse1•va Lions at the I.orm 
'1roueh t ie course; t ey ... '10u c1 no-':. 
• 
choo s 1oul co i, · ... e r [.l ~ 
lim te tote ln tial 
~eriod. Tiere ls no neeC o tlo al tie c serv~ne f ' rst and a 
t t.. • i .J.c t ce a.Cterw ,.. s. v:siny J the s tu en s are an · 01 s to ~,_ y 
t1emse ves out en to comet t 
b e. :'he fee • of conf c1ence in \Ork ng 
1e -·o aR soon as pos 
dr n comes 
most ,('u by he .1 .... ecti ve in vh<; ._ .. c. ... """. Oppor ·ur · t.:es for :r>ar-
t c ::;:,ition s1ou d t erefore eat "J~st reat as o ~o ... t !ties 
• It is true that s<De very fine t6aobers are ertremel.1' 81\v' and withdraw 
into their shell as soon as an observer appears; they would oerta~ 
ii.alike one-wa_y soreena; but tlM,y aheuld not be at a Normal School. 
Teaobara should not o~ be egµipped prof'essional11' but also tempe-
ramentsl11' tar a Normal School job. A, Normal Sobool teacher bas to be 
sanetbing ot an exhibitionist; nor is this meant in 81\1 claregatory sense. 
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Bt...t .in so far as t s purtiC" pction cons stc of pract ce 
teac n ,,L. ... e ' 0.11 sec .i.on ' t e I:orme. Schoo s no" t . ... :!..J.l.!e 
.ror .i. as o e t esis has _ ' e to :!:'!'OVe. ··:1 u:1 tl.ie num' er 
of stu ents in tra n ng the rectice teac1 n()' ...;, -"uncti n of a 
i:orL,c1: Schoo .,..1ust conf C"t t its unct.i.on as a no e • Even 
ractice teach ng w th o.rot...nc 0 C' ilcJ..!'.'en t tie l or11 t 1 Sc1ool 
B OU e "iscou:.. se • To '-" 'le al t1e stu ents even l.i.m-' ueu o_-
...)ortunit es o ':Jc ool , 
wou meBn creat ng extreme, art fic.i.a ex. er ence~ ~or t1em. 
Stu en~s t mse ves are t .e r rst to sen=?e anC ci11e?ti0J.1 exper· en-
ces of -'-, s c 1aracter; the are quick u. aware of en attem:r,t to 
} ... ovi e them · t' arti.:' C" _ tasks and t 1e~r rec ._. ... z the · r 
f 1 7in nature . Urine.tur~~ s tuai.ions are no" concl cive t., ...,oou. 
eve1 '"' ..... 1.,nt of e ther eh.:. en or of students. 71e, are remi-
niscen of t:1e olu ucli tor,;~ .1-.i,, us u 'b, holes-sty e of tec;,.cher 
tra . 1 . ..; • 
..... u'" uhere · s part "' "'.:..._..,.J.t.ion ot 1er than '' ... •.)ugh practice 
teach · 1\.., n ', · ~ .:.houl be encourage;,. S1 eh par ticir,ati· n shou 
e inc ental rather than anne en syst :mat c .... ... 1,,, .. 1ts an ' 
:~or J '1 '"' eh (' ' -1., rr 11 shou share as ID'1J.1., e . • -1• nces a s-
... , 0' 11' r ... (' ar y extr a-curr c ,,.... o • s. G.rour>s of s tu dents 
C 
., r., 
~)'"' "u :p ays i o .. me '1c.ool c 1 ren, t1e.r cou l, LO o 
·--1 .... 
' " .... "' ' ... -' e t ·flm n v s ts to vru"'ious places o~ 
• as reooomended by the Consultative Comnittee p.88 
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n,erest , ~un all r r1 , of' clubs t t:,et 1er wi .... -4;1.er, share n 
p_a.,re;roun supervision ('r ... r zation o s..;,o:r>ts, ... 11 ys ea , scto-
on w mode funct·on of the 
Sc 1rol , nor wr ... " tl e teac 1ers .,,. 2erience .l ., " vi "e " 
1 ~ .. 9 1 ... es. The irs t purpose of' t 11e Horma '3<'\ oo 
P.St gro~t1 and deve opment 
f :... -'110 o_c ""'i ~11y to ... ~ _)t.r ... . 1=1e as a 
pr mar concern, as t nu ... ~~ ... nits: ~esent ca~ncit of " -
1.n no sense e servi. i .... its ot 1er ... ur-
poqe o~ ~ ovi ne a~~ lu te exper ence f0 pr s~~at ve eac1ers . 
T ie two a .. e nter e ... eudent . 
ix. 
:orma Sc oo an Tran ~e o 
o~ ject ve , an " every effort ~1ou 
ge must ave t:1e same 
e made to ensure c •. ~e 
Horr·~ l - Tra o e ...:.e par 11ners' ... - • The fact t at t 1e 
Ee,... mas er of ' e . . or -:i ,... c oo s to e a Vice r ~ c- q of the 
o ., ege n .1. t ' l8t t.1e Horma 9c 10-,' "!i"' c~~"'""'" are to be menf ers of' 
eee sta w l e ' )ut even mores 0~
1 ~ e 
one to br> n.: 'lbou t tht=> ':! o~es t !)OS . i "' ., e coor ina tion o""' e" ort . 
,...het>e s roo ' '"' e fo:r • ., ent~r 0 -'"' ex:r,er ment. To .... v an i e o 
t.1e , in o-:: , :._ er>iments trn11 ~·"'.: ... 1e car.,, ed m.t , <1 num er o:r 
e o : 
• These alternatives will not be iezcdusiw ot on another. 
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:~orma c100 - Train ~ no~: ze co. erences 
i A opt~o of ~ormal, coo c ass s 
urers 
Tra ni1 ~ Co e c lect-
i " 
\ 
.... ) 
v ) 
Iforr a 
t ose 
u .. ., 1 .., ... ro es'3iona cour es ar>o stu ent ex er ences 
~rainJn .... o "' e~e ecuurers n tle r owr 
ey ... reach 
Ap~oin ; ne ex- stu ents tote Norna . choo 
pe:r o s . 
... c 00 -.L c:Jin rg Cc ec- conrerences• S:.ic 1 
or J1mite 
con erences 
of ... e une J oor ., nqu_ l .... Comrni t .... ee ciscusee il H.,_ t , .1.~ 
, e 
II 
e .., .:J :Herma choo an Tr ·.nc 0 eee to wor C Of'e y tl.ge-t er. 
Each gets to now r'1Dt the other s 0 ng and q hea t 1y give an 
1., e of su ._.ges tionr s encou a.., cl. ,.., u 1 meeti 1z ::s can e a means o 
ve y n- se r C' • t "l; n-1.ng ~ot or he ecturex•s ,.,t TrainJ 1 ..; 
,o.,11~"' an the teaclers at t19 ro mal 1~'oo.,. T1e r1ay make a I 
t <:: iffe1"ence etween a convent anal p ..... : mi e of t 0 "p E"r t "8 n-
ve en xi .., e on • 
:t · s necessar>y , o vever , to e a e1"t to the aneer of 
., r ~ -i;oo mud O"" ,Zl'>Dnte ,.. as 
wor •S O._. ... 1er • If care is n t r G ".l , + e [,l"0U.._j ""18.f , wi t 1 ':> 1t 
J a ,a.re o ., t, .... row A.Ja ... t n the attainment o the ver.: Lonls 
11 c1 t ey are svriv n~ ... ore ,c coo~er>ative • ~1Jre must e co _-
s Bnt re nk ~ ~n revel ! J• One o portun t ~or o~ .., ~ 
~ - e~ ver a new mem er o ~ t,e stFf~. Te recess of 
a new sta f member c ~ , ~ it is ecogn ze as 
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of' t e ,1 ole s ta ['f' , 8Cv as a means (' n ( ... - r C on , or the 
ent e s a·'"'-" , of t 1e .... ot ">r (]...lest Onr1, e eatures 0 he r>ro-
£:!'Amrne , 'l is reviewe for t 1e ncom 11[, r1eir er . us f' .. 
an exl)la l .... rroce.u"'es to a ne, men'ber hel:ps ..;."'OU:p 0 tle-
ve o ... ror ...,.e"' co v4 wtions about certa n ~ ases of the or antl 
o cone .. ter more se· ious y ancl C"are ""L 1 0 
not sta~d ur so we "' w1 n quest one by an o i ec ve ne\1comer . 
A O:r>tion o-"' _formal Ge 100 c asses ) Tra nin..., o le£?: 1 ecturers~ 
Cent.,. es ago .,, 
osophers ru., ers ea o ... ted .wit1 consi er-
a e benef t i .... t e _:orma '"' ~ o -r:ira n n Co., eee set up . If 
e r-c e uca ion ecturer t:PVe ha 0 4 s time to teac-', r .: , o s anu 
, .. ;' ., s n he ::orma Gchor,, an" eac 1 <' ass teac 1er "> ... ~ + l 
~ ne ecLur .... ~o stu ents at t e Tra ·n ·ne t e .i..st.i..nc ·-
on 'bet veen t -., 1.1-W oul ,., iS9.!)!)eflr v Le\ ... -ther . _f ' it Jere i.-
r>ract c , ., t st "i._ , <" ... > C':. e or the ~ ~uca"uio .., ect-
tU"'ers to take ovel" - ::o ma ,., .. , o c "' 9S ever..r no...- an 
say for a mont 1 or a term at a tine , 'l ow , ..... t 1 :-or1 
~ n , 
~eacher 
to 1 c"':.ure at o ., ,:e ur " n....; .... 1at reri • T 1.i..s .... oul be muc 
ol d.emons tratio sons t 1st so e rreti1otl Lee L-
u· er h ve , ee ... .. ,...; once in a hi e n - 1·c l)f of cli°ll . ., .. 1, 
~lose nan:es t 1e..r often cl:!.cl not ev-n ~nov · or '·h,.., odd lee ',ur / L 
__;J.. ve ,o stu ,ent" b: one rt u or tie rormal ,.,_lcol Leachers . 
.d.1e s ' i et natter q c: 8 .., st too 1 .. ...1 t ell come ., nto th · "' 
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yste · is o fieltl at 
t he ITormal l , l.,e cou t1 a, -- ,.,,t one or• t o of' the classe ncJ. 
t € ici1 t ' em h t e su1r· ect t,l r gh t, 1e Jear. :.1' e are "'£er-
ence o: . · 1 ion on ho\1 "ar l j e t 1J.8 ·ter cour,_es aL :i:ra _ i ~g 
si 011lU .. ..,e • ro '"'ee ~ ic __ ~ ~ !'e pons..i. i i t..i.es 
ner•a •_.n- ... roI'ess · ona e "' t.c Li n are lr ·n1.1.tual a u 
ener l e " __ ca· ·.on j_i:;,. me::i_ ~ t. ... 1 >v · c1e stu e.ts wiiL a 1 ·1) r l cul-
.r tc ., 't dkJ -
r..i.c: 
.. in the m~ 1 • ., : e C.s oi :n. a__ k _ m ., .. ..:,e nu ' o _.-
'· 
" a~ "' - E.O .... F!'of ~sio 
ce.t.i.o!l ... ... : c:,n __ ecI ... .... 1v..:.a.e s t. _·"' ents • J • ' t?. •• cle!'s Land. · r. ._.~ , L -
__ (1 
ec a is~ 
f'ess onal . 
co.2r _e. I .. L 
,_.-, 
' · ~ ' ~ers ere not at al C ') .i.. 'i., - -
ome 
0 . -
..,ne . t_ , ( , .. .. ...., ,., LLa L ~he L .cl 1 sion o.:: .., r•o-
~ · e1< ls "es t.r- ... _ he 1 ,_ t. .,, of ... he sL"' ~ t matte!' 
__ al an .... _ eral ecluc ~ion co1....rses . ., " "'l 0 1.'. J. 
wherever 1:)0Ss .: 1>"' " not )e m te!' ~ · ,._; L "'om:;;H;rtments . Gene cluca-
· io?'l :mo;_ es m'l.:'. contri l1.te Lo ... rofessio_.n:. .iee s as truly .e 
_ .re_..::"'< rn,. co1 Lrses mus· meet ,:1e C!'i t, .:.r, of b ,lnJ culiiura n 
···: ~ r values . :'he _ r _..i., .. · t lee Lurer :1r _., ,, no., ose ~ouc 1 
vhe c &ss oo n s · Jv •. :., · on, anti ..i.f Le e :s with 1ethocJ.s o,... teacLin..., 
e _ho1.., make sure t iat ,1-:,.,.. s tu ents eee t.he s1.2..,-
geste netho ~ 1 re ~··on . Ther !!O better ..,r ~o make sure 
rnn 1 ..,r ~eRc 1 · ... ..... -'-,he S' .. :. j ect i.n one o.r the l:ormal Sebo 1 clae ... es 
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B ~~.!!_: ;J )fei..;sional co·1..I"ses a~o'..m e i..u ent exr,er.i.ences: :z:_e 
essence of such a D an \JOU d. e the e lminat.i.on o ... N • ..:. c llJ 
a l preconul · reC "'r ., n • ..... 0 C ,1 ege p_ '\ . .., ' rllnmes . t,uc;ents would o' -
erve· ,1e r nte es 'li~ and en ic:::i·t,y wcu11 arou e questions ; ., , r 
cussed an \ ou C. s -' r..1."' ',e ot 1e1 -... ....i.-stions . 
-.1ese scuss· ons \ ou. ~o+ ~ust be another _ mne for the s ~ e 
o cotl!'~<> ..... ; the con ent wou ,' come .CPom s , den s ' ex.perienceE 
an ~ul c 1 a 1- ~o new exr e •.i.ences . Sue. a p ~ wou fol ow 
felt a nee fo_, .nd when 1e 
ou < be ... ra entetl 
ad a suf .L'ic.i.en i.. 
~)ac ~"'Jun rea 1...r to un erstan t e "' eu:r>iel:) ex:!.)o,_ ' ~. Ever./ 
acviv::. t J °' t 1e T!"ai.nine Co ::.e l,Je wou cl t 1us 1.1urn .. b o t the 1:0!' , 
coo ~- ~ · t were a pivo . 
:'Nl • . g Co l 1 '3 ..., ... Lecture1•s in t .,ir o" :::. ecture 
the.,r ... reach: li.:very Tra.i11i ..., Col ect,ire .i.s a 
, .1ctis · .... [, : a"' 
onstr ' 4 o . .i 
es eon ., n · .._ ..::e f. I f the student sees ecturer•s 1 1 J ~ c. a ea ... ,, - A..:. 
out n t e r o\m ec ures the ver J t eori es "J 1 c v e!r ropow.', 
.; 1e ~e s .., ~eater chance to br~nv about a c"e coor · natio ' > -
.ee_ t,heor.,r encl "' !'ac ice , ... cin r lecturers constant y V" ol ote 
., c own. Hha is the rn., ..... of 
t e advLnt a. 0 ,s of 1)ro · ect ne ,., 1ods e.n( 'l)el t on ..;>l <1:. ... ~ 
· ., ine; about 
tie l ee u-
rers themse ves never meJ.;:e use o -r . ro ·ect metho s or a l ton l ens . 
·::.u · .i_ v 1e va ue o "' .)r ~ c...c 11~ "1at Soc a S vu es s .ou c1 tE. i::e t le 
n t e Tran , 0 ~o: ., ~ ~ con isteni..ly 
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rea ·s t:.r t o a.A ,._ ""' ~ rate s1. ~ t.c · • '"'h ... t ls t 1e v lt .. ., of denounc-
ne exa n .I. t i ) 1s o... J ,o make extensive use of Jl 1 '11 '? l. co ld 
a gi VP. • _ l.n ~o t e 1ri 1<"'"' . ::. ,s put forwar • 
• ,} <"'ini, n .... x-s i,u "' ents to JG 1e _:orr '3 "c 1001 for• limit... ...-e- C" . .. 
As was )0 °11teu out 1J •foPe , tt is Jossil ::e for .Tormitl "choo teach-
ers anc l're.lning ColJ e ._.b lecturers Jvo e;ro ar,art as ne go_s 
on, even f c ose harm0 ~ existe"' to ~e~ ·L 1 t1. A sy tern i t ' A 
i;he io_ t, :rouse sy vem n E .. .i.nb .... ~).. cc 1 we 1 tried ou"" ~ 
i:ew Zea. e 1d an ,)1t foster c OS.,"' l)c_~tne_"s i ... e wee Tra.:nin 
Col::.e..:;e t.....1C I7orma "" ciloo • T 1ere u be a han u o permanen · 
-<:eachers at t 1e :.ori.1~ , '"' c ool , t t n l .:i t on eac '1 ., dar two of 
t 1e most capa e r ... .. n liusias'i(' _ .A . s wou c1 e E . ,.l:-' 1·ntA "' o e. 
i'our y~ r as.i_. There 101-1 cl t ms e at <::ast ,., teacl ers at the 
~orma Schoo , a of v;ho OL e ess .... ian 5 ears out of 
c.. ..,E and wou ' tt_rei'o1~ ow exact .. · ha Tr · 1 • r .... Col A.._.e was 
r vins At . ThE, ~forme.l School starr wo, .... .. 1 be con'"'tant y ... e ·u re-
n· ted and woulC have litt:- c 1ce of ~al ...... · ... ,o a rut . I .i 
...... 1::, ~1 n o se.., u that made tl. e r:ore __ ouse 3cl...')o:: 1....rin..., the: 
!)aRt t enty oc ,1 years one o he outstend ·n~ P.~e.i1~ntal w ~o s 
r ";-reav Br ta.in. I t is or course a c;_ue..::t ·on wet er a :ormal 
Sc 100 ot ....,' t to be en ex::;, r· men ... < 
ecussed :n t. e next section . 
_eh').., ;r n .f-:· 1is ,_ e 
• Sir Godfrey Thanaon who was the Direotor of the Moray House Sohool retired 
reoent~ • and there has been sane doubt whether the former system will 
be continued in the future. 
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X 
I many n,, :; the l or1 a:. : C' >o ... . ou c1 be u.1.t,e to 
become an experimental '"10".> • J.s uas st . ..;._. .. ,te " es :.i- "';he 
ste.n out;·i e the ' s.rste the staff rnt.lcl 
e s "" AC · al .,.; 1 · "''<:ed nd wo A.: not be visi teu 1.r nsr,ectors l'or 
ey wou 
Norma.. 8 l. "lo to venture ., f ::~" 1 1"' conventio 
~ ·1.,., c,. .... ... lecture:re ,ho w s 1ecJ. to carry out !)articu ar ex-
:peri11ents would 1ave en ic'leal :1t he.n .,. :' .! w) ., ., 
ave cons ... an access to t '1e Norma '"' c oo , t ey vou ., rnve un-
i 'li tecl an oun" of s tuden as s 11ance and ... ,1 ·.. ,ou be n a 
..,,~rf'ect position to r-ic- ' re resul ·s .... ""Der£ 1 y avai a e .... o ... he 
e bo ·* T1ere is certa · . .. ,, ~le ... 0 
a (, . .• /J ... ment in Hew Zea ~ .1c' , ntl a trem n "ou.., amount o~ researc' 
ee "s ,,,et to ., e one before we can fee at conr c1ent that 
~e ar ~c .J ..., n the ... .... 1 t ., re<' (' 1. 
n .,_, ot 1e1" ha ., , ·uR" as the 
ts function as an observ ' · sc'11 _ , so t 1e pure y res-ear h or 
~
0 lmenta ., function o~ q Ilorma choo could we :::. · .... -4;er '"'ere .... ... 
ts funct'Lon of .ri1•ov.i.cl s .xperiences fo .r o ::::,ective teac1ers .-
ne '-' ..., e .... , ' 10". :;- 0 · , ~lH-,1, i' som t~ -:s a vancecl '"i t.:; ;-;·' nst the use .. 
'"' -l; ' y~ :~o mal Schoo: c s an e ~ .:_1n•imental scho :, '= .... i te r 1 1 
c ou. T s ·s i1a~ s u " nvs siou _ ot wa c 1 ex ... er ·ments un, _ 
• It may be argued that innovations in schools as a whole cannot be made 
on the basis ot judgments formed as the result of' data seoured under 
atypical conditions. This is ~te oorreot but cannot be avoi~d al-
together. Every }vpothesis has to be tested. 
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resu"'' s suff ' el-nt"'~r con "..:.R ve .ror si..u · nt c !Pun ... ·• L: e _ 
o i.,alne. : 1ure ls no re'_on -,: ., EJ111J.tlents shou ... no~ see ex ... er ·-
r.1ents carr ·eu ou' . . ven · r he..,r ului.mately .r, l ... . .. . e are etil fti_ 
too 11ucl1 cor c !'neti bou ~ ma · ~, h.es. '''L t, 1e 1 oul ., be co __ _ 
cern.., · a"uout; is tLt:ti.. so re te'che.rf3 v .... r rlisk q •,. · 1-... n ·si.,1..: ' ,.es . 
n s alv ys f ~·:.· ._., ' 1e f' ·1s 
bee use he al ' · .. )1: he mey _ e&l · .=e ,, . l,! !.. I., hi.:; .i.clea.l 
C ... ., -. _,_ el..r . ' re sl- 11er., · n\o t '1e _ .. :; · ut he k - on 
s e . " 1 ce he · eco es co ):L ce_ i., .. 
Le che 
e me dou' t ' etl .. r 
s' l ., ., e i..r .i.e;h t - ou t ex...1 r·· .nt ., 
r ·:o a .. 3c' ool ilou"' ... 
...... · 1 ni.. ·,.., .i. t i., co 
h t -:;· - ..... e pages have been drivin e; a t . 
No static maint~~a ce o " ... 1rect ·o. ls 
c i.,i L. :'hur s cons ·ani., ci ., , can be m ' 
0 \ ~C' ) , . ev r ii 1e 
' s ci10 ... 
res ... o se ~ Von le e o '"' l ' "' 
., ut.;V lle 
.. - ._ 
'l '"' c '100 
.1 
Te sc~o ~ 
' tL 
11 "'u-
one o '"' 
ve re ... ... nse 
C 
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Direct Source. 
Pe-rsonal experience at Kelburn Normal School in 1947/8 as student. 
Personal experience at Kelburn Normal School in 1950 as teacher. 
Visit to· all six Normal Schools during 1951 .. 
Intervie ed:: Principals o'f Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch 
and Dunedin Training Colleges. 
Acting Principal of Ardmore Training College. 
Vice-Principals of Auckland, Christchurch and 
Dunedin Training Colleges. 
Ex-Principals of Auckland, Christchurch apd Dunedin 
Training Colleges. 
Method & Education Le~·turers in all the five 
Training Colleges. 
Specialist Lec~urers in all the five Training 
Colleges. 
Individual Students and Groups of Studentsn in 
all the five Traininj; Colleges. 
Students on Section at the George Street, Christchurch. 
Auckland Intermediate and Kelburn Normal Schools. 
P.A. group in Wellington 
Headmasters of all the six Normal Schools 
Ex-Headmasters of Christchurch, Dunedin and Auckland 
Normal Schoo ls .. 
N mnal School Teachers at all the six Normal Schools. 
Chief Inspector of Primary Schools. 
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Senior Inspectors attached to Otago, Canterbury 
and Wellington Education Boards. 
Inspeetors attached to~ Auckland and ellington 
Education Boards. 
Secretaries of Auckland, Wellington and Otago 
Education Boards. 
Members of the Dunedin Advisory Committee. 
Education Department Architect, Wellington. 
Director, Council of Educational Research. 
Editor of Times Educational Supp ement. 
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rndirect Sources. 
Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives. 
Auckland ducation Board files on Auckland Trainin College, 
Ardmore Training College, Auck and Primary, Auckland 
Intermediate and Papakura Normal Schools. 
Bi1ls presented to the House of Representatives. 
Brunot,Ferdinand, Histoire de la Langue Fran9aise, 1927. 
Canterbury Education Board Normal School & Training College 
Committee's Minutes. 
Canterbury Gazette. 
Christchurch Normal School Diamond Jubilee Souvenir Booklet. 
Dunedin Training College 75th Anniversary Souvenir Booklet. 
Education Department files on the five Training Colleges and 
six Normal Schools. 
Education (Salaries & Staffing) Regulations, 1948. 
George Street School Jubilee Souvenir Hooklet. 
Meyers Konversationslexikon, Band 13. 
Monroe's Cyclopedia of Education. 
National Education. 
New Zealand Gazette. 
New Zealana Parliament~y Debates. 
Newspapers: The Auckland Star, 
The Evenin Star, Dunedin, 
The Otago Daily Times, 
The Christchurch Press. 
Section Books. 
Student Magazines: Ako Pai 
Manuka 
Recorder 
Te Rama 
Void 
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Student Opinion. 
Union Street Normal School 69th Anniversary Jubilee Booklet. 
Votes and Proceedings, Otago Provincial Council. 
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